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ABSTRACT
Passive solar heating systems can supply a major portion of a house
heating load if properly designed. The four basic concepts used are dire
thermal storage in wall or roof, solar greenhouse and convective loop. I
applications some of these concepts will be combined to give better overa
performance. Technical advances will make passive solar system function
better. How far the technology advances to, will depend on how well pass
solar systems become accepted. To further the use of solar energy an int
approach will need to be taken. One which will combine the best of activ
passive systems to produce a system that supplies 100% of the house's hea
load.
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PREFACE
Passive solar heating systems can supply a major portion of
a house's heating load if properly designed. The four basic concepts
used are direct gain, thermal storage in wall or roof, solar
greenhouse and convective loop. In most applications some of these
concepts will be combined to give better overall performance. Technical
advances will make passive solar system function even better. How
far the technology advances to, will depend on how well passive solar
systems become accepted. To further the use of solar energy an
integrated approach will need to be taken. One which will combine the
best of active and passive systems to produce a system that supplies
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INTRODUCTION
Passive solar heating is defined as using solar energy to heat a
building, without the use of non renewable energy. The heating is
basically done by letting the sun's radiation into a building's interior,
to be stored in some kind of thermal mass or to heat up the air space.
Using the sun for heating and cooling goes back to "the ancient Greeks,
who enunicated the basic principle of passive heating: face south,
where the sun spends the winter; keep the winter winds away by embankments
or vegatating; shade against the summer sun; let cooling be done by
evaporation water; work with, rather than against, nature. 5A This
project will only cover passive heating, but most passive systems
can do some cooling. The four basic concepts are direct gain, thermal
storage in a wall or roof, solar greenhouse and convective loop.
The direct gain concept allows the solar radiation through south
facing windows or clerestroies to be stored in the walls or floor of
the house. Thermal storage in a wall or roof allows the solar radiation
to come through south facing glazing and then directly onto thermal
storage, with no direct solar radiation entering the living space.
Masonry material or water are normally the thermal storage mediums.
The solar greenhouse concept uses the solar radiation captured by a
south facing greenhouse for heating. Convective loop is similar to
flat plate air solar collector, except the air is circulated by the
thermosiphon process instead of by a fan. Many houses use a combination
of the above concepts to make up their passive solar heating system.
These concepts will be covered in detail later.
A house that uses a passive solar system for heating will have to
be sealed as well as possible to reduce the infiltration heating load.
In this time of dwindling energy resources any house should be sealed
to insure the minimum heating load. Generally the economics of passive
solar systems will not be addressed in the project, because it is
difficult to assess the cost of the system. The economics analysis
that has been done has shown that passive solar heating is economically
attractive.
How the sun's path across the sky changes with the seasons, aides
the operation of passive solar heating systems. During the winter
months the sun is low in the sky, which is good for the collection of
solar radiation on a vertical surface. During the summer months the
sun is high in the sky, which will help prevent the collection of solar
radiation, on a vertical surface. Thus the sun's position in the sky
directly enhances passive solar systems operation, by allowing good
collection during the winter months and poor collection during the summer
months. The farther north a house is located the lower in the sky the
sun will be, which will improve the collection of available solar
radiation on a vertical surface. For a house to have an effective
passive solar system it will have to have a wall that is within 20
degrees east or west of south, which has no obstacles in the path of
the solar radiation to the wall area. The house shape that will provide
the optimum collection of solar radiation is a form elongated along the
east-west direction.
Exhibits 1 , and 2 , will give some idea of how well passive solar
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The percentage of possible
sunshine is the percentage of time
during the average year that the sun is
bright enough to cast a shadow across a
surface, divided by the number of hours the
sun is above the horizon.
ANNUAL MEAN PERCENTAGE OF POSSIBLE SUNSHINE
Climate's potential for solar
heating during heating season : Excellent sunshine is combined with high
heat demand in area 1, moderate heat demand in area 2, and low heat
demand in area 3. Good sunshine with high heat demand in area 4,
moderate heat demand in area 5, and low heat demand in area 6. Fair
sunshine is taken from TRW, Phase Study, "Solar Heating and Cooling




systems will perform in different parts of the country. 3 These
maps show that passive solar systems could be used throughout the
United States, with the worst performance in area seven of
exhibit 2.
An important factor to consider when designing a passive solar
system is the microclimate of the area the house is located. Often
the weather patterns surrounding one house will be different from a
neighbors house. These factors may be natural wind breaks, large
bodies of water, mountains, valleys, open" plains, landscaping and or
proximity to surrounding buildings. Whatever the microclimate is it
should be considered when designing a system. Another thing to consider
is the benefit gained from broad leaf trees. These trees will be bare
during the winter months, thus allowing solar radiation through, and
full of leaves during the summer months providing shade to keep the
house from overheating. The biggest problem with passive solar systems
is the temperature fluctuations. For a passive system to work there
has to be changes in temperature, but if the system is improperly
designed the temperature changes can be too great. Initially, the lack
of adequate design parameters resulted in some poorly designed systems,
which had large temperature fluctuations, and has given passive solar
systems a bad name. The expericene gained from the initial design
attempts has produced better design procedures, but the procedures are
still too complicated for general use to be adopted.
The problem of overheating has resulted in the use of fans to
transport the excess heat to a separate storage medium. The use of a
fan in passive systems has created a conflict among designers. The
purest position is that the use of an electric fan makes the system an
active one. Others try to put a coefficient of performance (50) limit
on when a system is passive or active. As far as this project is
concerned, as long as the basic system falls within one of the passive
concepts, then it is a passive system. If a fan can increase the
system's performance then it is the logical thing to do. The systems
with a fan will be referred to as hybrid passive solar systems.
People who have lived in houses with passive solar systems, that
operate correctly, have liked the interior environmental conditions.
Passive systems do take some time to learn how to operate, to get the
most comfort, but once the system is learned the interior areas can
be kept comfortable. A factor to consider with systems that use
radiant heat, is the interior air temperature can be lower than
conventional systems and still be comfortable. The reason for this is
the radiant heat from the wall or floor can be felt as warmth. Also





The direct gain passive solar system is the simplest approach when
using solar energy. The system simply allows the solar energy to enter
through south facing windows and be absorbed in the mass of the house.
The reason this system works is solor energy (short wave raidation) will
pass through the glass, with very little loss in energy, and be absorbed
by the mass of the house, which will then emit long wave radiation that
will not pass easily through the windows. The windows will be a large
source of heat loss due to the inside-outside temperature difference and
the window heat transfer coefficient (U) . A method used to overcome this
heat loss is to use movable insulation, to be covered later, to cover
the windows when there is no solar energy available, mostly at night.
A direct gain system will need an overhang to prevent the summer sun,
which comes from large angles from the horizontal, from coming into
the house. 5B
The problems with direct gain systems are large temperature swings,
expensive thermal storage mass, strong directional daylighting, glare,
and ultraviolet degradation of fabrics. There will also be temperature
swings of 15 to 22 degree fahrenheit during the winter months, which
can be unacceptable to some families. These large temperature swings
are also an indication that the system is not working very well. The
movable insulation can help the situation, but there is still the
overheating which is energy that could be stored at a lower temperature,
and thus last longer and be available when there is no solar energy. 5B
The best and most economical place to put the thermal mass is the
floor, but a masonry floor that can't be covered by rugs, furniture
and other things normally used in a living space would be unacceptable
to most families. The area generally used is the walls, which is more
expensive to install. There is also the problem of getting sufficient
area that is directly in the sun's rays. Thus the walls will require
extensive and expensive mass. The roof can be used for thermal storage,
which would be very effective because heat raises. The obvious draw
back is the expense of using heavy thermal mass on the roof. With the
use of a phase change material the excessive weight could be somewhat
eliminated. The following exhibit 3, shows the basics of direct gain
passive solar heating.
HOUSE AT CROOKED CREEK (SEVERE CLIMATE)
A house constructed in Dubois, Wyoming, which has a 10 month heating
season and is very cold, was designed to use passive solar energy. The
house was designed as a long structure with three large clerestories
facing south. The clerestories allowed the direct radiation to enter the
rooms above eye level, thus reducing glare and filling the space with
reflected light. The house is very well insulated and includes an air-
lock entry. Reinforced concrete block forms most of the house, and along
with an 8" concrete floor slab make up the thermal storage of the house.
The insulation in the wood walls and roof is R-22, in the block walls
(urea-formaldahyde foam sprayed in wall cavity) is R-30, and a 4" styro-
foam board at the slab edge (R-18) is used. All the glass is thermopane.
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The collection of solar energy is by the clerestories which had
to be sized to insure sufficient energy could be collected. The glass
area calculations were based on a rainimun exposure to a 15 degree
angle of incidence (December 21 average, 45 degree north latitude).
After heat loss calculations, the window calculations resulted in 100
square feet for each living area and 85 square feet for each bedroom.
Total insolation was calculated to be 2,300 BTU per square foot per
day, of which 2,000 BTU per square foot per day (December 21) is direct
radiation, plus 15% for clear day reflected radiation, and also some
diffuse radiation. Transmission o'f? radiation through thermopane glass
is 75%, which gives a total radiation entering the house of 1,725
BTU/ sq. ft. /day. The windows were inset 12" to try and maintain
a cushion of still air in front of the windows and thus minimize
daytime heat loss. 5C
The storage of energy is in the walls and floor. Direct radiation
strikes the plastered block walls (sand finish to help insure diffuse
reflection) and reflects the radiation to the floors. 25 to 30% of the
direct radiation will be absorbed by the walls as determined by the
thermal admittance and acceptance of the masonry masses. The acceptance
and admittance formulas are by Mazria: Solar Energy Workshop Workbook
,
December 5, 1975. The masonry wall can admit, or store, 45-50 BTU/sq.ft./
hr. of the approximate total heat exposure of 200 BTU/sq. ft./hr.
before overheating at the surface. Which is why the light color for the
wall surface was selected to allow only 25 to 30% of the radiation
striking to be absorbed. The black slate finished floor accepts 90 to
95% of the radiation striking it. This process of calculating and
balancing color allows the maximun storage of energy, by minimizing
surface overheating. This helps to insure energy for nighttime heating
The mass in the building is calculated to store one days heat within
a 10 degree fahrenheit temperature swing (65 - 75°F) . The amount of
mass was determined from the thermal capacity of the walls and floor.
All calculation assumed R-8 Technifoam shutters over the south clerestories
at night. 5C
The actual performance data was collected without the shutters.
During clear days the temperature fluctuated about 15 degrees (60 - 75)
with outside temperature ranging from 10 to 25°F daytime and -10, -0°F
at night. There was a need for approximately 2 hours of nighttime
heating with a "Franklin" woodstove. The house used one half cord of
white pine from August to the end of November. There was only a
maximun 5 degree temperature difference between the floor and the peak
of interior spaces, because the mass radiates very slowly and gradually,
causing the heat to migrate slowly. The house was monitored for a four
day period of continuous snow. During this time outside temperatures
ranges from -10°F to -35°F, while the house never fell below 50^
without any auxiliary heating. The reason this temperature can be
maintained is there is enough diffuse radiation reflected into the house
to maintain this temperature. This also shows what can be accomplished
with a well insulated house. 5C
When the walls and floor are warmer than the air space, as it is
with a direct gain house, the house is comfortable at 65°F as compared
to 75°F in a conventional house. Also around sundown when the house
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changes from direct solar radiation heat to thermal energy (from
the walls) the house will experience a chilly period of about 30 minutes.
Once the walls begin to radiate, the house feels warm again. 5C
HOUSE IN CENTRAL CALIFORNIA (MILD CLIMATE)
A passive solar house that is located in a mild climate (central
California) has been designed to give essentially 100% passive solar
heating and cooling. Only the heating will be addressed in this project.
The location has 589 degree F days of heating with a relatively
dependable sunshine and large dirunal swings (28 degrees in winter and
32 degrees in summer) . The house was built with materials and construction
techniques standard to the area, and has 1,500 square feet of living
area. This requires only 400 square feet of south facing glass and
2,000 square feet of thermal mass (mostly 2" thick), which will allow
the system to operate 24 hours a day. The temperature swing predicted
for this house is 22 degrees F (64°F to 84°F) . This does not take
into account movable insulation on all south facing windows, which
would improve the performance. 5G
The thermal storage is based on diurnal storage, which is optimal
at about 2". The floor is a 4" slab on grade, on concrete block wall
capping, laid on a wood decking, filled with grout and sealed with wax,
to give a light colored semi-reflected finished, so that the insolation
will be spread over all the high mass surfaces. The thermal mass on
the walls are 2" plaster where the sun strikes the walls from one side
and 4" plaster where the sun strikes the surface from both sides. 5G
Collection of solar energy is accomplished as shown in exhibit 4.
This design shows that with the proper climate conditions a 'house can
be heated and cooled almost 100% by passive solar energy, and be built
using materials and construction techiques standard to the area,
keeping costs down. An example of how costs compared to a conventional
house, is the cost of the high mass wall which was 70c per square foot,
as compared to 63c per square foot for a typical 1/2" gypsum wall
with 2 X 4 studs. There is no actual performance data available. 5G
RETROFIT NEW MEXICO ADOBE
The retrofitting of a direct gain system to a house will usually
take considerable remodeling if the system is going to be effective
in using solar energy. The house will also have to have a large amount
of south facing wall. To install the needed south facing windows and
storage mass in the house will probably require structural changes,
which would be very expensive. Where retrofitting can be effective is
if the house already needs extensive remodeling, and is situated such
that there will be sufficient south facing wall area. An example of
this type of remodeling is an adobe house in Alcalde, New Mexico.
This house needed extensive repairs. The owner decided to convert to
solar energy (direct gain) with the remodeling. The house was ideally
suited in that it was made of adobe, giving it mass, and had sufficient
south facing wall. The solar retrofitting with remodeling cost
$15,000, as compared to $14,000 that a contractor estimated for just
the needed repairs. The estimated total heat loss, with a 15 degree F
page 8





average 24 hour temperature, is 185,000 BTU/day. The estimated solar
gain through the 180 square feet of window is 180,000 BTU/day. The
180,000/day is based on 1,000 BTU/sq. ft. /day, which is a clear day
value. The south windows have reflectors which will increase the
energy gained (30% by Steve Baer's rule of thumb), and should make
the house very close to 100% passive solar heated, considering the
area of New Mexico. 5K
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THERMAL STORAGE IN A WALL OR ROOF
TROMBE WALL
The Trombe Wall, named for Dr. Felix Trombe one of it's developers,
is a passive system that uses thermal storage on the south wall of
the house. The exterior of the wall is painted a dark heat absorbing
color, to insure as much energy is absorbed as possible. There will
be either one or two layers of glazing mounted several inches from the
wall. If it is desired to have both daytime and nighttime heating the
wall will have to have vents at both the top and the bottom of the wall.
These vents will have to have dampers to prevent the reverse flow of
heat through the vent and out the windows at night. Exhibit 5 shows
basically what a Trombe Wall is and how it works.
As exhibit 5 indicates solar radiation (short wave) passes
through the glass and is absorbed in the wall. The thermal energy,
in the wall being at a low temperature, producing long wave radiation,
will not pass easily through the glass, thus capturing the solar energy
in the house. Exhibits 5 and 6 also show that the daytime heating
is done by a natural convective loop, and nighttime heating is done
by radiation from the thermal storage wall. 5B
In the Trombe Wall, the selection of how much and what kind, of
material to use for the wall is critical. Normally masonry is used for
the material, but with the development of phase change materials
(to be covered later) there may be a switch to this less space consuming
material. Temperature swings, as experienced with direct gain systems,
can be reduced, due to the smoothing achieved as the temperature wave
diffuses through the wall. There is also a time delay between when
the solar energy is absorbed and when the energy enters the house.
Usually this time delay is from 6 to 12 hours, which gives the maximum
heating when most needed, at nighttime. Exhibits 7 and 8 show the
smoothing effect and the time delay of th Trombe Wall. 5B
The results in exhibit 7 are more extreme than would be observed
in a house, since test rooms have a large ratio of collector area to
load (4.3 sq. ft. of collector per BTU/hr. ° F) , and consequently the
inside temperature averages about 50 degrees F above the outside
temperature on sunny midwinter days. 5B
The thickness of the wall can be some what flexible because of
the time delay. The thickness that gives the maximum annual energy
yield to the building is 12 inches. With a 12" wall there will be too
much- of a temperature swing, which results in uncomfortable periods
when there is an extended cloudy period. The usual design uses a
16" wall, which will give more storage and less of a temperature swing.
The exhibit 7 lists the characteristics of a solid concrete wall
during sunny days with double glazing. 5B
The Trombe Wall can be used a number of ways as a passive solar
system. The Trombe Wall can be used by itself, but will need the vents
for daytime heating. The Trombe Wall can be combined with an attached
greenhouse, still using the vents. The Trombe Wall can also be used
page 11
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THERMAL THERMAL INSIDE TIME OF
STORAGE STORAGE DAILY INSIDE
MASS SURFACE AREA/ TEMP.°F TEMP.
BTU/ PF GLAZING AREA SWING PEAK
DIRECT GAIN 37 2.8 38 3:00 P.M
16" TROMBE WALL 32 0.84 26 4:00 P.M
(WITH VENTS)
16" TROMBE WALL 32 0.84 9 10:00 P.M
(NO VENTS)
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EXHIBIT 8
TEMPERATURES MEASURED IN A TWO-STORY THERMAL STORAGE WALL. THE WALL
IS MADE OF 12" HOLLOW CONCRETE BLOCK FILLED WITH MORTAR. THE WALL IS
DOUBLE-GLAZED AND HAS NO VENTS
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just as a nighttime heating device, no vents, and some other form of
heating during the day. How the Trombe Wall is used will be up to the
designer.
The problems with the Trombe Wall is the high cost of construction,
it takes up valuable space within the house, and it may not have a
pleasing appearance to some people. The problem of loss of heat at
night, through the windows, can be reduced by using movable insulation
between the wall and the glazing. Any overheating that takes place,
can be resolved, but with proper design shouldn't happen.
DOUG KELBAUGH HOUSE
The Doug Kelbaugh house uses the Trombe Wall with vents as its
passive solar heating system. The Trombe Wall is constructed of 15
inches of concrete^ which has been painted with 3M Nexel (special
black coating) over masonry conditioner. There is double glazing in
front of the wall, giving a total of 600 square feet of collection
area, plus the attached greenhouse. The vents are located at the top
and bottom of each floor level. After the first winters occupancy it
was discovered that dampers were needed to stop the reverse thermo-
siphoning. The dampers were made so that they would operate passively,
and are made from a light cloth over a screen that would only allow
flow in one direction. The house also has an attached greenhouse,
which will be discussed at a later time. Since the house is two stories
there was a problem with the upper story always being hotter than the
lower story. This was resolved by closing off the lower from the
upper level. Exhibit 9 is a schematic of the house's heating system.
The house has 2,100 square feet of floor area and a volume of 19,000
cubic feet. The heat loss for the house is about 65,000 BTU/hour at
0°F. The backup heating is a gas fired hot air furnace that can
deliver 58,000 BTU/hour. There are also three 250 watt heaters in the
bathroom to provide instantaneous heat. The additional cost estimated
to be attributable to the solar heating and cooling system is $8,000.00
to $10,000.00. This cost for a solar system may seem high, but the
following exhibit 10, shows why it is worth the extra money. 5DD
The house had a temperature swing of 5 to 10 F over a 2A hour period.
Daytime temperature setting was between 60 and 64°F and the nighttime
setting was 58°F. These settings were acceptable because the radiant
heat from the wall allows lower room temperatures to be comfortable.
The estimated downstairs average was about 63 CF while for upstairs it
was 67 °F. 5DD
Since this system obtains a high percentage of total heating from
solar it makes the high cost acceptable. When maintenance costs,
reliability and convenience are also considered the system is even more
and more appealing..
The Trombe Wall concept can be used with no vents directly into
the living space, but with a rock bed storage system in which the air
between the Trombe Wall and glazing is passed through. The Bruce Hunn
house is an example of this kind of system, but since it is considered
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Retrofitting a Trorabe Wall on an existing house is not too costly
if the house already has a south facing masonry wall. The system will
probably not be as effective as a new construction system, but it
should reduce the heating bill. Two houses that were retrofitted with
Trombe Walls are the Wickel House in New Jersey, and the Upper Black
Eddy House in Pennsylvania. The Wickel House is a converted vacation
lodge with over 7,000 square feet of living space, with three stories.
One gable end is exposed to 5 degrees west of true south. Since the
house was originally designed as a lodge, it was possible to limit
the heating load for the solar system to 2,200 square feet of living
space in five separate zones. The total heating load for this portion
of the house was estimated to be 205 million BTU per heating season.
The south end of the basement and first floor (432 sq. ft. ) was
constructed of hollow core cement blocks, which was ideal for retrofitting
a Trombe Wall. 5D
The first step in constructing a Trorabe Wall was the preparation
of the surface of the wall. The surface already had a rough coat
plaster job, which was nice for solar absorbance and creation of air
turbulance for efficient heat transfer. The wall was blackened with
a thin slurry of mortar mix, with black masonry pigment added. The
air space for the Trombe Wall was formed with 2 X A'
s_,
giving a three
inch air space. The perimeter was then caulked inside and out with
caulking_,and lined with one inch fiberglass drop-ceiling insulation.
Lead anchor shields were placed in the masonry at 30 inch centers













This type of construction provides a clear span for effective air
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distribution. It can also compensate for irregularities in the wall
by varying the pipe spaces length. All the forming members were painted
white to reduce the amount of heat they absorbed. Three 6" X 12"
vent holes were cut at the top of the collector to allow air flow
into the third and fourth floor areas. 5D
The system operates by convective air being fed through the
basement windows, then by opening or closing selective windows and
vents, the heat can be directed to any of five living areas as desired.
Dampers are used to prevent reverse thermosiphoning. The 8" hollow
block doesn't provide very much thermal mass, which is why the
insulation and sheet rock were left on the south wall. By leaving
the south wall the way it was helped reduce the overheating problems. 5D
The air entering the Trombe Wall via basement windows was 38
degrees, with the exhausted air ranging from 100°F to 122°F. Since no
air flow measurements were taken, these temperatures have very little
meaning. During winter days, use of the wood stove has been virtually
eliminated. The limited thermal mass gives very little storage, which
means when the sun goes down the system is of very little use. The
fact that the area has nearly perpetual snow cover and clear skies
improves the systems performance. The Wickel family has been pleased
with its performance. The best feature of the retrofit is the low
cost. The total expenditure for materials was $378.55, resulting
in 88c per square foot of collector area. 5D
UPPER BLACK EDDY HOUSE
The Upper Black Eddy House is a two story stone farmhouse with
1,000 square feet of living space. The heating load is 110 million
BTU per heating season. The primary source of heat is a small log-
burner wood stove. The house has one side that is 5 degrees east to
true south. After deletion of obstructions there was 28' by 5 ' of
stone wall exposed to the sun, of which one third is window space.
To make full use of the limited space available for Trombe Wall it
was decided to use double glazing. The construction of the Trombe
Wall was similar to the Wickel House but had to be modified to accept
double glazing^in lieu of single Kal Wall. The builder, taking
advantage of good deals, got the materials, for the project, for $113.00,
or 81c per square foot of collector. The materials used caused the
labor time to increase considerable over the Wickel House. The house
has a 15 degree pent roof sloping away, for 10 feet, from the base of
the collector, which will improve its efficiency. 5D
The system operates by air being fed into the collector via the
lower sash of the three windows and exhausted through vents cut into
the eves, where it ties into an existing unused insulated hot air duct
system. The hot air is then fed into the second floor near the ceiling.
The second floor will quickly reach 60 to 65 C F with moderate insolation,
but as inlet air temperature increases the heat transfer becomes
inefficient, thus slowing down the thermosiphoning. There are plans to
install a circulating fan to help direct the air through out the house
for a more even heat distribution, and to help maintain the thermosiphoning
loop. This system will not meet a major percentage of the overall
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heating needs, but it will be significant enough to make the investment
worthwhile. No actual performance data was available. 5D
Retrofitting a Trombe Wall to an existing house will not give
the same kind of performance as a new construction system, but as
shown with the Wickel House and the Upper Black Eddy House satis-
factory performance can be obtained at a minimun of cost. This is
important because it allows homeowners in the lower income strata
to take advantage of solar energy. It should be pointed out that
the above only applies to houses that have a masonry wall that faces
very close to the south.
WATER WALL
The water wall system works on the same principals as the Trombe
Wall, except water is used as the storage medium instead of masonry.
The main advantage of water is its efficiency in picking up heat,
storing it, and releasing it, resulting in less storage space. The
surface of the water will also remain cooler than the masonry. The
cooler surface will result in less heat losses and will have less
tendency ot overheat during sunshine hours. The lower surface
temperature will also be more responsive to solar gain. 5Y The water
wall can be directly exposed to the living space or it can be enclosed,
If the water wall is enclosed the air can be circulated naturally or
forced. Tests conducted by the Energy Center of the University of
California, San Diego indicate that the water wall bin with forced
convection gives the best solar load fraction, which is dependent on
a person's subjective assessment of the comfort enhacement by direct
radiation. The water wall bin with forced convection does provide
the best room temperature control. During the daytime temperatures
rarely exceed the thermostat setting by more than 2°F. The placement
of an insulating wall (even with vents) between the living space and
the water, with natural convection, will give poorer performance than
the exposed wall. There was a significant loss of energy through
the windows by conduction, even with R-8 night insulation. This heat
loss can be reduced from 50% to 100% by the use of night insulation
on the exterior of the glazing. Exhibit 12 is a schematic of a water
wall bin. 5Z
The primary problem with the water wall is getting the water in
the vertical configuration. Initial attempts had continous water from
the top to the bottom of the wall, such as vinyl bladders inside of
walls and various types of tubes made of steel and fiberglass. These
methods put too much head pressure on the system, making leaks a
major problem. Corrosion is also a problem when metal containers are
used. Drums are usually used, in that the water pressure can be kept
down and still form a wall by stacking the drums. If metal drums are
used to contain the water the corrosion can be minimized by using
anticorrosive stabilizers in the water, or by lining the containers
with something that is not corrosive in water. If the system is an
exposed water wall there will have to be something to shade the wall
page 20
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during the summer when no heating is desired. With the water wall
bin the system can be designed so that the solar heat is vented
outside, it would still be a good idea to provide some kind of
shading. 5Z
FOCUSING ROOF APPERATURE /HOUSE IN NEW JERSEY
A technique used to minimize the thermal storage area is the
focusing foof apperture. The roof aperture will allow the storage
on the north wall. The designing of the aperture to give optimun
distribution of solar energy is very complex, and will not be covered
by this project. There is on going study, by others, in this area.
The aperture will not focus the solar radiation on to the water storage
at all times, therfore, a concrete floor should be used to insure all
the focused energy is absorbed. The technique of focusing can
minimize the storage area by a factor of up to two to one. This will
save money as storage costs about $2.00 per square foot. The focused
radiation will require a high capacity material like contained water
o3r phase change material to avoid overheating. A masonry wall however
thick, (8" to 16") will not provide enough storage to prevent over-
heating. The contained water should be situated on the north wall
such that it will receive the most radiation. An advantage of the
focused aperture is that during the summer months when the sun is
higher, solar radiation will not be collected. 51
A house located in New Jersey has a passive system that uses both
a water wall and a focused roof aperture. The location has 4,980°F
days per year with 57% yearly sunshine. The house has 1,400 sq. ft.
of living space and a heat loss of 8.3 BTU/DDF/sq. ft. which is a
well insulated house. Exhibit 13 is a schematic of the house's
heating system. The water wall operates by absorbing the solar energy
through the glazing, and then radiating it from the water storage
through the inner wall. The system also uses natural convection,
from the water tube space, through the vents into the living space.
The vents have dampers to prevent reverse thermos iphoning. There
are exterior reflectors to increase the solar energy collected, which
can be pulled up at night to give nighttime insulation.
The focusing roof aperture operates by passing the solar radiation
through the outer glazing material and reflecting it, by one or more of
three reflectors, to the water storage or concrete floor. The three
reflectors are indicated in exhibit 13 as (T) @> and(^)- There is
internal glazing at the ceiling to prevent convective coupling of
the skylight with the occupied space. Reflector two is movable so
that it can also act as insulation. The water storage and concrete^
transfers the heat to the house by natural convection and radiation.
This system has a good heat distribution because there is a heat
source at both the south and north walls. The above system has a ratio





The simulation used for this house had many simplifications.
The validity and effect of these assputions are as of yet unknown.
Future simulations are going to be done by computer, which should



























ost of combined water wall and roof aperture system was
ich includes materials and labor. Considering costs, the
raction, possible tax incentive and the low maintenance
makes this system very attractive. The above solar load
s not include the energy needed for hot water. The hot
ed 3.04X10 6BTU per year, which is 25% of the total annual
The system could be modified to use the water storage
t tank for the hot water, which would decrease the
energy required for hot water. How this would effect
performance would have to be simulated. 51
RETROFITS
Retrofitting a water wall or water storage system should be
effective. The construction of the water wall or water storage should
cost about the same as a new construction system. With a water wall
it may take some structural work to get a wall with a lot of glass
area, but it shouldn't be too much of a problem. The house will have
to have a suitable wall facing south. If the system is properly
designed it should be as effective as a new construction system,
unlike a retrofitted Trombe Wall. The house will have to be well
insulated, but a house should be well insulated no matter what kind of
energy is used for heating.
WATER ROOF
The water roof system is a concept used in areas where flat roofs
are acceptable. Most of the work on this system has been in the south-
western part of the United States. The system uses a water storage
pond on the roof of the house. The solar energy is absorbed during
sunlight hours, and a movable insulation is used to keep from losing
energy to the air at night. There are movable insulation systems
that can be moved with nonrenewable energy, and others that can be moved
with manpower. Exhibit 14 is a schematic of the water roof system.
As can be seen from exhibit 14 , the heating is done by radiation
only. The system radiates heat into each room, making the heat
distribution no problem. With the heat source in the ceiling it may
cause a problem of the floor being uncomfortable, in the systems
built to date this has not been a problem. The water roof system
should be able to handle 100% of the heating load in areas where it
is practicable, and also 100% of the cooling load, if the weather
conditions are right. The construction of a house capable of carrying
the load of a water pond on the roof has not been a problem, but
have had trouble keeping the system from leaking. There is ongoing
















that lived in a completed house felt that the system was superior to
conventional heating and cooling. Of particular note was the lack of
blowing air and noise. 4
The water roof wystem doesn't lend itself to retrofits, since
there would have to be extensive structural work done to be able to
take the added load of the water. The cost of the structural changes




The solar greenhouse is a room that has extensive glass area that
faces south. It is really a direct gain space that is thermally
separated from the living space. This allows the greenhouse to have
large temperature swings, while the living space, being buffered, will
have smaller temperature swings. There will be a thermal storage
wall separating the greenhouse from the living space. The wall can
either be insulated on the living space side or left uninsulated. If
the wall is left uninsulated it will operate on the same pricnipals
as a Trombe Wall. If the wall is insulated, to prevent heat loss when
the greenhouse is cooler than the living space, the heating is done
by convention through vents, windows or doors adjoining the greenhouse.
The periraiter of the greenouse will be insulated along with the floor
if the climate is severe enough. Additional thermal storage, such
as water filled drums, may be used in the greenhouse to improve its
performance. Exhibit 15 shows the basics of greenhouse heating. 5B
The greenhouse with its extensive glass area is a good collector
of solar energy, but the glass is not a very good insulator to thermal
conduction. Shutters can be used to increase the greenhouse resistance
to conduction. There has been recent development of transparent
insulation, to be covered latter, that could make the greenhouse a
better thermal storage medium. The greenhouse also can be used as a
plant growing area, which could be used to grew vegatables year around.
If the greenhouse is open to the living space there could be a problem
with insects, if proper care is not taken.
DOUBLE BOX
A unique greenhouse system that is being developed is the
double box. The double box is a greenhouse that completely surrounds
the living space. Exhibits 16 and 17 are schematics of the double
box. The structure will have to be well insulated. The air is heated
on the south side through the glass raising to the top. The air is
then forced down the north side through an air plenum space into a mass
storage area at the base of the greenhouse. The air will then proceed
into the greenhouse and up through a vent to be heated again. The air
will circulated at about twice that of a normal central conditioning
system, which will give air exchanges in the greenhouse of about
one per minute. The reason for these high air speeds are; 5AA
1. Lower delta temperatures of operation, reducing heat loss
back through the glass.
2. Rapid Air FLow
a. Rapidly looping air prevents heat from building up in
the greenhouse
3. Increased storage mass
;
a. Storage at low temperatures increase operation time of
heat supply.
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air buffer, which provide 3 main temperature zones; the inner box,
the outer box and the outside air. The outer box's temperature will
have big temperature swings, while the inner box will be maintained
at a fairly constant temperature. During the heating season when the
sun is shining the outer box will be warmer than the inner box, thus
the inner box will retain its heat. When the sun is not shining the
outer box will be warmer than the outside air, due to thermal storage,
and will funtion as a warm air blanket thus reducing the heat loss
of the inner box. The energy used to move the air in the outer box
can be achieved by either an electric fan, 10 to 15 KWH per month, or
by setting up a natural convective loop. The natural convective loop
can be obtained by leaving a portion of the north air plenum
uninsulated. The warm air will escape out the north wall and be
replaced by the warmer air moving down from the attic, thus forming
the convective loop. 5AA
A demonstration project is being built, that uses the double box
concept. The project, when fully operational, is expected to have a
potential gain that is more than twice the heat losses. There will
be an excess heat storage medium (low delta T) that should have the
capacity (2 million BTU) to last through the cloudy days. The double
box configuation can also provide summer cooling. Since this project
is not completed there is no actual data available. There is also no
figures for the cost of construction. This system appears to have
potential, but how much will have to be assessed when actual data
becomes available.
DOUG KELBOUGH- HOUSE
The usual application of greenhouses is in combination with other
systems. The Doug Kelbaugh House is primarily a Trombe Wall System,
but has an attached greenhouse for additional heating and growing
ornamental and edible plants. Initially, the greenhouse was single
glazed and opened directly into the living space. After the first
winter's operation it was found that the greenhouse was losing an
excessive amount of heat, about 40% of the total heat loss of the
house. To help remedy the heat loss problem a second layer of glass
was added, which was estimated to cut the heat loss from the green-
house in half. The greenhouse also had an excessive temperature
Swing, up to 25° F. Eight 55 gallon drums painted black where added
to try and reduce the temperature swing and to store energy. The
Doug Kelbaugh House showed that if a greenhouse is going to be open
to the living spaces it should have some means of uncoupling the
greenhouse at night. Shutters can also be used to reduce heat losses
and give privacy. Therefore, if a greenhouse is going to be used
in combination with another system and is going to be open to the
living space it should only be considered as a daytime heating
source. 4
HYBRID SYSTEM
Another interesting combination is to use the greenhouse attached
to a Trombe Wall and use the heated air in the greenhouse to charge
a rock bed storage system. This system will have the wall and the
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floor giving off radiant heat, which will allow the room air temperature
to be lower and still be comfortable. Exhibit 18 is a schematic of the
above system. The concrete floor will provide a time delay for the
heat flow. The warm floor will also offset the tendency of the room
to stratify in temperature.
RETROFITS
Perhaps the best use of the greenhouse is in retrofitting it
to existing houses. The greenhouse can be an effective solar system
if the house it is retrofitted to is well insulated and has sufficient
south facing wall area. It will not take care of the major heating
needs, but will reduce it. The cost of construction will be similar



















CONVECTIVE LOOP (THERMOSIPHON LOOP)
The natural convective loop operates similar to active air
systems, except no conventional energy is needed. The collector will
be similar to the active system. The collector has one or two layers
of glazing, a heat absorbing plate and a method for the heat transfer
fluid to flow across the plate. As the fluid passes across the plate
it will absorb the thermal energy in the plate and transfer that
energy to the storage medium. As the fluid is heated up it will
raise and go into the storage hin at the top of the collector. The
storage medium will absorb the thermal energy, cooling the fluid
;
causing it to flow down and into the bottom of the collector. This
system can be used with either water or air as the heat transfer
fluid. 5B The usual use for the above system is for passive hot
water heaters.
The natural convective loop air system can be used as shown in
exhibit 19 . The house will have to be well insulated as usual.
The collector will heat up the air causing it to raise into the
storage bin. The rock bed storage will give up its heat by allowing
air to raise through vents into the living space. Once the air is in
the living space it will raise, heating the second floor spaces. As
the air cools, it will return through the cold air return ducts.
The hot water can also be heated in this system by installing water
pipes in the collector. The system has dampers on the vents to control
the heating and prevent any reverse thermosiphoning throughout the
system. A house has been built using the above concept, but no
performance or cost data was available. 3
For the natural convective loop system to be justified it will
have to have better performance than an active system, and be com-
parable to other passive systems. The reason for this is that the
system requires a collector that has no other function than to collect
energy, as in the active system. The other passive systems have good
performance and serve more than one function. There is a use for
the convective loop system in retrofitting existing houses. The
retrofits can be small convective air heaters for use during sunlight
hours only, or a simple window box heater if it can be designed not
to lose heat at night. Work is on going in this area of small
convective air heaters, which can play an important role in using
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Modifications can be made to the basic passive solar concepts
to make better use of collected energy. An interesting modification
is the vertical solar louvers, which combines the concepts of direct
gain and thermal storage wall. Vertical solar louvers are a set of
rectangular columns situated directly behind south facing glazing
and oriented in the SE-NW direction. By orienting the columns in
this fashion the morning sun is allowed to enter and warm the house,
and the afternoon sun will store energy in the columns. Exhibit 20
is a schematic of the vertical solar louver system. The vertical
solar louvers has most of the advantages of the direct gain and the
Trombe Wall systems, while eliminating most of the disadvantages.
The Trombe Wall will give even temperatures, but does not allow the
use of alot of possible storage in the interior floor and walls. The
Trombe Wall, that circulates room air, also has no convient means
to clean the interior glazing, which can deteriorate the system
preformance. The vertical solar louvers allow the use of thermal
storage in the walls, and still have easy access to the glazing for
cleaning. The primary disadvantage of the direct gain system is the
wide range of temperature fluctuations, which the vertical solar
louvers system will not have. 5J
The vertical solar louvers are designed to function so that in
the morning when the house is at its coolest the maximum amount
of solar energy is directly admitted into the house, and then around
noon switch to a Trombe Wall for storage of solar energy and to
prevent the house from overheating. The louvers will admit over
80% of the morning sun directly into the interior. As the day
progresses less and less of the sun's direct energy will be allowed
into the house. At noon from 40 to 70% (depending on column spacing)
of the sun energy will be intercepted by the louvers. In the after-
noon all the sun's energy will be intercepted by the louvers for
storage, after the house's interior has been heated up. The vertical
solar louver system should reach maximum comfortable temperature
at about 11:00 A.M. and last until 5:00 P.M., as compared to 1:00 P.M.
to 5:00 P.M. for other hybrid passive systems. The maximum surface
temperature for the louvers will be reached between 4:00 P.M. and
5:00 P.M., as compared to shortly after noon for the Trombe Wall.
With the maximum surface temperature being obtained around 4:00 P.M.,
it will give a heat pulse at the back of the louver between 2:00 A.M.
and 5:00 A.M. (depending on the column material and thickness) when
it is most needed. The vertical solar louver, therefore allows the
house structure to absorb and store heat for a longer time at the
maximum comfortable temperature. The vertical solar louvers should
improve the storage effectiveness of the internal structural elements
from 50 to 100% in December and January. 5
J
An advantage of the vertical solar louvers over the Trombe Wall
is the front surface temperature of the vertical solar louver is
lower. The vertical solar louver's maximum surface temperature is












surface temperature will give a lower temperature potential for heat
loss to the exterior, thus resulting in less heat loss (up to 50%).
This means that less expensive night insulation can be used and still
maintain good performance. The actual storage mass temperature of the
vertical solar louvers should be about the same as the Trombe Wall.
The problem of excessive floor temperature, that can occur' with a
direct gain system, is also avoided. 5J
Jim Bier, the designer of the vertical solar louvers, has built
a house using his concept. The house has 1,300 square feet of living
space, has two stories, and is made of 8 inch concrete blocks tamped
full of sand. The floor is 4 inches of reinforced concrete on a
4 inch open gravel base. The house is well insulated, even to using
triple glazed storm windows, but no overall heat loss coefficient
was provided. The house has 300 square feet of south wall, 50 square
feet of clerestory and 70 square feet total in east and west walls,
which are used to collect the sun's radiation. There are 100 tons of
insulated masonry and sand in the house to provide storage for overnight
and on partially cloudy days. The five vertical solar louvers are
12" X 32" sandfilled blocks, the full height of the south wall
angled 45 degrees east of south. The south wall is double-glazed.
Insulating drapes, stored on the NE interior side of each louver, are
used to prevent nighttime heat loss and to control unwanted insolation.
The system was designed to give from 50 to 85% of the houses needs by
passive solar energy. There is no actual performance data available.
The cost of constructing a house, using the vertical solar louvers,
should be about the same as a conventional block house, but no com-
parative cost data was provided. 5J
Combining and modifing the basic concepts of passive solar energy
is often done in efforts to maximize the use of solar energy. The
greenhouse is often combined with water walls of Trombe Walls, or in
the Doug Kelbaugh House. Jim Bier's vertical solar louver is a
creative mofification that makes use of the advantages of the direct




Perhaps the biggest source of disagreement with the people involved
in solar energy is the definition of when a system is passive or
active. There are some people who contend that if any source of
conventional energy is used the system must be classified as active,
and others who try to use a coefficient of performance figure to
distinguish between the two types of systems. For this paper there
is a catergory of passive systems, hybrids, that use conventional
energy with one of the basic passive solar concepts. The conventional
energy will usually be a fan to force warmed air through a storage
medium. The reason hybrid systems are used is to overcome the over-
heating and underheating problems of passive systems. Examples of
hybrid systems will be. given to show how the concepts of passive solar
heating can be combined with conventional energy to produce an effective
solar heated house.
UNIT 1 FIRST VILLAGE
Unit ill First Village, in the Santa Fe , New Mexico area, is a
2,300 sq. ft., two story house that uses the greenhouse concept,
with a rock bed storage to do the space heating. All rooms face
into a trianglar-shapedj 20 foot high greenhouse, on the south side
of the house. The side of the greenhouse facing south is made of
glass, while the remaining two sides are made of adobe, for thermal
storage and to separate the heat collecting greenhouse from the living
spaces behind them. There is about 400 sq. ft. of south facing
thermopane glazing mounted at a 60 degree angle. The adobe is 14"
thick at ground level and 10" at the upper level, to provide the passive
thermal storage. The remainder of the house is well insulated. The
rear wall is rounded to provide less resistance to harsh winter winds. 4
Exhibit 21 is a schematic of the house's hybrid passive solar
system. As can be seen from the schematic, the system is made up
of a passive part and an active part. The passive part uses the green-
house principal to store energy in the adobe walls. The heat stored
in the adobe walls will work its way through the adobe and be avail-
able at night when needed. The unshuttered greenhouse in this system
also acts as a buffer zone for the living space, in that it is allowed
to fluctuate, usually between 110 F to 45°F. The thermal wall will
average about 73^F. The active part is made up of two horizontal
rock beds located under the living room and dining room. The beds
are two feet deep and 10 feet wide, with one being 19 feet long and
the other one is 15 feet long. The rock bed has sufficient storage
capacity to carry the house through a couple of sunless days. The
hot air is pulled from the top of the greenhouse, by two 1/3 hp.
fans, and forced through the two rock beds. The air is then returned
to the greenhouse. The heat in the rock beds will radiate through
the 6 inch concrete floor and into the living spaces. The temperature
of the floor along with the rock beds will range from 85°F to about
78°F. The rock bed will go down to 70 °F after a sunless day. Backup
heating is provided by baseboard electric heaters. The domestic hot

















Temperature data collected over a four dav period, lowest
outside temperatures normally experienced in the Santa Fe area,
illustrated the thermal stability of the house. The temperatures
ranged from about 57°F to 63 CF for this period. During most of the
winter the internal living spaces where able to maintain temperatures
in the upper 60' s. There has been no monitoring of conventional
energy useage to try and determine what percentage of the heating load
was supplied by solar energy; but utility bills have consistently
been less than $10.00 per month, usually being the minimum service
charges. This was true even under the most adverse conditions. There
was initially an apprehension that the sloping greenhouse would cause
excessive heating in the summer, this has not been experienced. The
owners have been very pleased with the house's performance. 4
BRUCE HUNN HOUSE
The Bruce Hunn house has 1,955 square feet of living space and
is located in Los Alamos, New Mexico, which has 7,000 F days with
plentiful sunshine. The house has a two story Trombe Wall with 300
square feet of effective area. The system does not use a natural
convection loop to circulate the air into the living space, but a
blower to circulate the air between the glazing and the wall into a
rock bed storage. A three-zone, forced-air distribution system,
with a natural gas auxiliary furnace is also connected to the rock
bed. There is also 140 square feet of windows for direct gain solar
collection. The house has a heat loss coefficient of 8.5 BTU/°F/day/
sq. ft. which is a well insulated house. There are plans to install
interior insulating shutters on most windows, which will reduce the
heat loss coefficient to 7.5 BTU/ cF/sq.f t . The window shutters should
improve the systems overall performance.
'
The Trombe Wall is constructed of 12" open slump block completely
filled with cement. This is considered the optimal thickness for
concrete. The outside surface was painted a dark brown stain that
has a measured solar absorptivity of 0.91. The wall was covered
with double glazing mounted 2 inches from the Trombe Wall. Since
the wall has no vents for a natural convection loop, the only space
heating is by radiation. In the active mode the hot air in the space
between the Trombe Wall and the glazing is forced through the rock
beds. The blower initially circulated the air at a rate of 500
cubic feet per second, which as will be discussed later, is too great.
A differential controller, which operates on the temperature diff-
erence between the top of the wall and the cold end of the rock bed,
controls the charging process. The rock bed has a 3 foot by 12 foot
face, with 6 feet in the direction of flow, and is 12 tons of gravel.
The rock bed is insulated with extruded stryofoam, 2 inches on the
side and 3 inches on the top, and rests on a concrete footing. The
three zone forced air distribution system, with a natural gas auxiliary
furnace, is connected to the rock bed. When a zone needs heat,
returned air is ducted to the cold side of the rock bed too the warm
end, and finally through the furnace. The furnace is set so that




For first winter's operation the system was in the passive mode
only. The passive system under most conditions was capable of main-
taining the inside temperature at 60 F or above. As long as the Trombe
Wall was charged this temperature was satisfactory to occupants. It
was found that when the wall was not charged, during cloudy periods,
the house was uncomfortable unless the room temperature was 65 J F
or greated. Temperature readings within the Trombe Wall indicated the
outer surface would reach a maximum of 152' F around noon. This peak
temperature would than move through the wall , reaching the inner surface
from 6 to 8 hours later and be about 90°F. Temperature data taken
oven a years period shows that the Trombe Wall gives a very stable
inside temperature.. The wall performance, being only 12 inches
thick, will suffer when there is prolonged cloudy periods, which
temperature data taken has verfied. 4
The active mode was turned on November and December, of the
test year, to try and activate the rock bed. It was found that the
inlet air temperatures to the rock bed were too low to charge the
bed adequately. The active mode was therefore turned off. The
reasons suspected for the poor performance of the active system
are as follows;
1. cold air leakage into the system
2. direct losses
3. too high an air flow rate
Steps will be taken to remedy these problems. The blower was slowed
down to 200 - 250 cfm, because the design value of 2 cfm per square
foot of collector area was based on the optimun value for an active
collector, and is too high for a passive collector. Since the wall
will absorb only one-half to two thirds of the incident solar energy,
a value of 1 cfm per square foot of collector was considered more
appropriate. As mtny of the air leaks as possible will be sealed.
The air flow across the Trombe Wall will be reversed to shorten
the length of warm air ducts. 5K
The system's first year performance was monitored to determine
the percentage of the total heating load supplied by solar energy.
The system was capable of providing 60% of the total load, without
the active system operating properly. When the shutters are put on
the windows, and the active mode is working, the system should be
able to handle a good percentage more of the total heating load.
The cost of material and labor attributable to the hybrid passive
solar system is about $5 , 500. 00. which is less than 10% of the total
construction cost. 5K
MARKEL RESIDENCE
The Markle House in Vermont has 1,100 square feet of living area
with a heat loss of 17,500 BTU/hr. Particular attention was paid to
reducing the infiltration rate during design and construction. The
windows on the east, west and north sides are triple glazed. Since the
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owners wanted a south view, the Trorabe Wall concept was not feasible.
The main living area is an open double height area with glazing placed
at conventional height and up near the top to direct the light to the
back of the room. This was done to try and alleviate the glare problems
associated with direct gain systems. The hybrid system is a direct
gain system with a forced air rock bed storage. The auxiliary heat
is supplied by a wood fueled stove. 5M
Exhibit 22 is a schematic of the houses heating system. The
house faces south 17.5 degrees east. Solar energy comes through two
banks of night shuttered glass, glass doors main level and clerestory
glazing at the top. The solar radiation is absorbed by a dark slate-
type f loor
;
and by a full height south facing wall of dark green marbel
rubble. These areas act as the direct gain portion of the system,
and to heat up the air in the living room. The hot air will raise to
the top, and when hot enough will be forced into the rock storage by
a blower. The rock storage is behind the marble wall^and is 16' long
by 6' wide by 12' high filled with three inch round stone. If the
room requires heat from storage, and a differantial thermostat indicates
that the storage is warmer than the room, three dampers activate
and the cool air pooling in the living room is drawn up through
the storage and circulated throughout the house via conventional warm
air ducts and registers. This type of system allows the solar energy
collected to be distributed through the house, even to areas that are
not in close proximity to the radiating panels. 5M
How the wood burner stove is used in this system is very unique.
The primary problem with the way conventional wood burner stoves are
used is that they are essentially air tight, so that they can burn
for a long time without being reloaded. When the stove is operated in
this manner it burns at a lower temperature. This type of operation
will cause creosote to form in the stove pipe, because the cool chimney
will condense the steam from the wood and combine with the volatiles,
which is a problem. To overcome this problem the wood burner stove
was placed in an opening in the marble wall, backed right up against
the rock storage bin. The wood burner stove is then fired so that high
enough temperatures are maintained in the stove pipe to eliminate
the creosote problem. Some of the heat from the stove will go into
the living space, but most of it will radiate into the rock bin storage
and the marble wall. The stovepipes, with heat exchangers, also will
radiate to these spaces. The hot air created by the stove will raise
and be put into storage. 5H
The performance of this house has been difficult to determine
because it was not used full time, it is being used more like a vacation
house. With the house being used in this manner the shutters are
not operated properly, when not occupied, resulting in the rock storage
system not being fully charged. The small amount of data gathered
does indicate that the system is operating as designed. The stove was
designed to carry up to 46% of the January load. There was no data
available on the systems cost. The designer of the house indicated
that a transparent insulation, to be covered latter, could be used in
place of the mechanical shutters if the house was not going to be










with an automated signal to indicate when to start the wood burner
stove. 5M
SOLAR ATRIUM
The solar atrium is a room which is surrounded on the north, east
and west by other rooms of the house. The cost effectiveness of the
solar atrium concept is the primary concern of its developers. A
test model residence, using the solar atrium concept, is going to be
built. The house will have two stories with 1,800 square feet, and
will be a well insulated wood frame house with a peak heating load
of 37,800 BTU/hr. 5N
Exhibit 23 is a schematic of the solar atrium concept. The south
facing wall has 600 square feet of glass in the wall and roof. The
glass is 1" insulation glass, with inside louvers which have a total
heat loss coefficient of
. 085BTU/sq . f t . °F. The atrium is situated
in the house so as to be adjoining as many rooms as possible and to
permit free air movemerrt. The atrium is constructed of material
which will give it significant thermal mass. The floor is five inches
of concrete with a dark ceramic tile finish. The chimney is made
from concrete block and finished with dark ceramic tile. There is
also an ornamental pool of 300 gallons, which also provides thermal
mass. All this thermal mass will be exposed to the sun's energy.
This type of system will allow the benefits of a Trombe Wall, without
its visual barrier. There is a rock storage unit under the atrium
to store any excess collected energy. The rock storage is 200 cubic
feet with a thermal capacity of 4,000 BTU/^F. The back up heat is
to be supplied by an air to air heat pump. The atrium can also be
used as a living space. 5N
The sun's energy will enter the atrium, charge the thermal mass
and heat up the air. The hot air will raise to the top of the atrium
where it will be circulated to heat the rest of the house. When the
houses temperature reaches 68°F the air will be drawn to the rock
storage. At night the shutters will close, and the thermal energy
in the atrium or the rock storage, will be used for heating. When
necessary the heat pump can be used. These different modes of
operation provide a great deal of flexibility in maintaining comfortable
interior temperatures. 5N
Since the house has not been built, as of yet, no actual performance
data is available. Design calculations show that there should be a yearly
savings of $183.00. (Fy 1977 dollars.) The investment to be amortized
is $2,453.00. Calculations over the life of the system gives a pay-
back period of about eleven years. This is considered the maximum
amount of time to recoup the initial investment. As time progresses
this payback period should get even shorter. The solar atrium gives
cost effectiveness in heating and cooling that are equal to or superior
to existing conventional systems. It has been designed to be convenient
to operate by building occupants. 5N
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The Lindberg House will have 2,100 square feet, with a heating
load of 4. 15 BTU/DD/sq. ft., in Minnesota, which has 8,400 degree days
of heating. A hybrid passive solar system is situated so that it will
be protected from winter winds and have large summer shade trees to
help summer cooling. The house will have three levels, the garage and
hasement , the main living area and the bedrooms. The second and
third levels are designed to give the maximum natural circulation of
warm air through the house and the thermal storage area. The windows
on the north, east and v/est sides have triple glazing, with double
glazing and movable insulation on the south windows. There is also
a skylight in the roof to give added collector area, which has a
movable insulation system. 5F Exnibit 24 is a schematic of the houses
heating systems.
The hybrid passive system uses the direct gain concept to collect
the solar energy, and a rock storage system to store excess energy.
The south face has 275 square feet of double glazing, with movable
insulation and 75 square feet of south facing skylight, with movable
insulation. The floor has 63,600 pounds of precast concrete for
absorbing solar radiation. There is a metal absorber plate located
above the rock storage bin and positioned to accept the solar radiation
from the skylight. The rock storage bin will have 40,000 pounds of
rock, with the air circulated through it by the furnace fan. 5F
One of the problems with passive systems is the limited range
it can operate over and stay within interior comfort conditions.
The bedrooms will be put on the third level so that during the day
•this level will be allowed to go in excess of SO F, thus allowing
higher storage temperatures. Temperatures in excess of 80 °F on the
third level should not put the second level beyond the comfort range.
The metal plate collector will be used to further increase the storage
temperature by the warmed air from living spaces being. forced by fan
between the collector panel and the wall and into storage. The furnace
fan will draw the air through the rock storage bin and either return
it to the space through the concrete air floor, or recirculated via
the collector loop. The precast concrete floor is an air floor, which
allows flow both parallel to and perpendicular to the direction of
the plank. Turbulence is created by supplying air to the Center
location of an area and forcing the air to flow perpendicular to the
length of the plank, to floor grills located at the edges. The heating
system operates by the following modes of operation: 5F
MODE //l Circulate air. This mode operates when an uneven
temperature distribution exists to circulate air from
the high interior spaces to the lower spaces and north
exposed rooms.
MODE //2 Solar Storage. When comfortable interior temperatures
have been achieved and solar energy is continuing to warm
the spaces beyond their needs the excess heat will be
drawn through the interior solar collector, and into
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MODE #3 Heat Charging only. This mode operates only when the
interior spaces are at maximum comfort levels, When
this occurs the air will circulate through the solar
collector rock storage loop.
MODE //4 Heat from Solar Storage. When there is no solar radiation
and the radiation from storage is insufficient to meet
heating needs, the furnace fan will withdraw the heat from
storage by the same circulation as Mode #2.
MODE //5 Auxiliary Heating. When the hybrid passive solar
components can not meet the heating needs the auxiliary
heating system can be used. A gas furnace is to be used
as the back up system.
The gas furnace uses its own supply ducts. This is a partial
duplication of the distribution. but it was needed to prevent charging
the solar storage with the furnace heat, making the solar storage
ineffective to the lower temperature solar heat. A bin method analysis,
estimated that the passive system could supply about 65% of the annual
heating needs, which is pretty good with the available collector
area. This design shows that a hybrid passive solar system can provide
the major portion of the heating needs of a large well insulated
house in a cold (8,200 DD) climate, and give relatively conventional
comfort standards. There are plans to monitor temperatures, strati-
fication of temperatures and heat flows for this house when complete. 5F
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TECHNICAL ADVANCES TO AID PASSIVE SOLAR HEATING
TRANSPARENT INSULATION
The passive solar concepts collect energy through glazing
to be absorbed in a thermal storage mass at low temperatures. With
conventional building materials these concepts have draw backs, the
glass will lose heat by radiation, the thermal storage will have to
be massive because of the low temperature
;
and the system will have
temperature swings through out the days operations. Some technical
advances that have been developed to help eliminate these disadvantages
are the transparent insulation, the optical shutters, the movable
insulation and the phase change material. The heat mirror will
allow short wave solar radiation through, but be an insulation to
thermal radiation. It is a thin transparent optical film which can
be applied to glass or plastic glazing material. Depending on the
application. the thermal losses can be reduced by 25 to 75%. Normally
multiple glazings are used to reduce thermal losses, which will
also result in a reduction of solar radiation transmitted through
windows. As glazings are added the transmission will continue to
decrease. The ideal heat mirror for use in passive solar applications,
should be as shown in exhibit 25.
HEAT MIRROR
The heat mirror coating will transmit solar radiation, .3 microns
to 2.5 microns, and be highly reflective to long wave radiation.
Some examples of characteristics that can be achieved by the use of
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In comparing the performance of windows with heat mirrors to multiple
glazed windows, it was found that the heat mirror was about equivalent
thermally to adding a glazing plus air space. Condensation and frost
on a heat mirror surface has the effect, thermally, of eliminating
the heat mirrrr. In cold climates heat mirror on single glazing
would not be adviseable over double glazing due to the frequent
condensation and frosting that would occur. 5S
The cost of the heat mirror to the consumer is very important
to how much gets put into use. The demand will affect how much is
made and at what cost per square foot. Some estimates of cost to
retrofit existing windows to consumers, assuming high production rates,
are $.75 to $1.50 per square foot, if homeowners installed, and $1.50
to $2.50 per square foot if professionally applied. Heat mirror on
new windows should add from $1.50 to $3.00 per square foot to the
retail cost. With the cost of adding additional glazing in the range
of $2.00 to $4.00, it is apparent that heat mirror coatings can be
potential competitors. The primary factor in decreasing cost is
whether there will be sufficient demand to cut production costs. 5S
SOLAR MEMBRANE
The solar membrane is another type of transparent insulation.
The solar membrane is made from a plastic film that has a unique
combination of properties possessed by neither glass nor other
plastics. The solar membrane has a transmission of solar radiation
of 95%, which means less reflection losses than glass or other plastics
The transmission also falls off less rapidly with increasing angle
of incidence, than it does in other materials. The solar membrane
has a transmission of thermal radiation of only 13%, which is lower
than all other plastics. Solar membrane characteristics allow many
layers to be used and still be effective for use in solar energy.
If four layers separated by a 3/4" air gap are used, the heat loss
coefficient will be 0.21 BTU/sq. ft./hr. F for upward heat flow, the
worse case, and still transmit 82% of solar radiation. This com-
bination of solar membrane can give a flat plate collector saturation
temperature of 400 F without concentrators, vacuums or selective
blacks. The solar membrane has characteristics that can make it very
useful in the field of solar energy. The solar membrane is available
at 35c per square foot in larger than 1,000 square feet quantities.
This is the same as single strength glass, but because of ease of
installation would be cheaper in overall cost. If the solar membrane
is purchased in 200 square feet or larger quantities the price per
square foot is $3.00. 5U
OPTICAL SHUTTER
CLOUD GEL
The optical shutter is a material that will vary its transmission
of solar radiation as a function of temperature. A plactic has been
developed which will function in this manner, Cloud Gel. Cloud Gel
will allow solar radiation to pass as long as the material stays below
the set point. At the set point the plastic will turn opaque white,
thus reflecting all the solar radiation. When the material cools down
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it will turn transparent again. The purpose of this type of material
is to help pervent overheating that can occur in passive systems. The
switch from transparent to white and back again will occur instan-
taneously over a three degree celisus temperature change. The set
point can be tuned to any value between degrees and 100 3 C, by
adjusting the proportions of its constituents. Cloud Gel is inexpensive
to manufacture, making its use in passive solar energy desirable. 5D
PHASE CHANGE HEAT STORAGE
THERMOCRETE
Another material that can be effectively used in passive solar
concepts is the use of phase change materials for thermal storage.
The unique characteristics of phase change materials is that a large
amount of energy can be stored at one temperature. The temperature
will be that at which the material is going through a phase change.
A problem with most material is that it will remain a liquid when
cooled a bit below its freezing temperature, because of the lack of
a seed for the crystal to grow from. Amother problem with most materials,
in the liquid state, will be a container to keep things from getting
messy. The problems can be overcome by incorporating the heat storage
material into the very pores of a foamed concrete. The concrete
will function as the seed to initiate crystal growth, and also serve
as the container for the heat storage material. A concrete has been
developed with phase change properties, Thermocrete, Calcium chloride
is the phase change material for melting a: room temperature. Other
salts can be used to produce melting temperatures between °C and
100 C. Thermocrete can store twenty times the energy as ordinary
concrete. The compressive strenght of Thermocrete is one thousand
pounds per square inch, approaching ordinary concrete. 50
PARAFFIN BASE
Another type of phase change material is the paraffin base
material. There has been tests conducted to determine if a paraffin
base material could be used effectively in a passive system. Results
of test to date have indicated that the paraffin based material could
be used to collect and store solar energy. The materials developed
can store up to 250 BTU/sq. ft. Another benefit of using a paraffin
based material is that when it is liquid it is transparent, giving
it the ability to function as a window. There is on going work in this
area, to try and produce an even better material. The paraffin
based material will be inexpensive. 5X
POLYHEDRAL WALL
The Trombe Wall, with phase change material used for thermal
storage, can use a polyhedral (honeycombs) plastic cover instead of
glass. The polyhedral plastic will transmit more than 60% of the
solar radiation and act the same as an inch of thick foamed plastic
(R-4 or higher) . The polyhedral plastic will have to be made from
a plastic that will not be attacked by solar radiation. The polyhedral
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plastic will be inexpensive, and when combined with a phase change
material gives an effective passive solar system. There is further
experimental work going on in this area. 5
HEAT MIRROR, CLOUD GEL, AND THERMOCRETE USED TOGETHER
The heat mirror, Cloud Gel and phase change materials can be stacked,
as in exhibit 26 , to produce an effective passive solar collector.







On a sunny day the solar radiation will pass through the heat mirror
and Cloud Gel and be absorbed in the Thermocrete. The Thermocrete
will start to melt, when all the material has melted the temperature
will raise causing the Cloud Gel to turn white, if set temperatures are
correct. At this time the Thermocrete is completely charged, and
prevented from overheating. The Cloud Gel will not be affected by
outside temperatures because it is shialded by the heat mirror. The
Thermocrete will thus slowly freeze, but stay at one temperature. If
the Thermocrete melts at 70^ and it averages 30^ outside, and there
are two layers of heat mirror, in a 24 hour period only one third of
an inch will freeze. Calculations show that on an average January
day in Boston, there will be sufficient solar radiation to melt two
thirds of an inch of Thermocrete. Thus with this type of system
it can be seen that even in the terrible New England winters it can












insulation is often used in passive solar systems to
oss of heat when the sun is not shining. There are
movable insulation, ranging from very simple to complex,
t types will be described to give an indication of what
lpoed in this area. The night wall panel is simply a
igid insulator that is attached directly to the window,
no solar radiation. The panel can be held in place
or some other convient method. The night wall panel
glazing to be used, in a passive system, which will
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allow greater solar energy into the house for use in heating. The night
wall panel can also be used to keep solar radiation from overheating
the house. Tests conducted with night wall panels, including edge effects,
showed that an effective thermal resistance of 3.12 can be obtained
from a one inch beadboard, including the value for the glass. 5cc
BEADWALL
The beadwall uses tiny styrene beads that are moved from storage
to fill a gap between window glazings when needed. A vacuum cleaner
motor is used to transport the beads. The motor is automatically
controlled so that when the sun is shinning the beads will be in
storage. Exhibit 27 shows a beadwall system. There was no thermal
resistance value given for the beadwall. 5CC
EXTERIOR SHUTTERS
Exterior shutters can be used many ways, and is an effective
and often required insulation for passive solar systems to operate
properly. The thermal resistance obtained will depend of the material
used and how all the edges are sealed. An added benefit of increasing
the solar radiation collected, can be obtained if the shutters are
designed and used correctly.
SELF-INFLATING CURTAIN
The self-inflating curtain is an automated device capable of
providing an efficient movable insulation for glazing areas, especially
for Trombe Walls. The curtain is automatically put in place when
there is no solar radiation. The curtain will then inflate from the
hot air raising. The hot air will be intercepted by vents in the
curtain, creating an increase in pressure and inflating it. How
thick the curtain will inflate will depend on the mechanical stiffness
of the material and the gravitional forces acting on it. The curtain
will be stored in a roller above the wall. As the curtain is rolled
up the air is evacuated through the side channels and the slots at
the bottom of the curtain. The curtain consist of a number of layers
of thin flexible material of high reflectivity and low emissivity.
When the system is inflated it will reduce the heat loss through the
windows. An important consideration is the area of glass to be
covered. If a large area of glass can be covered by a single curtain
it will give the minimum infiltration rate, by keeping the linear
feet of crackage to a minimum. A small curtain tested had a thermal
resistance of 9. This was considered low because it was a small
curtain, which will give too high of a infiltration rate. It was
conservatively assumed that a curtain that would be used on an actual
system would have a thermal resistance of 12. The cost of a curtain
20 feet by 17 feet is $4.28 per square foot installed. To determine
the payback period a curtain was used on a Trombe Wall with double
glazing in a 9,000' F day climate. The curtain was assumed to have a
thermal resistance of 9, which is low. The payback period for Aspen,
Colorado, with an electricity rate of three and a half cents per






next five years, is 4.2 years. Considering the improved performance
and the cost of the curtain, this is an effective movable insulation.
HEAT PIPE
A technique that is being tested is the use of heat pipes in
combination with a water wall, concrete wall and paraffin wax wall.
The characteristic of heat pipes that is useful in passive solar system
is its thermal diode effect, allowing the flow of thermal energy in
onedirection only. The heat pipe will take heat from one end and
give off heat on the other end only, with the reverse flow prohibited.
The heat pipe used in a passive system is shown in exhibit 28. 5
The absorber plate, with heat pipes attached, will collect solar
energy. The heat pipes pointing up through the insulation into
the thermal mass will transfer the collected solar energy to the
thermal mass, when the absorber plate is warmer than the storage.
At night or when cloudy the absorber plate will cool down, but
because of the thermal diode effect will not drain the storage. This
system will not need movable night insulation, because there is a
permanent insulation material between glazing and storage. Another
advantage of this system is that whenever exterior conditions allow
the absorber plate to cool there will be insulation in place, unlike
other systems. In test conducted the water wall gave the best per-
formance, but the paraffin wax wall and concrete wall performance
were close. When a water wall with a heat pipe was compared to a
water wall without a heat pipe, it was found that up to more than
twice the useful heating output could be obtained. The single glazed
water wall with heat pipes had an output that was nearly twice the
output of a simple, no night insulation, double glazed water wall.
The use of a heat pipe in passive solar systems will need further
work to determine the optimum configuration and number to use. The
heat pipe appears to be a very reasonable devise to use in combination













Windows in passive solar design is very important. To get an idea
of how important windows are in the useage of energy, there is about
one third of the nations energy consumed in buildings (residential
and commercial) . Of this energy consumed two thirds can be affected
by windows. Therefore, the proper performance of window is very
important in the field of energy used in buildings. The six energy
control functions of windows are passive solar heating, daylighting,
shading, insulation, air tightness and natural ventilation. Recognizing
these six functions, one can begin evaluating how a window's per-
formance can be improved. The following stratagies, in window design,
will be discussed concerning improvement of window performance;
site design, exterior appendages, window frames, glazing, interior
accessories and building interior. Site design is important because
by altering local solar, wind or air temperature the thermal perfor-
mance of a house can be improved. An example of a site design that
will improve a windows performance is the windbreak upwind of a house.
This stategy functions because wind direction in an area is usually
the same during seasons. With the winter.-' winds coming from essentially
one direction, a windbreak can reduce the infiltration rate and con-
vective heat losses. The infiltration ratE is reduced because the
windbreak will decrease the wind pressure on the joints and crakes
of the windows. The convective heat loss will be less because with
less air movement across the window the boundary layer will be more
effective in its thermal resistance. If a planted windbreak is going
to be used, it should be located downwind a distance no further than
one to one and a half times the building's height. A fence windbreak
should be located closer, and allow part of the wind through. By
allowing some wind through the fence, the turbulence of a solid fence
will be evened out. If the wind's direction changes for summer, the
cooling affect will be maintained. 5BB
The use of exterior appendages is very valuable in window design.
The appendages can give daylighting, natural ventilation, increased
insulation, and shading, depending on how they are used and what
effect is needed. During winter when the sun is shining the appendage
can be opened allowing light and solar energy into the house. At night,
or times of no sunshine, the appendage is closed creating an air space
and along with appendage itself will be about equivalent thermally
to adding another glazing. During summer the appendage can be used
to shade the sun's energy and allow natural ventilation. Reflected
ground light will be admitted to give some daylighting. The exact
type of exterior appendage will determine how effective each of the
factors are in improving the windows performance. 5BB
The frame design is important to window performance for several
reasons. How much lineal feet of framing there is will affect how
much infiltration is allowed into the house. The larger windows
will let in more solar energy in comparision to the infiltration
rate than a smaller window, but the amount of conductive losses will
be greater in the larger window, unless night insulation is used.
It is for these reasons that the sizing of the window area, along
with window perimeter, should be carefully designed to give optium
energy gain. The direction a window opens will be important in
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allowing air to either enter or leave the house. Also of importance
to window performance is the tilt of the frame. By tilting the
window frame towards the ground the summer load can be reduced and
the winters solar gain largely unaffected. The summer load is reduced
for two reasons, the amount of direct solar energy allowed to strike
the window, and the amount of solar energy allowed through the window.
With glass the solar transmissivity is greatly reduced for angles of
incidences greater than 57 degrees. In summer, with the sun higher
in the sky, a greater than 57 degree angle of incidence can be obtained
with the correct tilt. Also to be considered in the tilt is to insure
that less than a 57 degree angle of incidence is maintained during
the winter. If the above tilt can be obtained the amount of solar
energy allowed through the glazing will be essentially unaffected
during winter, because the sun is lower in the sky, and greatly reduced
during the summer. 5BB
The glazing is the last chance to stop adverse climatic forces.
Single glazing has been greatly used throughout the United States
and is the least effective in controlling climatic forces. What
can be done with multiple glazing will be discussed later. An often
overlooked glazing material is the glass block. The glass block
has some unusual properties that can be effectively used in energy
conservation. The U value of glass block can be as low as 0.44jif
a double air cavity is used. The larger the face area is the better
the performance will be, because of infiltration. The glass block
also has substantial mass, which can be used to store some heac,
which then can be radiated into the house at a later time. How much
light is transmitted can be controlled, along with the direction the
light comes out of the block. Therefore, the solar energy could be
allowed to penetrate further into the room and onto more mass. What
kind of glazing is used will effect the amount of solar energy admitted,
the amount of daylighting obtained, and the amount of insulation
provided for heat loss. 5BB
Interior accessories are numerous, and varies greatly in how
they effect the performance of windows. One advantage to interior
accessories is their accessibility. An interesting accessory that
can be used on any south facing window is the Ark-tic-seal. The
system consists of a guide frame with three film shades; one heat
absorbing, one reflective, and one clear. During winter days the
heat absorbing and clear shade are lowered. The solar energy will heat
up the heat absorbing film. When the air is warmer between the shade
than the room temperature a vent opens, allowing the air into the
living space. When the air cools down lower than room temperature
the vent will close. At night all three shades are lowered providing
an effective insulator. The window can also be used during the summer
for cooling. This accessory, by collecting and distributing solar
heat at the window vice the living space, alleviates the problem
of fabric fading and glare from direct sunlight. At night, this device,
by providing a good insulator, greatly decreases the windows losses. 5BB
The building interior will greatly determine of what use the
admitted solar energy is to the house's heating load. How the window
is used in the basic concepts have already been covered. An idea
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that can be used in just about any house, is to place some thermal
mass by the window to store what solar energy is admitted into the
house. Water can be used for this very effectively. The above
strategies give some idea of what should go into the design of a.:
window for a house, for them to be effective in energy control. 5BB
THREE GENERATIONS OF WINDOW DEVELOPMENT
The glass used in windows have gone through essentially three
generations to date. The "first generation" is the flat clear glass
used in most houses. If this glass is used as a single glazing it
is not very effective for use with solar energy. It will allow
the most energy through, but also has the lowest U value. Multiple
glazing can be used to increase the U value, but the amount of solar
radiation allowed through will be decreased. The "second generation"
is" the use of heat absorbing and glare reducing tinted glass. Their
function is to reduce excessive solar brightness , like putting
sunglasses on a building. They can also have low U values. There
is also some special low absorbance glass to give high solar energy
transmission. This kind of glass is usually used in solar collectors.
The "third generation" glassware those with reflective characteristics.
A thin reflective film is applied to the glass. This type of glass
can have a range of reflectance, absorbance and transmission properties,
The successive generations of windows show the increased consideration
of the solar energy in glass advancement, which should result in better
performing windows. 5T
ENERGY TRANSPORT CONTROL IN WINDOWS
A new concept in window systems designs, uses a larger than
normal interpane separation, with Venetian blind-like convection
inhibiting and radiation-controlling arrays' Exhibit 29 is a
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More than one array can be used in a window . When more than one
array is used, a higher R value is obtained and greater operational
flexibility is achieved. The arrays can be arranged so that the
maximum amount of solar energy is admitted into the house, and so
that the solar energy is directed to the thermal storage within the
house. In tests conducted with this type of window system, U values
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of 0.1 BTU/hr/sq. ft./°F in the nighttime mode, and 0.2 BTU/m/sq. ft./^F
in the solar acceptance mode have been obtained. Even smaller U values
appear to be achievable. This type of window system can make the
window, usually an overall deficit to the house's heating load, an
asset. This window system is a good example of what can be done to
improve the performance of windows, a very important part of passive
solar heating systems. 5R
At present multiple glazing is the usual method used to improve
the U value of windows. The primary disadvantage to using multiple
glazing is that as the U value decreases, with added glazings, the
precent solar radiation transmitted decreases. Exhibit 30
shows how the precent solar radiation transmitted and U value varies
for different number of panes. Exhibit 30 indicates that multiple
glazings can be effective in controlling heat loss on the windows
not used for collecting solar energy. As previously covered, there is
work going on to try and improve the characteristics of windows for
use in a passive solar system. When the disadvantages of glass are
overcome, with the advantages maintained, the performance of passive
solar systems will be improved. 5
WINDOW QUILT
Window coverings can greatly improve a windows thermal performance.
As mentioned earlier, there are many different kinds of window covers.
Most coverings are designed to work with windows associated with a
passive solar system. A concept that can be used on any window is the
window quilt insulating shade. The window quilt has five layers,
consisting of two layers of polyester batting separated by a vapor
barrier of metalized polyester film with a decorative covering. The
mounting hardware is designed so the the shade can be moved up and
down and have the edges sealed. When the shade is all the way down
the perimiter of the sahed is sealed. The shade performance is as
follows
;
1. Window Quilt applied to double hung single glazed window
a. U value 3.15 BTU/sq. ft./hr/^F without window quilt
b. U value 2.30 BTU/sq. ft. /hr/°F with window quilt
2. Window Quilt applied to air tight fixed single glazed window
a. U value 1.03 BTU/sq. ft./ hr/^F without window quilt
b. U value 0.23 BTU/sq. ft./hr/"F with window quilt
The payback period will depend on how consientious the user is,
but should be from 2 to 8 years depending on weather conditions. A
nice feature with this insulating shade is that conventional shades
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THERMAL DATA REQUIREMENT AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Perhaps the weakest area in passive solar heating technology is
in predicting a systems performance. There are simplified techniques
and computer programs which are designed for specific passive solar
concepts, but when combinations or hybrid systems are used the
techniques have to be modified, which usually requires a working
knowledge of both computer programming and heat transfer. To further
complicate the problem, when passive solar concepts are combined their
performance is not always the sum of the individual concepts. This
lack of workable methods to simulate the performance of passive solar
systems has resulted in passive solar heating getting a bad name,
because of inadequately designed building being uncomfortable. The
siuation is improving becasue of experience gain from houses with passive
solar systems. Therefore, a standardized method of evaluating passive
solar systems should be developed, so that systems designed will
give at least adequate performance and preferably the maximum per-
formance. The procedure may require a computer, but it should be
a canned program that can evaluate any of the passive solar concepts,
combination of, and or hybrids by simply changing parameters. Another
problem with simulating passive solar systems is the need for hourly
weather data, which is very time consuming. There has been a procedure
proposed by D. W. Low to greatly reduce the required weather data.
The procedure reduces the years hourly weather data to three
"weeks" of hourly data. This procedure has been tested and can
produce results that are 99.6% accurate at about 6% of the cost of
100% accuracy. A description of the procedure is presented in reference 1
Conceivable if a canned computer program as described above, could
be developed along with reduced weather data, the optimum passive
solar system could be determined for a particular area.
STANDARIZED EVALUATION PROCEDURES
The National Bureau of Standards, at the request of the Department
of Energy, is putting together a document that will standardize the
evaluation of passive solar systems. The scope of the documents
is as follows;
1. Establish pertinent performance factors.
2. Determine the type, accuracy, range and frequency of required
measurement.
3. Identify appropriate instrumentation.
4. Recommend data analysis and reporting techniques
From the results of the project the evaluation of the passive solar
system should be able to;
1. Determine energy savings of fossil fuel and electrical power.
2. Determine the fraction of the building's hot water, heating
and/or cooling load contributed by a passive system.
3. Evaluate passive components thermal characteristics
A. Determine the building's comfort level
5. Determine the extent of occupan interaction required for
functional performance or other operational requirements.
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6. Determine the system degradation for the measurement period,
7. Obtain insolation and other ambient environmental data for
designing and evaluation purposes.
For further datails on the project refer to reference 5V. This kind
of work is the kind needed to get passive solar systems more fully
accepted, and should result in easier designed systems that provide
acceptable comfort conditions to homeowners. 5V
SIMULATIONS
SIMPLIFIED TECHNIQUE /CROSLEY HOME
A non computer method of predicting the annual performance of a
passive solar system with minimal heat storage has been performed on
the Crosley Hone, by Andrew M. Shapiro. The method uses average
monthly sun and temperature conditions from available weather data.
The month is then broken down to full sun days and non full sun days.
It is considered that on full sun days there will be an excess of solar
energy available. The average monthly and daily heat loss is calculated
using standard procedures. For a full sun day one starts at a given
hour, and calculates the heat lossed and gained during that hour. If
there is any extra energy available the surplus is carried to the next
hour as heat stored. All heat storage in the house is treated as
an isothermal mass at the temperature of the interior of the house.
When there begins to be a surplus of energy the house will begin to
raise in temperature. The greater temperature will cause a greater
heat loss, because of the greater difference in temperature. The
increase in heat loss is tabulated separately from the heat loss if
the house stayed at 20°C. For the next hour the heat loss due to
increasing the interior temperature is subtraced from any surplus
energy available, whatever energy remains is added to the next hour.
This process continues until the heat storage reaches full capacity.
At full capacity any additional solar energy is not allowed into
storage (dumping) . Losses due to any increased interior temperatures
(overheating) or dumping are totalled separately. At this point the
only sun heat being used is that which is keeping the house at 20 C.
If a person did not want to dump as much solar energy, additional
thermal mass could be added to the house. After the sun goes down the
heat stored in storage will be released until room temperature is
reached. The heat from storage will be equal to the heat loss for that
hour, which is the heat loss at 20 yC and any heat loss due to the
interior being at a higher temperature. One full sun day is done
for each month using average maximun , minimum and mean temperature,
and average clear-day radiation. The average monthly gains and losses
over the heating season are tabulated as follows:
1. Average heat loss in absence of sun and average gain from
sun are figured from the average daily figures, for loss and gain,
multiplied by the number of days per month.
2. Full sun day totals for overheating and dumping are multiplied
by the numbers of clear days in the month.
3. The results of 2 subtracted from the monthly average gain from
the sun will give the useable sun heat.
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4. The useable sun heat subtracted from the heat loss in absence
of the sun will give the needed supplementary heat needed.
Exhibit 31 is a graph of the above procedure used on the Crosley
home for a full sun day in December. Although this is a simplified
method to simulate a passive system, it is obvious that it will be
time consuming to perform. Considering the cost for the time to work
this method makes the computer simulations more attractive. The problem
with computer simulation is that they are as of yet not flexible
enough to be used on any system but what they were designed for. The
computer programs can handle some modifications but it will usually
involve modifying the basic program. This kind of modification will
require computer programming and heat transfer knowledge. A computer
program that can give results for many different passive solar systems
by modifying input parameters is very much needed.
COMPUTER SIMULATION /PASOLE
PASOLE is a computer program to predict the performance of a
Trorabe Wall or a water wall. This program was select to work with
to gain the experience of working with a canned computer program,
and to see what kind of performance could be obtained from a Trombe
Wall in Corvallis, Oregon. Weather data for the program was collected
for the month of December only, for the year 1978. The winter of
1978 in Corvallis was a severe winter. Therefore, the percent solar
load from the computer run will be close to the minimum that could be
expected. A copy of the weather data used is in appendix 1. Tom
Wilson, from Oregon Department of Energy, was consulted to find out
how to use PASOLE. Tom Wilson has used and modified PASOLE to its
present state.
A copy of PASOLE is in appendix 2. The program can be run from
cards or a terminal . The terminal was selected for two reasons;
to learn how to use the terminal and because the terminal uses less time
between runs. PASOLE has been constructed as the source program
with PASOLGO as the object program. Before PASOLE can be used two
files have to be created. A weather file and a command file. The
weather file was created from cards in the following format:
COLUMN DESCRIPTION UNITS
8-9 Year (19 )
11-12 Months (1-12)
14 - 15 Day (1 - 31)
17-18 1 Hour (0 - 23)
20 - 23 Total solar radiation - -
on a horizontal surface W/M 2
28 - 29 Wind Speed M/sec
31 - 35 Dry buld temperature deg. C
Hourly weather data was collected and put into a file named weather.
The weather file has to have data for 24 hours a day. The first
hour of the day has to be zero hour with hour twenty three as the last
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hour or the program will not run properly. The command file can be
easily created from the terminal, and has the following command inputs:
CONTROLTMP (next line gives minimum and maximum control r.ode
temperature for night and day) T-Min_nite, T-max-nite,
T-min-day, T-max-day
D LONGITUDE (next line gives difference in time longitul" and
actual longitude)
HOURLY 10 (next line specified starting and ending days for
hourly output) MMDDY, MMDDYY
LATITUDE (Next line gives latitude in degrees)
MONTHS (Next line gives the number of months the simulation is
to be run.)
RESNIGHT (Next line specifies R-value of night covering insulation
for wall. Units are l/BTU/°F/sq. ft.)
STARDATE (Next line specifies the starting date of simulation,
MMDDYY format)
U LOAD (Next line gives the load value of house normalized by
the collector area, house load/collector area (BTU/hr/°F/
sq. ft. of wall).) This value is usually about one.
VENTS (Next line gives vent status, = no vents, 1 =- vents always
open, 2 = no reverse flow, 4 = Thermostatic vent control.
Default =
AUX COOLING (specifies whether auxiliary cooling will be used
On the terminal a number of command files can be created so that
runs with different parameters can be easily run. An example of a
command file created on the terminal is as follows;
Note; Underlined material to be entered at terminal
1. Log onto terminal
Control A
2. /EDIT, COM (Com is command file name)
3. Begin text editing
A. ? A
5. Enter text
6. ? / CONTROL TMP
7
- ? 60. 75. 65. 75 .
8. ? D LONGITUDE
10. ? HOURLY I

















26. End text editin
27. $ EDIT, COM.
28. / SAVE, COM
Now the command file COM is created and can be used in PASOLE. The
data for the commands can be loacted anywhere on the next line for
that command.
With the weather and command files created PASOLE can now be run.
The following steps are used to run PASOLE and have the results printed
on the computer printer.
Note: Underlined material to be entered at terminal.
1. Lot onto terminal
2. / SETTL, 100 (sufficient for one months data)
3. $ SETTL, 100
A. / GET, WEATHER, COM
5. / GET, PASOLE/UN = (file // where PASOLE stored)
6. / FTN, I = PASOLE, L = 0, B = PAS0LG0 , OPT =2
7. / SAVE, PASOLGO
8. / ATTACH, IMSL/UN = LIBRARY
9. / X, LIBRARY = IMSL
10. Library = IMSL
11. / TITLE (PFIL) Put in title desired for output
12. / PASOLGO, PFIL
13. X CP seconds execution time
1A. / ROUTE, PFIL, DC = PR
15. Route, Complete
16. / BYE
At this stage PASOLE will be run and the results printed on the printer,
with the input of the weather and command file used to give the
output. One month of data will take about A3 CP seconds. The ULOAD
and RESNIGHT commands where considered the most important as far as
system preformance was considered. The following values for ULOAD














The actual printouts for these runs are in appendix 3. The above
results show that the percent solar can be changed greatly by changing
the values for ULOAD and RESNIGHT. The lower value of ULOAD in an
indicator of a tighter house as far as infiltration is concerned.
The higher value of RESNIGHT means there is less loss of heat at night.
To maximize the performance of a Trombe wall, ULOAD should be a minimum
and RESNIGHT a maximum.
The PASOLE program can simulate a Trombe wall or a water wall,
but to change from Trombe wall to water wall requires modifying the
base program. There is an on going attempt to create, from PASOLE, a
program similar to F-chart . This program will be of greater use for
designing passive solar systems. A description of PASOLE is is Appendix 4,
it is essentially a thermal network solution.
EVALUATION OF PASSIVE SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Once a passive solar system has been built, how does the user know
how well the system is performing. Bristol L. Stickney has devised
a simple method to evaluate a passive solar systems performance. The
method requires only a pair of maximum minimum recording thermometers.
At present the method is applicable to winter heating only. The following
are definitions of symbols used in the evaluation process.
ITMAX-Indoor air temperature maximum
ITMIN - Indoor air temperature minimum
OTMAX - Outdoor air temperature maximum
OTMIN - Outdoor air temperature minimum
ITR - Indoor temperature range
ITMAX - ITMIN = ITR (equ. 1)
OTR - Outdoor temperature range
OTMAX - OTMIN = OTR (equ. 2)
RR - RANGE RATIO
ITR/OTR = RR (eq. 3)
OTDY (Delta Tee Daytime) The indoor-outdoor temperature difference
during day
ITMAX - OTMAX = OTDY (equ. A)
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OTNT (Delta Tee night) The indoor-outdoor temperature difference
during the night
ITMIM - OTMIN = OTNT (equ. 5)
OTAV Delta Tee average
(OTDY + OTNT) /2 = OTAV (equ. 6)
ITAV - Indoor temperature average
(ITMAX + lTMIN)/2 - ITAV (equ 7)
OTAV - Outdoor temperature average
(OTMAX + OTMIN) /2 = OTAV (equ 8)
The thermometers should be placed in a shaded area, inside and out-
side, and reset so that no previous measurement will be recorded.
They should be set up in the morning between 7:00 A.M. and 9:00 A.M.
and left for 24 hours. At that time ITMAX, ITMIN OTMAX and OTMIN
should be recorded. The data can be taken for any day, but a cold
sunny day will tend to give the most meaningful results. A cold
sunny day will tend to drive up the indoor temperatures and tax the
limits of the storage mass. 5W
Once the four initial temperatures are obtained, the remaining
eight parameters can be derived from quaions 1 through' 8. ITR and
OTR establish the limits of the indoor and outdoor temperature
fluctuations. RR establishes a reference number that indicates the
quality of the buildings response to these fluctuations. OTDY, OTNT
and OTAV indicate the building response to raises, drops and fluctuations
in outdoor temperature respectively. ITAV is an indicator of the
average comfort level indoors and OTAV indicates the average severity
of the outdoor. The absolute accuracy of these parameters are not
necessary. Once the eight parameters are obtained interpreting them
is difficult. Bristol L. Stickney has devised a chart to easily
interpret the meaning of the parameters. Exhibit 32 is the chart
devised by Stickney. 5W
The RR and OTAV values are used to determine how the system is
performing. The OTAV value is plotted on two parallel lines offset
to give the limits of fluctuation on the OTAV scale. The OTR scale
is used to set the upper limit of the RR values. The OTAV scales
and OTR scale will line off a comfort zone, zone A, zone B, zone C,
zone D, zone E and zone F. By plotting the point where the RR value
and OTAV value cross, the performance of the system can be determined.
The best performance would be the center of the comfort zone, but as
long as the point is within the comfort zone the interior temperature
stayed within comfort standards (60 to 75 PF) What is indicated if
the point is within one of the other zones is as follows:
ZONE A - RR too high, OTAV is too low
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The thermal contact between the storage mass and the collector
is inadequate
Add more storage mass and/or more sunlit storage surface area
Add more insulation to improve the inadequate thermal
envelope of the building. (i.e. night shutters, roof and wall
insulation)
ZONE B - RR is too high OTAV is O.K.
More §torage mass and/or sunlit mass surface area is needed.
Venting overheated air and/or shading the south of the building
may be necessary.
ZONE C - The RR is too high. OTAV is too high. Same as ZONE B
ZONE D - The RR is O.K. OTAV is too low.
The building needs more collector area.
A better thermal envelope is needed.
Add insulating shutters and/or more in the walls and roof.
Remove any southern shading devices.
ZONE E - The RR is low OTAV is O.K.
There is no solar gain. Either the building is being heated
by storage discharge, or a thermostatic space heater is in
operation.
ZONE F - The RR is O.K. OTAV is too high. Same as ZONE B
This system can be used on any type of passive solar system in any
location, and is very easy to use. This type of evaluative procedure
is needed if passive solar systems are going to be generally accepted. 5W
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The thermal contact between the storage mass and the collector
is Inadequate
Add more storage mass and/or more sunlit storage surface area
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More gtorage mass and/or sunlit mass surface area is needed.
Venting overheated air and/or shading the south of the building
may be necessary.
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ZONE D - The RR is O.K. OTAV is too low.
The building needs more collector area.
A better thermal envelope is needed.
Add insulating shutters and/or more in the walls and roof.
Remove any southern shading devices.
ZONE E - The RR is low OTAV is O.K.
There is no solar gain. Either the building is being heated
by storage discharge, or a thermostatic space heater is in
operation
.
ZONE F - The RR is O.K. OTAV is too high. Same as ZONE B
This system can be used on any type of passive solar system in any
location, and is very easy to use. This type of evaluative procedure




At this point it would normally be approriate to present
why passive solar heating is the desirable way to go. To do this
would mean trying to point out how passive systems are better than
active ones. This type of thinking has created two sides, when there
should only be one. Initially separating the solar concepts into
passive and active was probably good, in that a concentrated effort
could be put into each side. As stated by Richard S. Levine, it is
time to start using an integrated approach to solar designing, one
that would take the best from both passive and active systems to
come up with a 100% solar heated house, except for pumping power and
controls. Our present state of design is like the first powered
vehicle, the horseless carriage. The horseless carriage had an
internal conbustion engine on a vehicle that use to be pulled by a
horse, which was an awkward arrangement. With time an integrated
approach was taken and the Model T came out, which is what is going
to have to happen to solar design. An example of how a non integrated,
approach can lead to not the best design is the F chart program.
The F chart program is very popular and accurate within the range it
was designed for, but it is only designed for active systems and
gives accurate results only for solar systems that will provide
up to 70% of the heating load. These assuptions are obsolete,
because it is possible to design a cost effective house that receives
all it's heating, cooling and hot water needs from solar energy.
It is therefore time for solar design to get out of its infancy and
start advancing towards an integrated approach. Once this design
becomes accepted the two sides can work together, and start to quickly
advance solar design. The Raven .Run Solar House has been designed
from an integrated approach to supply 100% of the heating from solar.
This house has active and passive collectors side by side on the south
wall to optimize the solar collection. The integrative design concept
goes beyond maximizing solar collection and storage to what the house
is made of, how it is constructed and site conditions. At present
the biggest problem with integrative design is the design itself.
There will have to be simplified design procedures developed before
solar energy systems become generally accepted. A possible hindrance
to integrated design being accepted is that passive systems have been
thought as for architects, and active solar systems for engineers.
This kind of thinking will have to be rejected, with both engineers and
architects working together. Together is the key word, everyone
working towards a common goal. 5A
There has been some advancement of materials that can improve
the performance of solar systems. These materials can be very use-
full, but unless solar design becomes generally acepted there will
be no market for them. At this stage then, it will be important
to take the steps that will begin to make solar design accepted.
The more accepted solar design becomes, the more incentive there
will be for improving materials for solar systems. A weak incentive,
by the governments, is the tax incentives. The problem with tax
incentives are they encourage systems that supply the minimum
percentage of the heating load by solar energy. When just the
opposite should be encouraged, the use of larger solar percentage units,
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The one area where an integrative design would not be applicable
is in retrofitting existing houses. The active systems are probably
best suited for use on houses already constructed. Passive systems
can be retrofitted, but their performance will not be equilivalent
to new construction, as it can easily be with active systems.
Solar energy can supply a major portion of household heating needs,
How much of the nations household heating needs will be supplied
by solar energy will depend greatly on the direction taken by solar
designers. Exhibit 33 shows how available energy is used in the
United States. 2 The flow of available energy shows that the house-
hold and commerical area is a very bad user of available energy. If
solar energy systems could become generally accepted it could consider-
ably improve our nations use of available energy. This should be
a considerable incentive for both government and the private sector
to push hard for solar energy use in households and commerical
buildings. At present there is a good start, but solar design is now
at an important crossroad, if the integrative, approach is not taken,
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73 12 c 2 J G G v G G -1.1
73 12 - 21 G G G 1 -1.1
7 3 12 2 22 GOG G 1 -1.1
7 3 12 ^} 2 3 QUGQ 1 -I.h
7s 12 7 G G j G C 2 -1.7
73 12 7 1 G GG G 1 -1.7 ..
7 3 12 /' 2 G )0 G 1 -1.7
7 3 Id 7 3 u jj 1 -1.9
/ i 12
-7
/ -t G a G G 1- -2.2
7 5 12 / 3 * iT r" nu L> J w 1 -2.o
73 12 7 o G j j 3 2 -5.5
7 3 12 7 7 QOls. 2 -3. 1
7o 1c 7 3 j'j J7 1 -2. b
/' 3 12 7 J GO 16 1 ..-2.5 ... _ . ....._ - .—
73 12 / i J G Go 2 2 -2.2
76 12 11 Gib 2 2 -1.4
7 j 12 7 12 U 2 o 7 2 -O.o
75 12 7 13 G 31 o 2 3. p
75 12 7 lH G 23 * 2 1.7
7 3 12 7 IP •Li 2 j 1 2 0.5
73 12 7 1 c ;J Jp 2 -0. to
7 a 12 7 17 i»G2i 1 -1.1 . . _.. .
7 3 12 7 lo Gu G -1.7
7 a 12 7 1^ G G G G -1.9
7 3 12 7 20 u J U li G -Z.Z
/ :> 12 14 2 1 G Gj G u -2.o
r 3 12 7 2£ G GG o G -7>.5
-7 3

7a 12 4U •J Q
7 6 12 b 1 u u Q
/o 12 c >c -< U u
16 12 >* 3 j C j u
7 6 it f J J .. u
/ a Id o u J U-
» J Id z, o OUL
7 3 Id 7 J G
/6 Id z* GO »»
76 4 ~» 9 o -»
3
76 12 6 1 J G -j c
7 6 Id 6 11 Ci-,1
7 6 Id 3 12 Oljy
76 id O n 01/1
7 6 12 1h 12o
7 6 x C \^ Lj Jj o
7 6 12 Id 00o2
7 6 Id 17 U o lI O
7 J 12 1 6 uGb
76 12 19 00
7 j 12 6 2u G00
7 6 Id fc 21 OOjG
76 12 6 22 Ju
76 12 b 2 3 GGGG
76 12 <3
76 12 9 1 00
7 6 12 9 2 00 G
76 12 9 3 0300
7o 12 9 v 00
7o 12 9 3 000
7 j 12 9 O 3.7
76 12 y / OGl^r
7 6 12 Q 6 U00 2
7o 12 9 ? GG22
7 6 12 y 10 OGlo
76 12 9 11 05 c
7 j 12 9 Go 6
76 12 d 13 ui> a
7 j 12 y l-» 1*6
7 6 12 9 ly 11 H
76 12 y lo 0o9
/ 6 12 9 17 G GO 7
7 6 12 9 lo G 009
7 6 12 9 1 J 0030
76 12 9 20 00
7 6 12 9 21 00
7 6 12 9 22 0030
f 12 9 ds Q 00
76 12 1G G u G
76 12 10 1 000
76 12 1G 2 00
7 6 12 10 3 J
76 12 10 V U Li




76 12 10 7 U jG 3
76 12 10 o J o u 5
7 6 12 1 c
-i 32 9
7 6 12 1 G 13 j j; y
76 12 1 u 11 00 / it
7 6 12 1C 12 10 o
( a 12 10 13 u 1> 3
7 6 12 1 G 1 H 110
76 12 l G 15 3* 3




76 12 1 u 1 3 00
7 i 12 1 U lti 03
7 6 12 1G 20 U 00
76 12 1G 21
7o 12 10 22 30
76 12 10 2 3 000
7 6 12 1
1
00
76 12 11 1 1j U
7 6 12 11 2 001,0
76 12 11 J Q 00
76 12 1 •+ 00G0
76 12 11 2 QGGO
76 12 11 00 o
76 12 11 7 0312
76 12 1 0015
7 6 12 1 3 301*
76 12 1 10 Jti





































* t . H
3 + • t
2 4 . *t
1 5.3
1 6.1
L _ o . b.
1 7.2






















1 3 . O
f 1 . 4
4 3.9
3 3 . 3
4 3 . Kj
4 5 .y








































































































































































































































































































































































































u 2 o o


















G G J 9
G j t
n ii a c,j j i- a
Gilo
G 12 p






































































































76 12 15 GGG 2.5
7 6 12 15 1 G00Q 3 1.4.
7 6 12 15 2 JO 0.0
76 12 15 3 (J Q G G -0.3







Ju ) - i T ^
7 J 0012 •:
-i.i
76 12 15 7 c3l2 3 -1 • ^
76 12 15 U uO 5 -1.7
76 12 15 J o a«*7 -1.7
7 3 12 15 10 Jc 2 3 -1.7
76 12 15 11 10 u 3 -1.1
7* 12 1 p 12 17* 1 -0 . 6
7 6 12 15 1 6 - u 2 t o 3.3
7 6 12 15 lH 2 "/' o 1.1
76 12 15 15 C 19o G L.*
76 12 lb lo jJu"t 2 2. 6
7 6 12 15 17 03 6 1.7
7o 12 15 lb Li C 3.5
76 12 15 I'd ooDa 3 3.5









fi - a .
.5
7 6 1 -1.1
7 6 12 1 5 Z6 0^0 1 -1. 4
7 6 12 16 00 c 1 -1.7
7 6 12 lo 1 1 -1.9
76 12 lb 2 j 1 -2.2
7 6 12 lo 3 ju c 1-2.2
76 12 lo + 1 -2.2
7 6 12 lb 5 00 . 1 -?-?
7 6 12 lb o 0J 5 1 -2.2
76 12 lo 7 J u o 1 -2.0
7 6 12 lo u jj 5 1 -1.7
7 3 12 16 9 1 1 -1.4
76 12 lo 10 T 1 2 -1.1
7 6 12 lo 1
1
OJj't 1 -3.9
7 a 12 16 12 0151 1 -3.6
76 12 lb 13 13 t 3 - 3
7 6 12 lo 1 - 0:) 5 1 1.1
7 6 12 lo 1> 0:2 1 1. t
7 6 12 lb lo GOb^ 1.7
76 lc lo 17 1 3 3 1. 4
7 6 12 lo lo GOli 1 1.1
76 12 1 6 19 ogog 1 l.t
76 12 lc Zo 00 1 1.7
7 6 12 ic 21 00 0.- .. ? ? r $
73 12 ic 22 GoGC 3 6,6
76 12 lb Z6 Li 00 •* 3.9
76 12 17 00 13 V 3.9 —
7 6 12 17 1 00 * '+ . -+
7 > 12 1/ 2 0000 4 • H>
76 12 17 3 l 00 * 4.2
76 12 17 -+ J 3 3.9
7 6 12 1 7 5 00 ... 3 3 6
7 J 12 17 o 00 7 2 3.3
7 6 12 1/ 7 C U *T 2 3.0
76 12 1 7 G OC o 1 2.6
7 6 12 17 ~i J32 Z.o
7 5 12 1 7 1
J
G0c2 Q 2. 2
75 12 17 11 G0^2 C 3.3
7o 12 17 12 0127 G ~* . **
7 6 12 1/ 13 U 1 Cj u 1 -* » 9
76 12 1 7 1 U 0111 2 5.5
76 12 1 7 15 33 3 2 p.O
7 6 12 17 lc C0.>3 *. 4
7 6 12 1/ \ j 02 3.9
7 6 4
""1
i. c 1 ( id 00 7 0' 3.3
76 12 17 19 C 00 2. d
76 12 17 2 U L) 3 2.2
7o 12 17 21 w J <j 'u n i.i
76 12 17 22 u j o G 0.0
7 3 12 17 23 u J -J . b
7 ^ 12 lo o ij u <J G -1.1
7o 12 lc 1 J]uO 3 -1. 1
76 12 lo 2 -1.1
76 12 1 5 3 COG -1.4.
16 12 lo H 000 G 1 -1. 7
7 6 12 1 c ^ J j 1 -1 .«*
7 6 12 lc o GOG 3 2 -1.1
7 6 12 l b 7 J o 2 -0.9
7* 12 lc 6 G'JGG 2 -3.6
7 6 12 lo 9 G J 1 S 2 -0.3
7 6 12 1 13 C 3c0 2 0.0
76 12 lo 11 Jvl 13.0 *

70 12 16 12 bl2U
73 U; lo 13 G1-j2
7 j It It 1 + C 153
7 3 12 io 16 023
73 lc lb lo 3 o ^
7o 12 it 17 GJ22
7 5 12 lc Is 0u
7 s 12 lb 1^> OCGG
75 12 lo 2 G
7o lc lo 21 b Jb G
7o 12 lo ZZ 00 b
73 12 lo OUO G
7 o 12 1^} GObG
73 12 1*3 ^.1 00
7o 12 19 2 C 00 G
73 12 IS) 3 G 00
7 J 12 19 4 0000
73 12 ly 5 o 00
7a 12 19 o U013
7o 12 1^ 7 COil
7o lc 19 3 OOQo
73 12 1^3 d 001G
73 12 19 10 021
7 ? 12 19 11 03 6
7.3 12 19 12 bG59
7o 12 19 13 G Jo 3
7 3 12 19 It C0o3
73 12 19 1 ^ G Qby
76 12 19 Id b03
7 5 12 19 17 G010
7o 12 iy lo 00 G
76 lc 19 19 b
76 12 19 2u O'JuO
76 lc 19 21 00
7 6 12 19 22 oooc
76 12 19 23 G C G
76 12 2G 00
76 12 2G 1 00
73 12 2G 2 QOuQ
76 12 20 3 00 G
75 12 2G » 0G0 b
75 12 20 5 00b G
75 12 20 Q G
75 12 2G 7 C31C
76 12 2G Q 1 o
7 6 12 2G . 9. GG3 3
75 12 20 10 02 t>
75 12 2 G 11 u 333
75 12 20 12 2 o
(6 12 20 13 o029
7 5 12 20 1* 03 p
7 5 12 20 15 C 032
7 6 12 20 io 00 3
(6 12 2C 17 00
7 6 12 2G lo 00 G
73 12 2G 1* 00
76 12 2b 2 J GOO
76 12 2G 21 00
75 12 20 22 00
75 12 20 23 Li 00
76 12 21 b 00
7 3 12 21 1 G c G
76 12 21 2 300
76 lc 21 3 00
75 12 21 - Ou
76 12 21 5 OObQ
75 12 21 o Ju 1
75 12 21 7 1
76 12 21 6 COb
75 12 21 J Jo
76 12 21 10 Gl-rO
7 6 12 2 1 11 02^1
7 6 12 21 12 b 2o ^
76 12 21 13 01 i5
7 6 12 21 it Qit-2
7 6 12 21 1 b 03 6
7 5 12 21 lo 0029
7 5 12 21 17 014
7 5 12 21 lo JCo
7 5 12 21 1^ J b b
7 6 12 Zl 20 G OJG
76 12 21 2 1 Q du Q
76 12 21 22 00













































































c . _ P. D















76 12 22 J GO C
75 12 22 1 G J J G
i 6 lei 2 2 2 o 3 J
7 5 12 22 1 J Jv, l
7 5 12 22 - j U J W
73 12 12. 3 Jul] J
75 12 22 6 li J c
76 12 22 i b G G ^
73 12 22 6 G COS
7 6 12 22 1 u u 1 2
7 6 12 22 1 J Jo o
76 12 2 2 11 G12t
76 12 22 12 1 G o
7* 12 22 13 u J^-j
76 12 22 14 vj J G
76 12 22 15 G 12 h-
7 6 12 22 lo G J 5c
7 1 12 22 1 7 G J2G
76 12 22 16 G JG G
76 12 22 1 i G duG
76 12 ? i 2u o Gu Li
76 12 22 21 U U L» b
76 12 22 22 JG G
76 x2 22 25 G 3 j u
76 12 25 J GddG
76 12 25 1 C J u G
7 6 X C 23 2 G GG u
76 12 23 3 G GG G
76 12 23 •* G Q G G
76 12 23 2 G GG u
7 6 12 25 o GGu 2
76 12 23 7 GGC2
7 6 12 23 3 u G j 3
76 12 23 9 G J 1 o
7 6 12 23 l'J G G 06
76 12 23 11 G 1^1
76 12 23 12 G 13 'j
76 12 23 13 ul-r7
76 12 23 It G 12 b
76 12 26 1? G Jc C
76 12 23 lb G G'tC
76 12 25 17 G u 6
76 12 23 Id OGG G
76 12 23 19 G G G Q
76 12 23 2d G Q G U
76 12 23 21 G Gb G
7 6 12 23 22 G G J G
7o 12 23 25 u G o G
7 6 12 2 + d G Gb G
76 12 2h 1 d G G
76 12 2<- 2 J G G
76 12 2h 3 OGGG
7 6 12 2t <+ 3 GG C
7 6 12 2t 5 3 G G
76 12 2^ c G Gl 2
7 6 12 2h 7 G31G
76 12 2h c G G G v-
7 6 12 2n 9 0c/
7 6 12 2<* 1 G : iqg
76 12 2^T 1 1 3 lb3
76 12 2^T 12 G2b 3
76 12 2* 13 G 1j G
7 6 12 2-, l^T O G '5 9
76 12 2-» IP b lb o
76 12 2^ lo G G *r 3
7-> 12 2 + 1 7 G J12
7 s 12 2h lo G3l G
76 12 2 * 19 GGG J
7 6 12 2<T 2: G G G G
76 12 2h 2 1 U OdO
76 12 2^ c 2 b U o b
76 12 2h 23 OudG
76 12 2b u GG G
76 12 2b 1 GGG d
7 6 12 2-; 2 G JG G
76 12 25 3 GGG d
7 6 12 2b h U b J G
76 12 25 5 G Go d
76 12 2v 6 G db -J
76 12 25 7 GG1 G
7o 12 25 o G GG 9
76 12 2b 1 Q 07 5
7 6 12 25 Id Ulo3
















































































































































































































































7 6 12 2b' 12 G2r)7 + 3.9
73 12 2b 13 0319 * * . 2
76 12 2j 1 -» G2oe •+ • ^
78 12 25 15u2io 4 3.9
7 3 12 ^ iu ilQ * 3.3
7o 12 Z-j, 17 lOuo * UL
?J 12 2; h uj,0 3 0.0
7d 12 2: U bJuC 4 0.0
^ 12 25 2J CJUO 2 Q.O
7a 12 2: 21 ^^ 3 0.0
ri 12 2b 22 uQui; 1 0.0
73 12 25 23 u JCC -1.1
7 3 1
2
2 o C J 1 -2.2
76 12 2a-l 3GGG =?>5
7a 12 2d 2 biCO -2.d
7i 12 2o 3 00 3 C -3.1
/J 12 2c -, GOL-u -3.3
73 12 2o 5 OjuO -3.6
73 1226 o 3 * j -3.9
(i 12 2o 7 0011 -3.9
7 3 1 2 o 8 00 3 -3.9
7 3 12 2 o 9 01s- 0__-3.3_
73 12 2b lu 37 2 3 - 3 . ^>
73 12 2o 11 ul23 Q -3.**
76 12 2c 12 ul:
3
1 -2.o
73 12 2c 1 3 1-rl -2. u
73 12 2o l-» ul22 -1.1
78 12 2b 15 010 5 1 -0.9
73 12 2o 1 o c 4 1 -0.6
7 5 12 2c 17 GOG 6 3._-G.3
73 12 2o 1 o GO -1.1
78 12 26 1:* GO GO -1.7
7 3 12 26 20 GGuU -2.2
73 12 2o 21 030 -2.5
78 12 2o 22 0000 1 -2. 8
7o 12 26 2 3 GOG 1 -3. 1
7o 12 2/ OGOjG 2 -3.*
7o 12 17 100CQ G -3o±_
?o 12 2i' 2 00 i -3.-+
73 1227 300 JO 1 -3.4
76 12 27 •+ OOoO -3,1*
73 12 17 5 0C00 1 -3.1
7o 12 27 o uGG2 2 -2.6
7 3 12 2 7 7 U 1
5
2 -3.1
7j i<2 27 o QOOG 1 -3.4.
7 6 12 2 7 -J 29 __2 -2.5...
73 12 2/ 10 QOol 1 -1.7
76 12 27 11 0102 2 -1.*
73 12 27 12 017 2 2 -1.1M 12 27 13 1 ,
s
1 ^,3
73 12 27 !•+ 0132 2 1.7
73 12 27 13 151 1 3.0
78 12 2 7 lb 10 1 *.J*
7o 12 2 7 17 0020 1 2.o_
76 12 27 H U002 1 1.1
To 12 2 7 19 GOGG 1 0.6
7 3 12 27 23 0300 1 0.5
73 12 27210 JOG 1 -0.9
7 3 12 2 7 2 2 -2.2
7d 12 27 23 OOUG J -2.3
73 1223 00 1 -3,3
7 3 12 2o 1 OOUG 0... -3.3.73l22o 20J0 -+ . 5
7
o
12 2 3 3 00 -5.0
7 3 1 2 o -fUGuC -p.o
73 1226 5 000 -5.9
73l2 2o o jjj9 -6. 1
7 o 1 <? o 7 00b - o . *+
7 8 12 2c o Go 3 Q -o.
7
7-i 12 2 3 •$ 03 4 _ -o.t .
7s 12 26 10 Ow: -o.l
78 12 2o 11 u0j9 -5,3
7 6 12 2o 12 ) -ii 3 -+.5
76 12 26 1 5 Oil
G
-3.9
76 12 26 1 -» u L9 -3««+
78 12 26 15 GO oo 1 -3.b
73 12 2c lo j G ;> c 1 -3.9
7o 12 2o 17 0Gj5
_ ....
„_-4»2
73 12 2o lo G00G 3 --+.5
7 6 12 2o 19 OOOG -5.0
73 12 2o2u 000 -o.b
/o 12 2c 21 J u ud -5.9
73 12 2o22u0u0 1 -o.l
76 12 23 2 8 GU0C 2 -5.6

7d 12 2^> 00 G 3 -5.
7d 12 2 9 1 j J G • ~3 . O
7 6 12 29 2 jo G 4
-fa. 1
7o 12 29 5 C Ju G 3 -o.7
f o 12 29 -r o uC 1 -7 »Z




. - 1 -7. R
/d k 2 -7. o
7 6 12 29 7 1 G -5. 5
73 12 2 9 3 0b 7 -3.9
7d 12 2 >j •3 una 1 -7.2
75 12 29 10 C?s2 2 -5 . o
7o 12 2^ 11 G31h 2 -5. a







3- -* - 9
7o 12 2 -5.t
7 j 12 2^ 1; 021^ 2 -3.b
7o 12 2? lo u 117 2 -3.9
7o 12 29 17 1)01 2 -3.5
7 6 12 2 9 lo UijU 2 1 -o.7
7d 12 29 19 0C G 1 -5.9
7o 12 29 20 uGG G 1 -7 ,Z
7 6 12 29
29





? a 12 -7.6
7d 12 29 23 300 3 -3.3
7d 12 3C a 00 G 3 -5 . 9 — - -
7d 12 50 i 00GG 2 -d .9
73 12 30 2 U00G 2 -3 .9
7d 12 30 3 G 00 2 -9.2










/ d 12 - 1 . G
7 a 12 3G 7 COO 1 ? -1J . 3
/ 3 12 30 3 j 3 1 - 1 . o
7 6 12 3 a ^ U Ju J 2 -^.2
73 12 30 10 C JG g 1 -7.o
7d 12 3 11 GOGO 1 -5. 1
76 12 3 12 00 1 -* • 5








7 i 12 5 13 uUo A "t • r
75 12 30 1? Jld 9 -•+. 5 - - - — -
7 6 12 3 17 JIh - '+ . 7
7 3 12 30 li u JO C 1 -5.
76 12 30 1 J 00 G 2 -3.5







— n . ^
7 a 12 -7.2
7 > 12 5C 23 C Ju c -» -7.2
7 6 12 31 J j G o ? -7.2 — -
7d 12 31 1 GOCG 5 -7.3
/i 12 31 > G U G 5 -7. 3
7 j 12 31 3 O'JCC 5 -3. 1 _ .
7d 12 31 4 G 3 -d .3
76 12 51 5 GOG C .._ 7 . - 3 . 6 . .
7d 12 31 O CiJOZ -d. 9
7d 12 31 7 GGiZ 3 -9. 5
7 3 12 3 1 3 GO 11 6 -10.0
7 3 12 31 9 u j5 5 7 -1G.
7 3 12 31 10 U J d J 7 -10.
75 12 31 1 1 G1C9 3 -9.7
7 > 12 31 12 017 7 7 -2.5
7 o 12 31 13 Z 19c 7 -3.9 ... .
7d 12 31 1-+ l H 6 7 -3.3
73 12 3 i Vj 0li»f 3 -3 . D
7o 12 51 lo 10 3 3 — 3 . O
7 5 12 5 i 17 J 1 w 3 -9.5
73 12 v> 1 13 j ] u d -10.
7d 12 31 19 G u J /" -13 .6
7 3 12 J
1
C J u u C 7 -11. 1




7d 12 5 1 22 3 c 3 -
< 6 12 5 1 2 2 GUuG 3 -12.2




































































































Q ® O O © O O

P * 3 G k A
1 . U 8 •
- 12.29.
COMMON
1 R I L. r\ ,N
C J M n u n
1 M , M C
COMMON















2 A LI- * (
C J M rt u N
1 NGJNN
G J .1 i-i G N
1 JGK,^
Common
1 A S P R A
common











































































rt A N G
10/3






















A Y | i,






























































































ION FORMULA TO G. AND. 3. INSTEAD
m METER COM.iANOSt REARRANGE
STmi^GAtG parameters
iiVJ A) PEE G "IN M/S "- CHANGES
IN HmIK CALCULATIONS C6.+
F l 5 ) , 1 C » - V ( 5 ) tur(5U)iwT(5G) ,























o » 5 ,
cxrscj
QHZ,Ol
G f r KA L
n i N , T 3
C12 (10











) ,SP(50) ,GGNG(50 ,50) ,
2) «FO (50 , 50 ,2)
, S U oK C ? t b ) 7 S3 CO f
I
VX 5 ^rj
NG , GT ran
A.R.FACI, REMAIN
0) t SUC 121 (100)
f
, I*C.IA,<N, TC.MAX3 ,TGG0l
CNGt3hcon7,alat ,0,
cuslat,usp





on ( ia q )-t y o ( 103 ) • un ( i a o jiNTG»FSSG,FSG3 » RES N1
1
RuM-3E/\/yLF, RCUN (5




IMEU/W<AK£A (1 jO )
,
IMEo/TNxGHT t r NORN
0) ,K\/ENTf IrtIR, JAIR f RLNGTh,RHOSR»
r bl ,IPRINTH,IPRlNTO f IPRIiNTM , IPR3 M, KHEDPR
Gw, KWALl
1 LOZ I N f IN
I
I^<mkEa (100)
\ , r t \/ EN , E L T 1 1 OE L T , T I M E
0IMENSI3N LGAY (2 ) , Q SUM i ( 1 2 , 2 ) , MG Y ( 1 2 )
,
SUMTGT ( 2 )
INTEGER DAY, 0AY1,0AY2,YR, DATE* UNITS
DATA<NOAY(M) ,M=1 , 12)/31 ,28 , 31', 30, 31 ,3 f 31, 3 1, 30 ,31, 30, 31/
GAT a N Mu a, P I, GEG R AG /5 0, 3. 1 s-1 5^2 od-+, . 017-^532 93/
PRINT ^EAl TIME
" G A L L 3 A T E 1 ( A RG 1 ) ' T CAl7L~CtO G K rA~R&~21














































f = Q V 3
















f ! O * 1
Gu =
uu=l
I I N U E
1=1 S




L = OAHT=GACL = GG = G3H ;: .
SUM-=0 .
=1,NMAX
) =SQSnG2 (I)=SQ:0N1(I )=S0CuN2(I) =0.
=1, NCGNN
) =SGG122 ( J) =0.
CAYS ONLY (NuAYl .ESS Tri*N 32)
3 IF (nOA Y1.GE.3 2) G3 TO 22.6
S NMO=l £ LOA Y( 1) =INOmY*NOAY1-1
1) . uE.NO AY (MOD ) GO TU 226
LOm Y(1)-NGAY (MOD 3 LOA Y( 1) =NOA Y (MO 1) 5 NMG=2
£ MT1ME=0 B N3ALG=0 S NSTEP=0
E STEP _GOP
MON 7h=1, NMO
S IF (MG. EU. 13) MO=l
3 IF(%EiNl.LT.0.01) GO TO 237
S IF (riO.GE.MOSHl. AN 3 . flO . ^£ . M GSM2 ) KCOOL = -l
IF (MUNTh .£0.1) DAYl = iNOAY
Y(MO) S IF(IFLil.EU.i) OA Y2=lOAY ( MONTH )




IOA Y=iDA Y *1 $ IF IIGAY.GT. IO^EkY*) IOAY=l
CaLu 3A1TLY




jATE.EU.IOl) IPRaNTH=1 S I F I GATE . ECi . I 02) I PRIN Th = G_
IF( (IPRi.NTrt.EU.1) . Ok. (IPRINT3.EQ.1) ) PRINT *GG3,CATl
LF (iHn.'HH. EQ.OJ GO TO 2*5
PRINT HEAutKb FOR HGU,\..Y POINTING
IF(\h*L-.EU.O) PRaNT ^0 0*
1F(KWAl._.E0.1) ? K I N T «f J*
IF ( Nh^Lw.tQ .2) PRINT <*002
2*5 CONTINUE
ri.iE increment loop
— 00 1GC3 ITHE=1, NTIME1
uTIrtE=iriM£-l S IF (LTIME.EQ. ) lTI«E=nTIM£
,iriNE =MTlME + l
0ElJ=3l.T1 5 TIME=TIME+OElT 5 TlNEA=TIM£*2*./TPER0Af
<ICnNG=Q
i}rlSuM = QrtSUM*OELT + UHZ S QISJ M = ul Sort* 3ElT*QINC
<NJ-1 5 1F( TIMEa.GT .TMDAn.AS D.TImEa .L.T.TEVEN) <ND = 2
KSnuT = -l 5 IFtKiSO.EQ.l. AND. RE3NI .GT .0 .01) <5riUT=l
<
'J : i U r = :< 3 H U r * K C L"
SET M«* AND MIN TEMPERATURES FQx THIS TIME PERIOD
IF I (I"I.M£A.ur.TMGRN) .AND. (TxMEX.LT.TNlGHT) ) GOTO 255
250 TGHjLN=T3MiNN £ TGmAX=TCMAaM 5 GO TO 2o0











123 G = I2iiO+l '
xF (x2D0.bT.5) GO TO 1675
_ __
NST£P=N3TEP*1
ITERATION LOOP Fd\ TEMPERATJiE DEPENDENCE
JJ :>0G ITER=i,ITMAX -
NCAlC = N0AlC«-1
GET \jPn, iP,CONQ,T (FIXED) ,SCON - GOUl.0 3E F(T)
r ~ - GAl_ ?k3P —
iF (iiTlME.EQ.l) GO TO a 00
gal-go^ate coefficients a<i,j), 3 u > for node euoations
00 * 1 v = 1 , N \/
1 = L<Mlv/J S SUMKT=0.
UG 300 JF=1,NF
J=lF ( JF)
SUMKT=iJMKT »C0NU ( i , J) *r fJ-J-
3(lV)=C?h{IJ*TO(I)/DELr+FAC»(S(I) +SUM<T) + U.-FACJ +CPNII)
IF (KCALC.EO, .2) GO TO ~0J
OO 32u J V a 1 , N \i
J=L * ( JV)
A(Iv/,JV)=-F AG* GO NO(ItJ)
IF (j.. EG.. J) A(l«/»JV)=CPH(I)/3Et.T*FAC*(3CON(I>-SP(I))
320 Continue
» G N f I N U E
IF (nLh.3 .EG. 2) GOTO <+50
SJLVE EQUmTIONSX SUMC A(I. J) *T (O) )-3 (I) J I=l,Nrf
r'j\ T(J) - ANSWERS IN 3 AR^r
THE HAT\IX A IS MuGIFIEG of THE IMSl. SJ3RQJ TINES.
iF ThE MmTkIX A 13 NOT SYMMETRIC t IKE FOLLOWING GOO
CA^L LEU 7 IF (h, l«Nt/«NfiA Af df f WKAREA ,IER)
-quRRENTLYi oriHET^Y IS GitfEN WHEN CQNO ( I , J Y— IS- SY ii
FjuLiHlNo i.5 APPLICAolE
Cmu VCi/TFS ( A, NJ jNMAX , A)
G A w l. l. E 3. 1 S (
A
i N </ » d > ltNHAAjQf I w< A RE A » W KA RE A » I ER)
CHEoK Tj it£ IF THE AnSHc^S HmVE CONVERGED YET
NERk. =
00 t*G I V = 1 , N
V
1 = i.wiH/l £ rG0£ J S = T(I) 5 T(I)=3(IV) S ERRT ( I ) = TGuESS -T (I
IF ( M ab ( ERKT (I) ) .bf.TuLD -NERK=NEr<R+ i
^*il CONTINUE
IF (nLr.\. Eu. 0) GO TO 520
GO JO 3u







o o * o o :^ = i»n;
i = u ji iv) i r (i) = o
.
JJ ,3L J V = 1 » N V
^6 2 r ( u =r c
i
) fniiVi j v/ > lici »3tjm~,s ocrra-^so—
*»6-» niJ=r(i>+FJ(I^tJJ»lA) *3( JV)
*»8Q CONTINUE
GJ TO 520
500 CJ 4 TINUE
; EnO OF ITERATION lOOP. IF rt£ oET HERE, WE JID
! THE Full NU.iScK Or ITE*ATI0'4;> WITHUUT CONVERGENCE.
IF
t
ITMA< .OT .1) <ERR=Kt<R*I
5 2 C J N i I N U £
rtEATxNG OR CUuLlNG_OF CONTRu. NoOE
QCIt»=0.S xF l\I0 . EQ.O) GO TO 560
JO 3*»u i T = 1 i NT
I - .. i ( i T J
5*+o aji!. = ocrN«-coNu(iC,i )* it (io -Tan
3C£N=3ClN-SP(iC) * T ( 10) -SCIC")
IF { nIL,. EU.2 ) GO TO 300
5o3 CO NUNUE
IF (<0ELr.EQ.0.ANO,I250. EQ.2J GO TO 800
Cmh_ control i jEuT=frac*oe»ti
if ( nJELT . Nc» G) GO TO eOQ
J£Lt=JE-Tl 5 IF(MCHNG. EQ.0) OO TO 800
GO 7 23
OA.C JLATI0N6 FOR OOTPJT, NEAT TirtE STEP LOOP
SH^ CON i IN J
-
om^U.AFE FORWARD AND RE-/ER3E F^OWS ALONG EACH CONNECTION
00 o 03 J =1, NCo.iN
Owl2O=Q0l2(J) 5 I1=I1C0N(J) S I2=I2C0NU)
JCi2(j) =CGN0(I1*I2) + (T( ID-T U2) )
IK (NT I ME .EQ.l ) GO TO 30 3
OhLu bGNlNT (0*120, Qui2( J) ,FAG itOEuTt D3QG121,Q5aC122)
SQJ12K J)=SQC121( J) +0o0C12l .._._ .... __ .
SJCi22(J)=SuC122 (J) +3 3JC122
803 UONilNUE
COir-UFE COOlING DEGREE-TIME
if (KAJaCL.NE. 0) GO TO 806





806 CJNilNUE .......... _.„.
COMPUTE HEAT FLOW INjlJT OF EACH NOCEi QFACO(I) iQCOM (I)
JO ?GG IT=1,NT
i = J(IT)
*5RCG = QSRC I I) 5 QCONG=QC0N (I)
uskc(I»=s (i)+sp<i)*r<u
uCON ( i) = G.
uO 820 J T = 1 » N T
J=LI ( JT)
82 aCJn(i) =QGGN(i) *CON0(Ii J)*(T(J)-T(I))
uEN=1.0 fi Ir<GPM (I ) • oT . 0. ) 3c.N = GFM(I)
uFt»G0 (I) = (OS\C(D *uCON(I) ) /OEN
TO (1 ) =T ( I)
xF (NTIME.EQ.U GOTO 9 00
InTcORATE TOTA^ HEAT IS/juT Fr<Ort SOURCE EQUATION.,
or.uL 3GN INT ( 0oRGC» C;> K0 (I) >rMCItGc»_T,03QSRCi»CSQ5RC2)jQ3\01(U =SaSRCKI) *-QSQi<CljG3\C2 (I ) =oO.SKC2 (I ) »-JJQ^<C2
INTlGRAIE HtAT IN/OUT CUE TO tlOW ACRG33 CONNECTIONS
oA^l SGNxNT (OiCONC* QOUN 1 1) iFACI » OElT» JSQCONlf 0SQC0N2)
iUCONHIl=SQ3UNi<I>*-OSO0jfU
a QlG N 2 ( I ) =S 00 GN2 ( I ) • O S GO j N 2
90 CON f I NO
E
IF<ilTiME*Ea,liG0T0 9lQ
>OA nE^TiNG, CCOwInG — JJ 3t VENTILATION, JA 3 f AUXILIARY SYSTcH
QCImT=JElT* (FACi*QCxN+( 1. -F*Ci ) *uoI NO)
IF InIJMNG.EO. Q.OK.KGEuT .NE.O ) GO TO S 2
- -
-- jFR*L = \EriAiN a IF I KIC.EU. 0) uFRAo=Fr<AC i-QO INT*'J.GlNT*uFRAG
KI C rlNo = 3
902 continue
IF (^CxNT.GT . 0.0.
A
NO. TAH J.Gf .TON IN) O v/HT=Q ;h T+QCINT
i F ( uC IN T * LT • • U . A riO . Tm *1 3 . l£ . T COOu ) U\/CL = Q vG l *JO IN
T
IF <^C;nT.oT .0.0. AuU.l Aid.-E.T^.-liN) UmHT = QAHT i-OCINT^ ——^H^^ii^^iM lillilliniiiiiim








PRInT HaUr.Lr Flow VALUES
IF<*PRINTH, £^.G) uG TO 910
I r < \H * L _ . c G . 2 ) jj TO 9 3 5
PRINT + 000, TIME, id) , SUWA) » 5 < JHu+i) t (QC12<
i (r (i), : = i ,6)
go ro -jig
5 PRInT it CiOi, TIME, S (1) ,S( JWA) , S (JWh«-1) ,GC12(1) ,UC12(2) ,
1 10^121 j) , j-7, 13 J , (Til) ,1 = 1, 11)
J.CING = GCIN
IF (KlG.-iNb. EQ. ) GOTO 9 20
J£LT=.v£iAlN*OEur 1 S GOTO 2d0
CONTINUE
OT H j = JF ^O + T (1) -r AMa
ENJ OF TIME STEP LOOP- OG nEaT TxME INCREMENT NOW.
o coNriNus
OTHu=uTrtO/NTlHEl
PRINT TGTAlo FO\ THIS DAY
— IF (IPRINTU.EQ.O) ~GC TO 1100
PRI.iT id 0d, GATE, UAY ,MO, CW HT , QVCu, QAHT, GIAC.-, CO , QSP , DEC, OTWO
IF UiRSPK.EG. 0) GOTO 110 _ __
P R I n T 3 0Gb
uO 1020 IT=1,NT
I = Li(iT)
PRI imT 30Q7,I,SG.SRCi<I) ,SQSRC2(I> ,SG.C0N1(I) , S0C0N2 (I)
GJNflNUt.
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0^122




J .1 M ( M
J ,1 M t H
( J C * .
J MM (M



























MOY(M)=MO 5 3SUMi (M ,1) =00 5 G.SUMM
>=USUMM(M,2) +SUC12K1) +SUC122C1) +S
h A 1
)
)=Q\/HT+QmHT 5 QSUMH (rt,tti=QVCL+CACL
) = 0.
=1, NJS
) =OSUMM (M, 5) fSQS^Gl ( I)
) =SQwl21 i JCP)
.0 ) GoO MM (M,b) =QSUMMXM,6)+SQC121< J
)=QAGu $ IF(<A'JXCl. EQ.Q) OSUMM(M,7
) =UI GOV. 5 (JSU1M (M, 9) =QHoUM
M . E Q . Q . ) GO TO 12
7, tt,Mu, QVHT,Q7Gl , OsHTrOAOir-f-OO
b
1 = 1, NT
. . _ _
( M , 2 ) = .QC12UJWA+D +
CW)
) =OOH
7,I,SQSRC1(I) ,SQSRC2(I) , SQCONKI) , SUCON2 (I)
1210





SJMMl = aSUrtM (1,<) -
OO 1210 M = 2,N.iO
3UMn2 = G;:>UMM iM, K) 5 GoUM M 1 M , ts) = S JM.t 2 -SU MM 1 5
IF (UM IS .EQ .2 .AMG.K.GT. 1J—QSU MM <M jKh=QSUMM (
C O N i I N O a
iF<nAUa3L-EQ.O) PRINT 3029
PRINT 3 19,MT^Mb , NSTtP, NCAuS ,KERR
00 12Z0 M = l ,NMO
ilJsrtOt ( M )
IF < uSwMM (M, 6) .LE.O. ) QSUMMM ,6>=1.
- PG I j C L = 1 . + ( 1 . - G S U M M ( i , 3 ) / u S U MM < M , 6 >/
1220 PRInT 3G2l,.-1C, <GSU.-IM<M,I_) ,L=1,NG.S) ,PCTSOL
IFliUMTJTtbJ .l£.G.) SUiT0T(6)=l.
PGToGw=10Q.*(l.-SUMT07(5)/SJMT0T(b))





IF ( iPRSrt.EQ.O) GO TO 1300




I = L I (IT)
PRINT 3 07, i,SQ^>RCl (I) , GQSRG2(I) , SQCONK I ) , SQG0N2 MJ




1675 P\I,«T *J05t MG, JAY, ITiME ,<IC,FaAC, REMAIN
1/00 CONTINUE
Z FGRSmTS
'2^93 FO^.-imT ( /»PA50LE - PASSIVE SClAR ENERGY*, 3XA1G , 3XA1Q)
3001 Fj-UiAT(/* SSSS NO CONVERGENCE AT ITINE=*I3»*, J,
1 , M*NTH=»i2, 5\*NERR=*I3/5v*ERkT ( I) =*/( 10E12.it) )
30 2 FORMAT
(
//5A*TiME ,pa»OAY*,3x*MO*,5A*T(IG)*» 7X*UCIN*, 7X*QSRC ( 1C)
1 , 4a*J::N(ICJ 2X*FFAC»/E12;£t ,2I>, 4 E 12 ."t , F 6 . 3 )
3003 FG<MATU'+X'' jl*,3»v»<F*,5<*T*', 11a* GjRu * » 3 A* QCJN * , 6 a» 5*)
300* FJRMkI ULby mE12. ^)
30 Op F0\.lAT{/2A*0KT£*,2A*0AY*,3X"Ha*,5A +Q7Hr*,6A*UyCL*.oX »QAHT»,
1 3X*G*CwNtf X*uD*/io,2I5,5E12.*/5A*QSP*,9X*,D£C + , 9A*JT'rtJ*/3E12.^)
33 6 Fj.<rt*,r (/*a*I*,5a*;5GSRC1*,dX*;sG.GRu2* ,6X*3GCONl*,bX*SGXON2*>
30 7 FjRrtkT < Ip»4E12.<*)
3013 FJs%i1„T (/3A*IT + ,-rX*I*,5x»T*illA*CPiM* ,9X*S* , 11X*SP* , 10 X*SCON*)
3315 F0<NAT(2Ip,5E12.i»)
3J17 FjRnAU/* MONTH IN0Ex=»I3,5a*MONTH OF YEAR=*I3/
1 5a*uv/mT ,dA*UVCu*i dx'aAHT*, dA*OACi_*» JX "GO* / 5 El 2 . <+)
3019 FJ-i.iAT < /* SUMMARY -- MT H t= *I p , 5 a + U STEP-*I5 , 5 X*NC ALC =*I5 »
A 5X*KERx=*IpV/3n*MG*,2**0EG umY*,
1 3a*UjUT*,3a*QHEAT*,3x*GCG3_*,2a + GU0LAR*,3a *G^O AO + , + X + O.A C^* , -
2 3<*G5I.NC*» 2a*PCTSOl*J
3021 FJ\Mm C5»aFd.3,Fo.2)
3 323 FORMAT (// TOT AL S* , 5 A*4VHT^rOA^QVG-L*i^X*UAH T*7^X*U:AGL*Ti X^GO*/—
1 7a,5E12 .4)
3 02p Fj*NmT(/^a*J»,3X*I1*,3<*I2*,5x*SUC121*,6X*SQC12 2*/13I5,2E12.<t))
30 2 7 F J < ,-l A T < / SUMS*, SF} .0 , r 3. 2)
3023 FJ\,1-tT(/» NO AU«.ivIA\Y COOuING - UACL IS INT (T ( IC ) -T CM AX ) QT+ )
mOQO FJRnAn-s.. 3, Fb.ltlOFp.l, 6Fp.il)
40 01 FjRMmI (F4.3,F6.1,llF5.i,llF5.J)
4002 Fo,\nAT I • TIME SW
1 * UUll Gul2 QC13 -
2 3K*l? 710 Til*)
4OO4 FJk,1AT{» TIME jW SGI 5G3 QC1 O.C2 O.C3 QO-+ QC5 GC6*j1* OC7 0C6 Tl T2 T3
4303 FORMAT</* 3ATE=*I7
A3Qp FCK.iAI<//* SSBS TIME STEP SUBDIVIDED 5 TRIES - PROBLEM*,
1 ^>TuPPEG iiS&*//6A*H3*,dA*bMr + , 6X+ITIME*, 6X*KIC*»
2 5X*F\AC*, 4A* «Ef*:A I N*/5I1 0,2 Flu. 4)
C A L i_ EXIT
ENO
FORWARD m.nG ^EVt:^St F;.3W INTEGRATION KCUTINE
GO 3r\GGT iNc SGNlNT I Y 1, Y 2 , r ACtGccTA , A Ps_U3 » Aril NOG)
Y1,Y2 ARE HEIGHTS OF A FUNCTION. FAG IS THE
INTcGERATIGrt AVERAGING FACTOR (NORMAuLf .5 FOR
TMIG PROGRAM-- I.E., TME'TRA PE2CIUAL. KU^E.
Yl xS CONSUEkEu lEFT OF Y2 (Trie. J-GlG* 7AlU£ FOR
TIMcWiSE INTEGRATION) AND FhC la Trit WEIGHT OF THE
ficH v'huJE. uEuTA IS T hE HORIZuNTm*. DISTANCE GcTaEEN
THE TrtO PCI NTb.
mP„uS IS THE POSITIVE AREA FOa THcSE POINTS,
AMICUS IS Tr\E NEGATIVE AREA 3ETWEEN ThESE TWO POINTS
wm- i i. -FAC) *T1 B UQ3= ff AC*Y2
if iY2*ri.LT.a.) got: ioo
JOTri Y2,Y1 ARE THE SAME SICs
Am1 = CzlT A* (uQq^GUA) 5 »*A2 = Q.
GOTO 200
r2, Yl ARE OF OPPOSITE SIGH. GET T r\E AREA OF THE 2 TRIANGLES
100 A A 1 = L£ L T A * UU A * *2 / I U. UA -Q U 3 )
Aa2 =DELT A*UQ3**2/ (UG.3-Q,Qa)
SET TmE PuSITI7E ANJ NEGATIVE PARTS INTO Al AND A2
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T C M A A »
Y,S3Cj
OPE^Y^
S J E 3 , S





t A Z I H C
XTKFT5





5 0) , FN
) , b\ib
T » A u l.
CI N C , F
,T1Aa t
M ( 5 ) i
T C M i N N
N , F A M 3
, INJm Y
1 N E v»
»
L« MOoH
( 5 J ) , U
15) » :*G
(1?) ,T
F (5 ) ,t£
00 ) , 0(
, RHOC,






u a Cc » K C A _ C r<0E>_T » KC ON U
JATEtOAYjOMYItJAYSiHJAY (12)
>
) S ( -j
( pQ ,dQ
RC i ( 5
, UH Z »^G
rfu |F Krt
T .1 1 N T
J.012 (1
t I C Ml N
,QGINT
» KOMM
3x N- m T
i, M05H
MO (5 0)



















i N J A t I
) , J A 3 S
TZE^O,
GOii ( 1 J
SXNTw,
50) tCONQt 50 , 50)
(^0, 50 »2)




an, tcmaaj , rccoi_
'7
, ml AT , 0- GNG-t
T,USP
orrrrjb, isc^tirs )-?-
A M 3 ( 1 ) ,
(15) ,lS0wX(2it) .._
3) ,U0( 10 ) ,'JN ( 100
FS jO , F SuC t RES NX , -
/VJlF,RCGN (50 ) , kWEnT, I AIR* JA 1R, ,xuN GT H,RhOSR ,
J W fi , T R CO a T , J C W , K w A CC
/ISRCPR,I01,102 , IPRlNTH , IPR1 MO ,IPRI i\TM f IPRSM,K

































































Dm Y , UA Yl ,0AY2 ,YR, GATE, ONlTS
TEMPERATURE LIMITS ON CONTROL NO0E
r nio<rcMiN- wir HOjruciNr-ooiN>o
TC:iiN<T (IC) <TCMAX WITHOUT QCLii', OCIN=0























AN O . VOLF . GT-. 0-r>-O0—
INO-UCIN) S OSIN=0.
NF-1 i rW=N7H $ GO
MIN) GO TO 22





(IC) ) /(T( IC)-TO(IS) ) $ T(IC)-TCHIN
2b
( I J ) ) / ( T i 10 ) - T-0 < I O >-*—3 -T + IC )-= T CMA-a—3-K- IC ~t"
N-+1 5 NV = N\/-1 S oO TO 50
30
500
LF UCIN.lE.O . ) GO TO 3
F.\Ao-QCINC/(QoI\0-QCIN) S QCIN = 0.




























C . LE • .-0 . DR-.F RfcCvGfvlrO )- Fk AC -. i~
RAC*REMAIN S kEMAIN=REMAIn-FRAC
=1 5 IF ( KO ELT. EQ. 0) RETURN
I T = i f N 7
T) £ IF(I.EG.IC) GO TO G00









C* INDENT = .5.
LloF




COMilON/SLAbl/ NW ,N F,NT» NMhX, KF (5 0) » IC,>^ (50 ) f k_F <5 0) ,LT (53 ) »K
l»KIu» I TMAAt NE^.K, UNlTi, KAUaCl » KCmu.0 , KOEuT, KCONU
CON.1UN/3LA02/ NTIME,MTI.'lE,iriM£, Jm TE» JAY ,Ja Y1,GAY2,NDAY ( 12) »
I C H ' < Li
q u

i M , M C I , Y R , NflO , N A Y 1 , I ^J J A TE
CO 1MON/3LA3 3/ T(^G) ,TG15G),3PM<50),S(50),SP<50) ,lGNJ(50,5C) , SCON
K5'J),^huuv;(bO) , E k R T ( 5 J »FN{3Q»5u»2),FD(:>u,5Q,2)
COMMON/ 3 LAOw A( 3 t 50) JC -j0 J ,aQSMy 1(50) , SOS So 2 ( 50 ) o GC0N1 ( 50) ,
lSOCw»N2 ( 50) , UVriTi U VOL, GAM 7 » QA oi. ,UHZ » QING , GT-<AN
C 3 MMON / 3 L A 3 5 / 3liH X T » 3 C I N t G3 1 N , F« C * FRA C , P I", T I ME a »
lJt-ji\«jtr3ASt»oJ»l'MAA»TMxM»rjM.-\,rMCI»f.ciAliS
COMrtON/ jlAGo/ aSkCi50) , QC ON I :>Q) ,0012(100) ,SOCl21(l00},3QCl22(10a)
1, 7 Griih, F CMAX , TOMI NN f TCI ISO » TCMAaN , T O.ImXD , TC 00k.
J M ft o is / i i. A J 7 / T P - k J h r , S 3 C N . I" m M 3 , U C I NT
CJi1ilO^/3LHUj/xOMr,j.Li?EarMi.SJHf,^Li«T«, 0H0 ON 7, Ai_AT , 0-GNG, RINOEX*
1TUL f » jEG ,o0 SOEC, SIN3EC, SINLAT »CuSLAT ,QSP » nRCRIT »Q ICUT,
2<jNur»\3G^L ,Mu3ril,Mu5H2
J3MMCN/3LA3'3/ "AC (5 0) , YETCT5 r,3H3 ( 5 0TTRW0 tsOTTNO'oTi "SOUtt5 )TTIuT
—
1(15) ,.tH/iM(b) ,hGuZ (15) ,NGi_£ (15) , .*JA,IAM3(10) , muFm (15) , OHANG(15) i
20*EP\115) JoLZ(lb) , OAoo (15) , ISOwA 12*,)
GO H;-iu\/ 3 Lm J 10/ OGnMAa, vDIFF(5 ) , Ea , ,\HO TZE.-.Q , NCONN , II CON ( 1 ) ,
112 CoN (10 0) i'J ( 100) , *C0h( 100) , Uut 100 ) ,UN ( 10 j)
CJinON/ 3 LAO 11/ riLTO, AZIMC,RH0C»C0STC,3INTC,FSSG, F3GCRESNI ,JGP»-
1KN3
C0Mrt0N/TR0M3£/ rfGLF, RCON (5 U) , K v/EN T , IA IR, JA IR, R.NGT H, RHOSR, A SPRAT ,
1FGS k » J W A , TRCG A r f J G W , K W A LIT
CO MNON/ I CFLGS/ IS ROPk, 131,102, .tPklNTH , IPRlNT 0, IPRlNTM,IPRSM,<HEOPR
GJ.I.IO^/TIrtES/TNI&riT ,TM3RM ,T EVEN, UEL TitOELT, TIME ...... .
DIMENSION EPSGM10), EPSGO(IO)
INTEGER Nm,iAkAY(3Q)
INTcGER OmY , u«Yl, JAY2 ,YR, CATL , UNITS
j OmTh section
DATm (NAMARmY (I) 1 = 1, 2) /*CQNTR0i_TMP#»*HOURLYICr*/
3aTm (NAMARAY(i) ,1=3,*) / *STm*T0AT E*, *LAT ITUCE*/
OmTm (NmMARmY (I) ,I = :>>6) /*Qu3NGITU0E*, *R£SNIGHT*/
G*Fm (NAMmRAY < x) , i = 7, o) /?JLj«u?i *mOXCOGi_ING*/
DaTm iNmMARAY(I) , 1=9,10) /*VENTS*»*M0hTH3*/
3ATA NUMNAM ^ /1C/











JmTm < \y EfiT / 3 /
OATm KsHALL/2/
A T A NO A Y 1/ 1 0/
OmTm NMD/1/
OATA resni/o./
OATm rCilNN, TCMAXN, TCMlNOt TCMAAO/65 .,75., oi. ,75 ./




u n 1 1 s = i t> n r
i
me = 2 ^ ^ i r M A X -5
IJ J c-YR=3o5 S KJArA=0 5 kIN3E*=1.526 S EX=0.5*12.
y.HJ = 0.3 S F«C= 0.5 £ FmGI=0.5 S rOL.T = l«0
r:uic = o. s m/img=o. s r.h3c=o.3
<OA^C=l 5 KG£wT=l S <C3NU=0
QIGjT--1.Eo i M0SH1=13 S MJ5H2=0
v-IO,j"<. = \»NGTH = FC3k=0.
OmT^ (\OIFF(N) ,S = 1, s) /. 1&» .2*» , .2^ ». 33, .35/













I I I l ) i I miii UA^aaaaua

1 • C N f i H u E
PRi.nI *,flfiP\jl GGMMAND NOT i\£COGNlZEQ*,NA It
sr jr-
150 GOTj ( loQ, l 70 , 173, 173, 179. 161,162, 163, 164-, 165) , LOOP
C
C RcAJ CONTROL NOOE TEMPE^ATlKE LIMITS
160 RtMU <2,») rCli'uNf 7C.i>»<N»T J.1INU, TCMAXD
uJ r n 1 x n




C R£Au tfAwUE FCK ;. OAO/AKEA
la 2 REAu (2,*) ULOAj
GGTu 123





C REAU VEN'T CGNTK0L~FLAG
164- RtAU (2,*) KVENT
uUTj 120
C










REAu iTARTlNG DATE OF SIMULATION
173 R£AG<2,*) IN0«TE
GOTj 120




C REAu THE NEGATIVE <_ONGITUOE
179 t\EAu(2,M QuGNG
GOTO 120





GO TO (190,200), UNITS
190 CONTINUE
C UNlTu IV. 3TU ,HR,FT ,OEG-="
S3CuN=1.7l32E-9 5 TPERDAY=24. S T3ASE=o5. 5 QHCONV = . 3172




C J.UTo 27. S.I. UNITS ( J,3 ,M,QEG-G)
SJ0v>N = b. 67QE-8 S TPEt J A r = 06-* 0. £ T3h3E=13. S OrtCON\/ = l.
TZE.%0^2 73. 5 UONMAa = 103G.
21 - C O N J i. N U
I
C
C — STmRT SPECIFIC MODEL — SOUTH MASS WAlL
c
C — TRDMoE nftu UaALL 2) 0* WATER rfAi-L (KWAU. 1) - PEk UNIT AREA OF Gl
G -- NSGw N^N-ZERO FO< MASSIVE EXTtKlUR wAluS
C -- SET nujEu PARAMETERSi iIujl-
NGL-- NJMcEr\_UF PRIMARY SGmR SOURCE (MASS WAuL) GLAZINGS
Hbrif-- SMW ritlGrtT FO.^ T HEr.M UCiRCu u«T LON-CAirG .- <rT) —
U^GmC-- STaTIo ROOM ncATING lJhJ COEFFICIENT PEti UNIT SMW GRAZING
hRuA ( 3Tu/nK/DEG.F/SQ. FT ) . THIS JOES NOT INCwUC E HEAT i_0i^ THRUjim uk M A S S I W F_ WALLS.
G
C









ri»u— GlAZInG T-iICKNSSS PER LAYER (FT)
ThOuL-- GLAZING THERMml. ON uUu T I \J IT Y ( 3 TU/HR/ SU .F T/ FT)
jftrw»n«fim«t fifcaianfmnanTTTl

AI^oA^-- SPACiN_ JETWEEN GLAZINGS (FT)
EPSh.EP3A.EPSG— I.F.. £ 1M .OS
_. . IT Y uf WALL» 5Kf, *NJ GLAZING
Tr<GvjfcT-- TR*N_»iiS0I VITY G»- OuhT_.iv_ ON INNER jU^Facc Or i N NE R GLAZ
Fo\ HORIZONTAL _.PECu_AR RcF-EOTOR. VERTICAL Hall (SEE SUNSRCJ
R_,,iGIi - rEFl. LENoTn/ GuAZ. HEIGHT
<H05< - REFLECT _ /I TY
A S P k m T - LENGT-I/WIOTH
^FGak - WALL/r\EFLcCTQR s/ 1 EH FnGrj.-l
CGIo— v£^(^ Oi jCmm^uE 30£FF.
AVOmG-- AREA uF ONE ROW (TOP oR BOTTOM) OF _ENT3 PER UNIT SMW
G t» m Z I N 3 AREA
ASO*b-- WAuL/GlmZING AIR SPhCE FlOW AREA PER UNIT SMw GL . Ar.EA
N3L = 2 5 HGHT = 3.
N S G w = C
USTrM=1.5 £ CAIk=0.Q16 £ GRAV=32.2 B THCAlR=a.015
TI_,T3 = 90. S AZW=G. S AwF=1.00 S TGL=Q. 125/12.
rH0b_=G.5
AIROAP = G .25/ 12. 3 I F ( NG _. . EG . 1 ) A IR uAP = G
.
EPSn = G._- S EP3G=0.9 5 E?3*=3.9 5 TRCOAT=1.0
RwNv>TH = 1.0 £ \HCSR=G._ £ « 3 PRAT =5.0
FC3r\=.5* (KLNGTH+l.-SGRT (RLNGTH**2Mrr) )






IF (KOATA.EQ.O) GO TO 2 30




KG£wT=l 5 KCONU=0 £ KCA^C=i
_ __.__.__
IF (KGA..C.EU.2) kCONU=1
— Om_C<j_mTE THERMAL NETWORK PARAMETERS
GO TO (2^0,250), RWmLL
& 00 d i I N £
—
- W A T c r W A l. i_
— ASiUMEU fO cE SA1E AREA—A^~GtrA'Z IMG"
— SlNGuE NJuE (NOOE 1) FOl SMW - GuAZINGS START AT NJ CE 5
— NOOE 2 13 rOOM AIR -- NOOE 3 i^O COT3I0E Art3IENT.__ . _..
-- NOOE <- I _. WA _,l/G_.AZI NG AIR 3 D AoE
OPi^— -Mw HEAT CAP«CITANCE (_.Ty/uEG.F PER UNIT SMW GlAZ. AREA)
IAIr-- WALL/GlAZ. AIR SPACE NGOt
JAIr— rHERMGCIRCULMTlON CONNECTION (IAIr TO IC)
IG-- \GCM AIR NuGE (CCNTROu NuOE)
" JCP— CONNECTION "OF ULCAO
jwa— connection between sm/. surface nooe ano iair - starts
' SEQUENCE OF CONNECTIONS Trt<_U GLAZINGS.
N_»Eu— NUMBER OF GERItS w>.l_, SEGMENTS (SEE MASONRY wAi_L)
CPHR=^p 3 CPM(i) = CPMR
NCOnN-N3L+o £ IF C.GL.lE.O ) n:0NN = 3 5 JO = NCONN
N.n0uE = N3L+«. 5 IF (NGl.i_£ . ) N ^UCE = 3 £ IO =NNOJc




-- A3-OML0 10 3E SAME mrEA AS GLAZING
— N3£G*2 rtALu NGGES _N SE-^iES 3Th/\TING AT_NOGE 1. NOOES 1 ANO
.iSEo^-- hKE MAoSlESS SURFACE NuJ.j. NSt.3»-3 IS ROOM AIR (GONTROu.)
N.Eu + '-» IS OuTSIjE AMSIENTj MS£G«-_> 13 HA_,u/GLAZ. AIR SPACE,
GLAZINGS 3TaRT AT NSEG + 6 -
trtZori-- MASONRY' ThE,<Mh_. CONJUCTI.IT/ ( 3 TU/H R/ JEG. F/F T )
ThIwK.-- wAuw THICKiNESS (FT)
-Ji_oP— MASONRY .OlUMETRIC HEaT Z»PACLT1 (3TU/DEG .F/CU.FT)
TMCuN = 1.0 3 THICK=18./12. S . OuSP- 30 . . NSEG = i+
Gj;.i = N_>EG»{ THGON/TrilGK) 5 GJN2 = 2.*CCN1
CP ••»<%.= v'Uw. SP* TnIC<; a CPM<I = CPMr/N3£G
NGOnNsNSEG + NGu*-?1 S IF (NGw .L£. G)NGOnN=NSEG+*. S J0=mCGNN
NN0u£ = N3Eo+NG_. +5 S IF (N Gl . L- . U) NNOGE =NSEG +4 5 IC=NN3C£
lAlr\ = NSEG + 5 £ JAlR=NSEG + 5 £ Io = NSEG + 3 S JCP = N3cG + v
CONTINUE
FOR jjIH TYPES OF WALL
JwA = iN_>E3+a i> JCw-=0
NJA = 1 5 IAM'3tl)=JG(*
r.J3 = l 3 I SOL ( 1 ) -1
connection Parameters
ilC-.N(I)=i S I2LO,n< 1) =1 AIR*l £ ACON(i) = 1.0
































i 1 - N
TINUE
uN ( J 2
TINUE
Cu.'U i IF( J. EQ. 2. OR. J.EU.J*:) CONI = CON2
"UJ< J) =wGMi
) =UG(JC 3 -1)
-JSTRM
UQ ( JCP) =ULOAU
LE.d) Gj TO 291
1k)=ImIR 3 12C0NC JAIR) =IC 5 ACO.-U JA IRJ = 1.
Ik*1)=1 5 I^uS(jaH+1)=;m1 jv S AGON (JaIR*1) = 1.3iK*2)=IAIR 5 12 JOn C JA*R+2 ) -IAiR*l 5 ACi
o 5 J2=J1+NGl'-1
= J1» J2
( J) = J> 2 3 I2C0 N (J) =J-1 $ AGO n ( J ) = 1 .
)=IAMd (1)
N ( JA Ik* 2) si. 1
— nojE parameters
OJ 300 I=l,NNOOE
f II) =73. & KF(I) =1
CONTINUE
1=1 AM J (1 ) ' B'KflD-t—
IF (KhAuL.EQ.l) GO TO
I2=NSEG*1
JO 310 1=2,12




















S I A N T 5
J f « ( 1 >
N ( 1 G )
= fiGL-l
66u I
O N ( I G
O »i I N G _
CONST AN Ts-FOx -TEMPERA TUKE~OEPENOE-NT-0*S~-i-N—PROP"
CO IS* A tfG AG* SORT ( GRAV*HGHT )*36Q0.
2.*uAIR B RCCN(3) =1./ (3oOO.*ASOAG)
1./ (AiRGAP/THCAIR+TSL/TrtCGD
rOrx kAOImTIUN U*S
sSSCGN/tl./EPSW+l./EP^A-l.) 5 IF (NGL.uE .0) GOT0370
=S3CON/( l./EPSWfi ./EPiGI (1) -1.)
EG.D GJ TO 3^0
G=1,NG
10) =SaCON/(l./EP3GO(IG)+l./EPSGI<IG+l)-l.)
*ld) =SdC ON/ (l./EPSG O <NGl ) *!./ EPS A -1.)
SOwAx 5CJKCE INFORMATICS
Tlui (1) =TI-_TG S WAZIMC1)=AZH S AlFA(1)=ALF
--AGlZ(I) =1.0 i NGLZli) =sGu--S-rGL-Z-(l->--TGt:
JA3j<1)=1.-EaP(-1.215*Ea*TG_Z<1>)
OHAiNGl 1) =05 EPR(l) =0 .
IF_ (ft
op r i w n
N S G rt **
maIk-
"UR'lw-
R w I ii S
TiCn-
T n .< « -

























































~U~i IMC-LOO tS- AiNY—In TER I OR—IN SUu Af~lQHf
U r ANY EXTERIOR WALu INSULATION








URM«=1.5 S r\WlNS = 0. & JWOUT= 1./(RWINS*-1./HAIR)
THCw = Q.i 6 THKW=1.0 i \/3'3 h=30. 5 AW = 2.>+7
CP vU =;«»Th<^o^H S CPMwl = CPMW/NSG'H
CCl = NiG^*TriCrt/ThKH S CC2 = CI
J=JU+1 S I ICON (J>=IC-S -I2CON< JJ-IO^l—3 -ACOM (J)-AW-
UJ I J) =UN (J) =URMW
JJ2=N5GH fl
JO 350 JJ=1,JJ2
j = JO + JJ*i t> I=I0+JJ
xlCQN(J)-I 5 I2C0'i( J) = 1*1 b ACON(J)=AW
LLi = 3Ci 3 IFt JJ.E0.1.3R. JJ.EO.. JJ2J CCI = CC2
UU< J) =UN (J) =GCI
CONTINUE '
J=Jo+NSGW+3 3 I=IO*NSGW>2
IlCuN(J)=I 5 I2CON( J) =IAM3(1 J 3 mGON<J)=AW




T U) =70. 5 KF(I) =1
j.F ( I -EQ.I1 .UK. I .EC. 12) GU TO 360
v.PM ( I ) -CPHhL
CONTINUE
ENJ (_aTE\IOR hALu CAl_C.
CONTINUE "
IF UrfA-L.EJ.O) GO TO *1Q
IF ( K G N U . N E . 1 ) GO TO +12
-- FG< oGNSTANT CO EFFIC IE (if S UN, UO
T.\Er=/u. 5 TFUNC = kAuFN( TREF,TR£F f TZERO>
UAI,\=1« S UolKC=0. i riAI\ = >».Q
IF INoL.bT.u) GO TO 3 b
J
UN( 1) = UJ (1) = HA I R*RCON(l 0)*T~UNC







UN ( jWA) =Uu(JWA>=UN( JWAH) = UQ< JWA+1>=UAIR
UN ( 1)=U0 <1)=kCON <10)*TFUNC
J1=JWA+2_S J2 = JhA*-NGL S <X = 10
—
'IF iNGu.EU.D GO TO 430
00 39G J=J1,J2
i^k-KK+1 5 I1=I1C0N<J) 5 IZ = I2CGN(J)
— AijUMc. S^ACE BETwEtN 3i_AZInGS TOO SmAll FOR CONVECTION
UN I J) = uG ( J) =RC0N (Ka) TFUnC+RCON (4)
590 CONTINUE -
kQ CON T IN Ut
<A=lC+MGL i J=J2+1 5 Il=IlCJN(Ji S I2=I2CQN(J)
— ' UN ( Ji =U0 ( J) =RCQN ( KX ) TFUNC+H AlR
IF IRESNl.GT. 0,0 1) UN ( J i> =1 ./RESNI
10 CONTINUE
— OPAQUE INSULATION ON 0UTSI0E OF SOUTH MASS WAll (RSrtWI)
IF (kSMw! .LE.0.01) GO TO 423
NCO^N=NCONN+l 5 NNOOE=NNOQE+l
IlG«jiN i JWm) = I ICON i 1) =NN0CcjsNwCNN S I ICON I J) =1" 5 I2CON-t-J)-NNOCE—t~ACOfit^r^t~i\i
UN ( J) = UJ (O) =1 ./kSHWI'




— ENO P^OB^EM 0ATA
PRINT DATA
IF (K/>h_l.EQ. 1 .OR.KWALL-EQ. ) PRINT *40, IN CA7E|Ui.OA O
LF lK.fcAwL.c.a.2) PRINT *50, INjATE,ULOAO
P,<in7 »i Iii f CPM(IL)
IF {*riE3Pi\. EQ. ; GO TO -+30 —
PRINT *6 , (U,IlCuN(J),I23GN(J),U0(JJ,UN(J) » AC ON ( J) , J=i, NCONN)
PRINT J*7Gf (IAHS ( J) ,J = 1 ,NJA)
print ^3 0, ( j,isol( J) «MtiLZ( jt-,rirT rj>~, wAZirr<~j> tAl-fai-j^i aglZ ijy-i
UriAi«G< J) ,GSEPrv(J) , TGi_Z( J) , GA36 ( J) , J=1,NJS)
PRInT 49 0, UMAX* ICi NTIlt* N3EG, NMO »N CA Yl , I TM AX , UNI TS> KQ A TA , KWALL>
1<C^i_C,KjElT iKCunu jNSGw,<AUa3L»iWENT , JCP, JCrt ,JWA,IAIR|
2 J * i «.
PRINT 53 0, QHCONtf* ALA 7,0 LONG, RING Ea t T MORN ,
T
EVEN ,T ZERO, QO NMAX , RriO
,
IE A » r AS , rOuT , TC.^xNN, TCMIN0 , T iLTC »mZIMC» RrtOC » FACi , TC.'-l^Xu , THCONfTHICK
2»VU;_bF, J LuAu,RE_>Nl, RLNSTrf , RiG ^R ,*S P *m f , FCSk , CPNr;, fcSMWI
IF (NSGW.LE.0) GO TO 430-
PRInT 510, RWlNSi UWOUT, ThCH, TH<W,VSPW, AW
c u rt r i ^ u e
FORMAT (/<flHW*TER WALL. - PE\ UNIT HALL AREA - IN A7E=Ib» 5X
16nU_u^D=F6. 3 )
FORrtAT (/42HTKUMSE WALL - PE* UNIT WAL*. An;EA - INDATE=I6 , 5X
»
16H'J k.0uG = F6.3)
FO:\r,,.T l/2*H CONDUCTANCE CONNECT luN 5/ *X » i r»U » 3 a , 2hl 1, 3a , 2 HI 2 ,5X ,
12HUo,lOX,2HUN,lOX,4M^OON/(3Iy, 3E12.4) )
FjRi-imT (/26m krtoIENT TE .1P£x-» TURE NODES/ hX» 2HI=i mi5)
FORMAT ( 19H SOi_mR HEAT SO jRCES/4a » 7HJ IS C. »_1a , :» h NG 1- Z, 2x ? 4HTIlT , 2X
1 » p i rs^ZI M , 3 a ? '+HmL FA 3\ , * HA OwZ , 2X^ jn UHANG ,2a, 5HOScPk»3X,^HTGi_Z, 5X,
2*»HOmSS/ (31p, 2F7.2,F7.4, F7.2, •+F7.4M
FU -?.MAT I /«tA , tHNMAX» 6X» 2HICi 3a » 5HhTIME ,4X » -*HNSEG,bX» 3HNHO t 3X >
1 3 H wu AY1, 3X,5HIT MA A, 3A,5H UNI To, 3a, i?HXO ATA






* < 5 a, 3,i JCP, 5X, 3H UCW,5X, 3H J/iA ,4X,^HIAIR,->X,4HJAIR
* / 5
- ° J «m

17a, yHTE>/EN/o£12. */5X,5HTZER0, ? A , tsHUDNMAA, oX , 3hRrtO , 9* ,2HE A, i U,23hFmC»9a, ;+HT0lT/6E12.'*/?< on[„ »*;,.<» 6 A » 6HT CM 1 NO , 6 A ,j-tT:LTC,.7 A,
3art A Z 1 MC * 7 A * 'rrt \HOl> , 5 a , *H F A ul / o £ 1 J . -, / z>\ » 6r« T 0-1 A * J » uX » 3 H Tn JON 7 A ,
5 5 M R rt 3 R * 7a, oHA jP^.m)' idAi -»-trJ:>K« o a » ^ n P M \ . 3 >. » :n,\i ^tii/ jL12. ->)





COMHCN/iLAJl/NV, NF, N7.NMAX ,:<Fl5U) , 13 , ~V (3 JTL'Ft 5 'JTf>T C30T1
1 KIurtNG » KIG ? ITMAX » NERR, UNiTS, KAUaC ».n3Ai_ J ,< DtiwT » KCGS b
CuMNGN/3LAG2/NTj.ME, rt TIME, IT Ifl£, um TE , UAY, aY 1
,
Cm Y2 ,N JAY (12) ,
1 .1 , M J 1 , Y k , N MO , if L A Y 1, I M I A T E
C0M.-iuN/3LAJ3/ I" (5 C ) , TO(5 0) , JPrt(5 0) ,S(53),3P(5 0) ,CON0< 53, 50) ,
i 5CUN<50)»OFAGQ(50) »ERRT ( :?0 ) , r N IpG , v0 , 2) , FO (50 » 50 ,2)
C0MM0N/3i_>«U*/A ( 3 ,50) ,3(50) , S0 5RC1 (50) ,SU5RG2(5a) , SuCDNl (5Q) t
i SUGG
N
2(50) ,QVHT , 07 Cl . AHT , A C-- , UMZ , Q1N C» UTRAN
COMMON/ 3LAU5/SUMKT, QCIN jQClNt; ,FAU j FRAG,
1 PI,TIMEX,G£GnAO, T 3 AaE, GOVT i A A, TMIN, TB AR, FA CI, REMAINCOMMON/ 3LmG6/U5<G( 5 0) ,a30N(5uJ,A^l2<iOO) ,30.0121 110 J) ,
1 30^122(100) ,TCMIN,TCMAX,TJM1NN,TC II NO, TCMAXN , TCMAaJ ,TC00L





IC?£RYR, INC «Y, <D*r A, QMC ON 7, ALAT,OuGNG,
1 RlNQEX , TGv.T, u£C» COSDEJ , SIN DEC »i>I NuAT,GQ3LA T»'OSP
2 , Hf\C\I i ,uIOUT ,KSHUT,KJG0L,1GiHl»iM0 5rt2
- COMribN/ 3 LA 09 / TA'J( 5Q ) , t/ELO (50) , QrtO ( 5 ) RriG ( 5 0)~, N JSvIS Cl;(15h
1 ri-TU5)»WAZiM(l3) f AG_Z(15) ,holZ ( 1 5 ) , N J A , I A Mi ( 1 ) ,
2 kuFM(15),OriA.NG(15) »0SEP\(15),TGLZ(15)»OA3:>(i5) , ISO^X(2*)
COMMON/ 3L*G1Q/0jNMA a, kj IFr (5 ) , c.a , %M , T ZEr^O ,
1 NCuNN, LlGOi* (100 ) , I2C0N (100) , U( 100) , AGON ( 10 ) , UG ( 100 ) , UN < 1 )
O jMmON/ SlADI 1/ Ti L 73 »AZINJ ,R-iU0,wGiTC»olNTG , FSJJ ,FobJ ,.\E5NI,
1 JCr-,<ND
COMMON/ FROMOE/VOLF, RCCN (5 0) , KVENT, I AIR,
J
AIR , RLNGTH , RhQSR
,
1 ASH-\hT ,FCS.-<, Jwa , TRC3A7 jJCW,KWALL
CO MMON/ 1 GFu GS/ IS RC PR, 10 1 , 1 02 , IPRi NT H , IPRI NT , IPRI NT M,IPRS M , KHEOPR
COMMON/ilMEQ/WKArvEA UQG) , iW<mREA<100)
_ _
C J rtrtu.N / T I ME.> / 1 N IGHT , T MORN , T E7EN , GEL Ti , DEL T» TIME
OIMtNSION NV0(2)
I NT cGE R - Wa Y , OA YlvO A Y2y YR, uAT£-,"UNTT3
tcm^n=t:minn b tcmaa=tjmaxni
.1Ol=lN0AT£/l0000 5 INOA i - INOAT £/ 10 Q-MOl* 10 Q
IF (I0PERYR.EQ.366) N0AY(2)=29
OE L 1 1 = T P EkO A Y/ FL OA T ( N T I ME ) - -
it (r AC. £Q. 0) I fNAX=l
OO ICO J=l,NCuNN
I1 = j.1C0N(j) i2 = I2CON(J)





20 33 On (i) =SGON(l) ^ CON 0(1, J)
IOAY=iNDAY-l
xF (NOi.wE.i) GO TO 500 S M2=M01-1
30 -rbO M = 1 , M
2
tSO iOA Y=iOAY+NOAY (M)
50 C O N . I N U E
SINuAT=SIN(OEGRAG*aLAT) S COSLAT =C05(0EGKA0 + A i_AT)
IF C fl^T: .LE.0. ) GO TO 300
COS rC = C0S ( TIlTC*OEGRAO) > SI nTC=5 i.N (OEGRAO* TIuTC)
Fi5u = .5* (l.+COSTC ) S F3G0 = .?* I l.-COSfO)
50 CjNi'lNOE
/ -- IF TEMP uIMITS A^E WITHIN 0.1 Jtu., T(IC) 13 flAEQ AT TCMIN
"'
- - FO-i A wl_ TIME A N J <IC 15 SET Tu 2 hS A F u A G
3AN^0 = A3S( TCMAaO-TCMIiND ) S 3anON =m3S (T CM AXN -TOM INN)
• -'- IF ( b«Nu j .GT .0. i. OR. 3AN0N. OT . u. 1)- GO- 10 o05
KIC-2 5 KF(IC)=2 S T(i:)=TJMiNN
605 CON I1NUE
' COuLcCT AND IDENTIFY NODES
.W = !iF = NT = Q





<=<F(1) & LfiK ..'It. 1 .AND .K.SE. 2) Go TO 6tQ
IFC*. EU.IC) GJ TO o+0
GO fO (3lO|6£0)iK
C VA*I„d^E TENP NJGES
610 N -J = N V « 1 £ k. </ ( N / ) = I S G 3 TO zSQ
C FlXEu Tti MP NUJE3
620 NF=NF*1 S Lr (NF) =1
o3 J Nf =nT*-l 5 LT(NT) =1
o <+ C N 7 I N J E
C CjNT«\Cil i'Out PUT AT END
uF (rtF-H)=L.\/ (NV +l)-Lr(Nr*-l)=IC 5 NT = NT»-1
IF UF(IC) .EU.l) fW = NV + l 5 IF UF(iC) .EQ.2) NF=Nr+l
-- KCAL"c~rs 2 for~~simple calculation "~rrr~wHrcH—A*j^~coNCtrrJn~C"f>Tttrr«
—
iPt*)* AND GElT ARE CONSTANT FQ.\ «Ll TIME *ESUwTlNG In CONSTANT
m(I,J) ArvkA/S FUR NIGhT AN J 0« f FOR CONTROL TEih i-I\£o AND
CONTROL Tt-MP vA^AJlc (FOUrt SETS uF COEFFICIENTS) —
-- Cm^Cu-ATE CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS F(I,J) lFN(iiJ»<) OK FO ( I , J • :<)
)
IN - I <I)=SUM£F(i t J)*6i J) 1 5 1 = 1, Ni/
— KGE.T IS ZEkJ FO\ NO PA ?. 71 T 1 OulNG OF THE INCRE.1ENT WHEN OPERATING
MOOt uF CONTkUi. NOOE CHANGES - <Jtu.T MUST JE ZERO FOR KC*LC OF 2.
-- KJJNo IS ONE FUR UN ANO UJ CJNj;Tan T FOR ALU" CONNECT I ONS
-- KCONU MJoT SE 1 FOR KCALC OF 2
IF
(
KCALS .NE .2) GO TO 1000
<Jtw.r = S <CONU=l
QJ ?GG <NO=l,2
DO r C J=1,NCCNS
I1=I1G3N(J) S I2=I2CON(J)
G J r O ( o :> C , b 5 5 ) , K N 3
650 U( J) = UN (J) S GO TO 6o0
6.>5 U( Ji = UQ ( J)
6oQ CON J (II, I2)=C0NG (12,11) =J (J) mCUN( J)
703 CJ.'UINUE
00 72G IT=1,NT
I1 = l.T(IT) S SCJN(I1)=0.
Jj 720 JT=1,NT
12 = »t ( jf ) $ scum ( id =scon en )+cono( iivi2r
720 CONflNUE
iF UF(IC) .EU.1J NV0(1)=N7 5 IF ( <F ( IC ) . EO. 1) N i/O ( 1 ) =N \l+ 1




DO 750 I 7 = 1 ,NV3A
3 C I V J =0 . ~
1 = wW(I\/) & FaK = FAC 5 IF (CP.iC I) .^E.O. ) FA< = 1.
JJ/5CJ7=1,N7 0a




Cmll l EOT IF (A, 1,N7 3a,NMAX ,3, , WK A RE A, IER)
03 oCG J=l,NVOA
GO 1 0(77 2,7 7^) ,< NO
772 Fn(o,n,IX)=3(J) 3 GO 7 9 6
77-* FD (Jt<tlA) =6 <0)
6G0 CoN I I NUE




03 3731 I = 1 , N 7 \
GO TC(3oyi, 36^2) ,KNC
3o91 PRINT 3703, (FN (I , J, K) , J=1»N»/0A) 3 GO TO 3701
3692 P<ihT 37G3, (Fj li, J, Ia) , J=l, NVJX)
3701 CO Nil NUE
3703 FJR.-iAniOE12.it>
3711 FJRnAT (* KN3=*I5,5X*IX = *I5,5X*M\/Oa=*I5//* I F( I , J ) , J= 1 ,N J * )
37i-> FORMAT (LZy 10E12. A)
900 CONTINUE






* — — — — — — -- — _..___ _ — _ — — - — — ———— — — — — — ~ ^ ~
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~ ™ ~~ ~
_
— — —
— —— — —
COilrtUNViLAOf 7nv7nf7nT 7 s "1A.\ , IP (50 7 , iC ,l7( 5))" » -F(50 ) ,_T (50) i
1 K I u n i t j , K i u , IT N A X , N E nr< , O N I r S , i\ A J a G u , K a ^. » K J E .. T , K C O i U
CJNrlON/ 3LhJ 2/NTi Mt-,.MfIME, ITI Mtj Cm fc ,JAt ,OAY l,0Ar2,N0AY (12) »
1 NO ,M31 , YR, NMU,NoAY I
,
InOATE
COM.iun/3LmJ3/T ij G ) , 10 ( 3:JJ , OP.M 150) »S ( u J) , SP I kjl) , GuMO (50 , 50 ) ,
1 a C o N ( 5 u ) , F A C O ( vj G ) , E R * T (50) , F N ( 5 ,50,2) , i- J ( j J , 5 Q , 2
)
-













1 R I 14 'J L A,






•» - ft 1 -"* • hit;1 Li;ii i,
CJMMUN/
1 JOPjRN
COM M C N
/
1 ASPrmT
C M .1 Q N /
C J M M u r * /
5 0) , Q V H F , .3 y
i_m0 p/i jn,n r
,
i- « J O / ... j r,
1 GO J ,TC I
l a j ? / r p _
LAJd/IJif t J
»
rJi o J I • \ j ;t J
) » w a z : m , i -j )
> » n m ; . j ( 1 p )




















































































A R . FA G 1 1 REM A I
N
i3)fSQCL2t(10i3) ,
, T G M*X N , 7 CM mA J , XC 00
L
RGM3E/ /ULF , .-s3
f" US r\ , J .im . TRCG
GF'w GS/iiM.GF.-v»
imes/ r.N*L»HT > r
JH CO N V f A »» AT » 0. CNG
i
GJj_Ar»u^F
i^HO (5 0) ,NJS ,IS0L(15> ,
N J,^i IA.1.)(1C) ,
;
JA JS (ip) »!S0uX (2A)
a Tj i o a > , y G ( i -a a r r on < t ou >-
I N T C t F S S C » F w GC » rE S N I
»
CM (5 0) , (WENT tlAlK* JA xR t ,^N GTh , <h0SR ,
I31,I32»IP*lNTH,IPRlNTa,IPRINTM*IPRSM,<H£GPR
M0r>.N, T EVEN t GEL Tl, GELT f TIME
INTEGER-DAY ,UAY1















NO VEfiTS J^ VENTS ALWAYS CLOSED
vErn^, always JPEn
NJ RErfErt.SE VENT r^QU (RVr)
THErt.MGjTATiCA-H' CONTROUwEO VENT (NO RVF)
VOuF IS VOLUMETRIC FLOW <UTE/G^ASS AREA
I F ( KL JN U . fc U . 1 ) O U TO 7 5HAK lb OUTSIDE Air, FIuM SOEFFICiENT
HMli\=2,a+it,Q*VEwQ(IT:ME)/o«7apo





















L F = .
3f= <T














5 IF (KVENT .EO.O ) GO TO AG
(iAIR)-T(IG) )/(r (I AIR) +TZERG)
con( d-^^^kt i ass toror ) t
-s if ( crafTt-T-
Q ,20 , 10 ,28) , <VEM7
lFa S Gu TO AG
A.bT.G.) WOlF=\/0LFa i uO TO A0
E
c. EQ.i. OR. KIG.NE.-1.0R.V0..F/.LE. 0.)
r = i , n t
) i IF<r.£QvIAiRt-GO~T0—30-
RA*-CCN0{IC»I)MT (IC) -T ( I ) )
E
\m-S(IC) -SP(IC) T(IO)
3 ;-)— VOuFX=- V Otf-tf—
GO TO LG
RA/AGONCJAIR)/ (T(I«IR)-T(IC) )/RCCN (2)





1 1 = j. 1 C O N
UN ( 1) =UJ




(1) S Ir(NGL.GT.O) SO TJ 4P
TuR GLAZINGS
(1) $ I2=I2CGNC1)
(1) =h„j..\ + ROON (10) -'RAuFNl HI 1) »T (12) »TZERO)


































































gtor glazings >^ith raqIhTion/convectign connections
S WOLF)
= UD(JAIR) =RCON< 2) *V-i_OW S UAIR=1. *. 21*RCON(3 )*VFLOW
UO(JWA)=UN(JWAH) =U3 ( JWA + 1) =UAIR
(1)
( 1) =RCON(10)*RAGFN{T (1) ,T (12) ,TZEHO)
£ j"2 = JrtA*NGL 5 Ka = 10
Q.l) GO TO oG
Jl, J2
(J) S I2=I2GON( J)
S(T (Il)-T (12) ) 5 T3ARG=.p* (T(I1)+T( 12) ) fTZERO
ThE MINIMUM ATTAINABLE COkvEGTION COE.FF, ii-i VERTICAL
G32*(0EuTS/T3A^S)**G.333
ON(f) S IF (HCOMV-LT. HGRIT) HCONV=riCRIT
( J) =RGON ( KX) »^AGFN( T Ul) , T I 12) , T ZER C) +HC0Nrf"




UN< J) =U3( j) aKCJM<X)»«4Qr N(T (II) tT <I2) fTZERQ) >H»IR
IF ( JsinllT .NE • 1 J oJ TO f5
UJ( Jl) = UN (j t) = W/kESNI
CONl IN J E









THIS ?CkkJ irtCULJ at KEPT
i=ImM3( 1) S 7 <I) = FAM3
OJ IDC J = l,NCGr<N
il=xiuOM(J) i I2=I2CQN(J)
GO TO (91,93) »<NO
J ( J ) = u S ( J ) S GO TO 95
U(J)=«C(J)




IF(*ICHNG.NE.2) GG TO 200
•JO 12 J J=1,NJA
£=ImM5(J) 5 IF (<F (I) .EQ.2)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE • ""'
r ( i ) = t a m a
800
JO oOG 1T = 1,
n=wT(ID 5
JO o J T = 1
,








SOON (Il)=SCON (ID «-CGNG ( II, 12)
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FAOO(
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GO i_ , <










G ) > TO I 5
5 0) , E R *
, s ) ,3
,UVCL,
<t,qc:.n
, T3 A5c ,
o(5G) ,3
* N , TC."iA
kG A Y S
3
Y,IDPE*
» V J J J L J
iHUT , KC
1 5 ) '{ E
1 ^ ) » AG
=
1 p ) ,GoE
) , I 2CON





























, J M C
I No »Mm a
(3G )
C.I IN


























( 1 j G
































) J H J J
ON ( 10
INTO,
,lF (50) ,uT(5Q ) ,
JE_T ,KCONU
1, ,jAY2 ,N JAY (12) ,
50) ,CO NO ( 5 0,50)
,







X.N, TON AX J ,TCOOL
tf , AL AT > OlvCNG ,
T,GSP
0) , N J3 ,13 C (15) ,
A 1 3 ( 1 G )
,
(15) ,ISOu A(2'4)
0) , UOj 10 3 ) , UN (100
FGSG ,r SGC ,RESNI r~
R0M3E/V0lF,kC0S (5 0) ,KV£HT, I AIR, J A IR, RuN GT H,RHOSR
,
FL3.x,J^H,T"LoOMr ,JGW,KHmwu
GFlGS/I3^.CP^,1J1, 102, IP.\iisT H, I PR INTO, IPRI NTH, IPRSf1,KHEGPR
iMEi/TNI oriT ,TN0R1, TE VEN, GEuT 1» JElT, THE
N GmGa (2<+)
INTEGER UmY , OAYl , 0AY2,YR, GATE-, UnlTS
IF (KCATA.NE.0) GOTO 100Q
REAo JhTA FOR EACH uF 2 4- HOURS h~R<,>\ TAPE1
TmO la AM3IENT TEMPERATURE (OEG.G)
\/cLj IS Wj.NO VELOCITY (M/S)
QhO lo SOlAR RAJImF IGn • iNf tNSIT Y--( W/SU.1)—
IF (MT1.1E.GT.Q) GOTO 13
FM<t L.A-4E OF FINOING VALOE3 FOR FIRST TZriE




n T T = I Y r,T * 1 u G M O* 10 *I N A
Y




LF UTEMP-I NCATT ) 530,110,60
o0 P<Ls<T *,*ST*»%TING GATE TOO EAk_y FOR FILE*, INOATE
S T Or'
C RE Aw GAT*. GATE MUST MATGh, Ok ERRQ.-*
10 J ^- Aw ( i, 3GbG ) YR, K.^OtKuAY , *rt JUf\ , Urio { 1) , V£_0 ( 1) , TAG ( U
IF ( (KMO .Ea.MG) ". ANO. (K0Ar.E3.3Ar) .ANG. C <MJUK .£0 . 0) ) GOTO-T10
PRINT »,*GAY n;jH rt T3H IN 'rtEATht<\ Fl uE.fi * fR i nMO , *OA Y, KhO UR
srop
G <cAu IN 25 VALUES F0< TrtIS DAY
110 OJ 130 >. = 2,2u
130 REAud, 3Gr>0) Y^, K.MO ,<GAY, sHOUf\,QrtG ( l. ) , \/Ei-0(L) i TACiL)
OA Tt = \M 0*10000+ < GAY MOO MR
C
C DO CONVERSION-or-WEflTHER-trArA—IF-UotNG—A"SHR*£—UT4IT3
IF (UNITS .EG. 2) GOTO 220
00 150 IHsl»2«t
_ _ .
C CONVERT TEMPERATURE TO QEG--




TMAa=-1.E6 i> TMIN=1.E6 5 T3Ak=0.
QO 2*G Ih = l,2-r
Ir(7Aj(Ih).GT.TMAX) TMAX=TA3(I,M)
A r([;.lih) .uT-TMIN) rMIN=TA3(Iri)
T3Ar<.= T5AR*TA0 (IH) ~
2A3 Co.'-iTlNUE
DJEG=r3Ai>£-.5*(TMAX+TMIN) S 00 = 00 +AM AX 1
(
GOEG , 3 .
)
T a A i< = T 3 * R/ 2 * ."
C COMPUTE DECLINATION (GEO FORMULA FROM 0. AN C 3.) _
D£C=23.+5*S IN<0EGRA0*35Q./353.*(FuuAT(I0AY) + 2o-».) )
SINuEo=3lN( OEGRAO*OEG) 5 G050EG-CGS ( GEGRAO*Q£C)
H<3\ 17=90. 5 IF(OtC.LE.G.) Go T3 2d0
HRC!\1T = -9Q.
CHRwrR=TAN(0EGKA3*OEC>/TAN {QEGRA3*ALATI 5 IF ( CHRCk.GT . 1 . ) GO TO 230
HRCrsIl =;CCS (CriRUR) /OEG^AO —
2d 3 CGNilNUE
_
C -- SOi_A,\ GGNSTANT
_ _ _ _
G U 7C(31G,32G),JNITS
310 uSP = A26.9o-l3.5G*SlN(GEG-*A0*3o3.M2 72.1+FL0AT(I0AY))/365.)
GO TG 33
32 QiP=l3Wp.i-t2.5o*3IN<CEGRA3*36a.*<2 72.1+FL0AT(IDAY))/3 65.)
330 CONTINUE
— RET URN
; CJM.1Y OATA FOR iGNSTANT SUMMY-GmY CASE
1300 CONTINUE
0«Th THiAA»TAMlNtHRTHAX»HkTrtlN/70.f50*t 13 . , 7 » /
SLPi= (ThMAX-TAMIN) / (HRTMAA-HKTMIrt)
SwP2=( T AMIN-TmM.,X ) / (HRTMIN+2h .-nxTMAX)
!
— - "GUMMY SOLA* DATA FOr SJriNY OA Y - CAuCULATiO NS i~w/SQ-Mj4« Oh J a/ 5*0. ,3. 152, 15 7. 1, +63.1 , /pi. 1,13 Q :? . 5,
12 a 2. 2, 131^.o»1357. 6, 1319. 5, 1202. 2, 1305. 3, 7 5o. 1, *& 3.1,
* 16/.l»3.l5 2,t*0./
IF (MTlME.EU. G) OmTE=INOATE S IF ( MTI ME. GT . 0) OATE= GAT E+ 10
30 iu2G L=i , 2*
H R = w -
1
TAMo=TAMIN+SlP1* I HR-HRT MI N)
IF (Mh .lT .HRf.'UN) TAM3=TAMAA«-SN-P2*-(HR-+-2^—-MRTMAX->
iF(rtR.Gr.rtRTMAX) T A M3 = T AM A X *SuP 2 * ( H R-HRT MAX >
TAG(l.)=TAM3 i> v/ElOIu) =2 .23^2 :> Orio ( L ) = QrtOA ( L )




"CUiriuN/BuHOl/N^NFVNT ^SMA a7<fT5 oiTlC , ZyT| 3) Ji_f750 ) ,- T (5 0) ,
1 ixionlG, KIC , I T Mm a , NERr, UN I TS , AAU.s w i» ,K.GA,_C,i<C£_T » N. CON U
CO M rtuN/ 3 l AO 2/ NT I ME, MT I ME, ITIHE,uAT£ ,OAY ,L)A Y 1,UA Y2 , NOAY { 12) ,
1 M O , M G 1 , Y R , . i M O . N o * Y 1 , I v l A T c
C0Mf-.CN/3i.A03/ f ib 0) , TO (5 0) , C a M 150) , S ( 5 Q ) , SP ( 50 ) , Coh J ( 50 , 50 ) -t
1 SCoN(5 ) ,GFACO( 50 ) ,ER\T (50) , FN (50 , ^0 ,2) , FO ( p 3 , i>C ,2)
CuMrioN/ jlhOh/A (5 ,5 0) ,3(50) , SQSRC 1 1 5 3 ) , SQSRC2 ( 5 0) , SOCONi ( 53) ,
1 5 )oG'^2 ( 5 0) ,U7Hr,UVCLtQ^fiT> QAol, OH Z , O.I NO * QT RAN
C J.•JfJtN/ J LA 05/ SUM KT , U.CIN ,0Ci NO, FA C »'Ff<AC,
1 PI , TIMEX,GEG.\AJ, T 3 ASE, JO , T MA A, I Mi N * T3 AR, FA CI , REM AIN
CuMMpN/O lAJo/U SRC (50) ,QCQNC?QJ , Oo 12(10 0) ,SUC121(1G0) ,

i SQol22 (100) ,TCMIN, TCmA*, rJrtI.<N f TCrtlNd , TCNAXN, TCMmXJ ,TCOOLQOHiiyN/ JuAJ //TP£KJAy,c3CON t F M.ic3»uCI NT
J Hi1u.;«/ jl Au 'i/ 10m Y , I .j^ r. '. / r t i iu'm f , .num TA , UHCON 7 » A^ AT »Ji. CNG »
1 ^ihj; jf TJt [ f^tw. ioJ jJ£'3 » j fc MGE0»3.fcNwAT »G0awAT»0SP
2 »H;\L\iriUlCuT»<«jMjT,NCO0uj 1UorlLt il 0oH2
coin us/ 3LAJ-J/ r a j cj j ) , /:„ j « j o) . unu f» 0) , RMOisor-fNJS » rscLtis) »
1 T L wT ( Is ) ,MZ 4 i( 15) , Ao.Z ( Ip) , hGuZ I i 5) tNJA ,i Aiai 10) ,
I Aurt,!!;] ,JHA,\o(ly) ,'jS£^t(i^) , T j_Z( 15) »JA3j (15) , ISU-X ( ZW)
COi'lNb'./ jLMw»10/ajNM4A t r.J IFF ( j ) , cA , r\H J t T Z£R0»
1 NCuNN, I iLufHlOG) , I2G'ijN ( 13 0) ,U( 100) , AGON (100) ,UG(103 ) ,UN (103)
CJHiiON/ 3lmi}11/ FiL-TC »AZ1 fio »^i6ii»«OS fOfilNTOt ^^ jG»F5GC tK^SNl >
1 J Zr » «•.'< J
GJ jriLN/ T*CM3E/</GLF, RCO^J (5 0)
, <V£NT, IAIR» JAIR, RLNGT H t RH0SR ,
1 A 5 P -\ A 7 » F C 5 R » J W A , TRCD A T V'J C W » K WA LL
CjMrtoWICFLoS/IS *CP«, 131, Ij2,IP\I NT ri, I PR INTO, IP.-\I NT .1,1 PR art, KhE DPR
CJMilQN/ r IfldS/ TNI GHT,T MORS , T EVEN, GE*. T 1, GEl.T, TI/IE
DIMENSION EOT ( 12)
INTEGER LmY, GAY l f UAY2,yR T DATE, UNITS
GmTm E3T/-ll»2,-13.9,-7'.5-, 1 .1 , 3. 3, -i.*,-6 .2 ,-2 .*, 7.5 ,
1 IS. 4, 13. a, 1.5/"
aH = uHu(ITIME)*QHCON\/ S TAM3=TAQ (ITIME) __ _
!A = lAMd(l) S T(IA)=T4il3
G--33-A.\nE*T SOURCE
IFCNJa.--E.fl) RETURN
GJ 1AC I = l f NMAX
i*o o ( I ; =iP ( I) = o
.
3.HZ = QiNG = G. S~QrRAN=0T
IF(Gh.Lc.5.) RETURN
Q.rlZ = GH __
C -- 3JwH.\ TIME ANG HJUr< ANG.E
SJNTIME = TIrtEX+Fi.QAT (ISGwX (ITINE) ) *-E0T(MC)/6C.-3lGMG/15.-.5
rtR=15.M 12.-SUNTIME)
CJSriR=C3S (GEGRAD*HR) B 5INHR=SIN ( OEGRA J*HR)
C — SU'J mlUFULc
S I NhL T = CCSL AT*C3 SGEC*C3SH R-i-iS NLA TS I NOEG
IF( jINAwT.LE.O.) RETURN
A^TsASlN(SiNAuT) 5 GQSAlT =C0 S ( AwT )
C -- SUN AZiMJTri
SlNMZI = GGa0cC*3INHR/C0SALT S AZI .1 = AS IN ( 31 NA ZI)
IF < ABS (rtR) .UT.H,\CRIT) AZIM = C Pj.-A3S ( AZ IN) ) *A ZIM/ft&SU ZIM*
C — GO_LcCTG< INPUT
IFI7ILTG.LE.1.0) GO TO 15 3
CA
_ L CCLECT'tGHf AZI M f SI NAu mJUSArTvPP r~t~CO" Ta~17 o
160 GEXr = USP*SI NALT £ PP=QH/3.EXT
170 F^GN = 1.79*PP-0.i>5
_
IF (FUuN.lT. G.) FUON=0. B IF (FUON. GT . 1. ) FQON=l.
aJN=FQGN*UONNAX
UGErv=-<GN*SINALT S GGiF = GH-3.GLR
— SJlAR hEAT SQUhCz. NODES
• 00 oOC = 1, NJS "—
I=IaC( J)
HAZ*=wftZI«4 J) 5 NGw=NG-ZCJ)
SINTIlT=SIN (GEGRAJ*TlLr (J)) 5 COS TILT=COS (0£GRA0*TILT ( J) )
— - WAuL-^GL^K A Z I M J T
H
GA,i = ^Z I M-oEoRz-.G* W*Z I 3 CGSGi ,1-GJS ( GAtl )
-" pHA-u-sglar angle or incidenge
C0SiN3 = 3CSAuT*SIiNTI^T*3OiGA'-1*- J lNALT ¥C0STlLT
IF CuGSlNC.LE.O.) COSIN- = .0001 "
AINo = AG0SCG«jSj.NG) B SISlNC=SiN(AlNC)
-- FkEShEl ^ElmTIU.n F0t< RE-LECTION
TkA.nS = 1. b ArN £F=C. S xF(NGL.EO.O) GO TO 230
NGF=2»NGL-1
IFCmINC.EG.O.) GO TO 20
AREr=nSIN(S 1NING/RIN0EX) S X=AInC-AREF S r=AlNC+AfiEF
Rl= (SIN( A)/3lN(r ) ) * + 2 5 ^2= (TAN ( X) / TAN ( f ) ) **Z
~ " Tl=U.--<l)/(l.»<l*NbF) S T2=(l,-R2)/<1. »-R2+NGF)
T.RA,-4S = 0. b+ (71+T2) £ GO 13 230
230 •<=( (RxNOEX-l.)/(RlNGEXH.) ) **2 B TRANS= ( 1 .-R) / C 1 . +R*NGF)
230 CONTINUE
— A3a0r\3TICN IN GuAZING
GwAoS=ExP(-EX+TGGZ( J)/COS(AREF )
)
-- Sha3j.N3 FRGN 1-0 CWE-ONASG
AFAGT=1.0 & IF(GhANG( J) .LE.0. ) GO TO 3^0
* TrtNLFF=aINAL)/G0SALT/UO3GMi
IF( TANEFF.LT.OSEPRC J)/0riANG( J) ) GO TO 3+0
AFAoT = l.-(uhANG( J) TANEFF-GSEPRC J) ) /(SlNTi.uT*-COSTlLT*TANEFF)
IF (mFhCT .GT .1.0) AFACT=1.0 i it ( mP AGT . .1 . 0. ) AFACT = 3
.
3^0 UON«=uON*AFAGT





. O.O.-t.RriGSR.EQ.O . ) GO TO 3d
IF(j.NE.l) GO Tj 330
IF (n3i (./Art) .GE.PI/i2 .) GO TO 330 5 T ANGAM = A-3 3 ( TAN ( GAM )
)
R„Er F = G 3SbAM*CG3ML 7/3ISA. T S iFf^uEFF .Gf .^uNGTrt) *LEFF=^L NGTH
DrtOrt = M.tFF*TANGAM/AjPi
iF(uW0W«GT. 1 « )
U1^j\=GJN*a3K'
j j n r in u e
..AT 5 iSf\=<\wEFFMl.-.5*GrtOW)
S R = . 5 * A S^ < A 7 / r A.iG am — —
InCIjENT SOLmR ragiatios
UiNui\ = U3NA*CuSINC 5 ai^OF = U3IF* ,5* ( l.+CGSTlLT)
4lN.\F = Gri**hOM.pMl.-o0:iTIi.r)
-F3oH) • OC I F* FC SR*RHO Sr<
G3E«M = GI.NGN*-UINSk 5 GDI FF- UI NGF*Gi NRF ii QINC=G3EAMU OIFF
I F { GI NC . LT • QI CU T • m N D . RESN 1 . 3 T . • i
)
IF Uinur .EG. 1) RETURN
















































G2=GGIFF S XYZ = 1./FlOAT (NGU
AYZ 5 TAGjr= ( l.-ROIFF (NGl_) ) **XYZ
Gl
rs s gin2 = gg2*t;gdf
_
S i UU2=QIN2*(l.-QAdS{ J') )
TO wpQ
TION HEAT SOUSES ----- - -
b-I lCON(LL)
-G^A3S) +UIN2*0A3S (J)
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<F (50) , IG, w/(50) ,LF (50
i »KAGAC to ,.<GAi_G,<2t_T,K








H I N N
7 « N ,3
IumY














































2 ) t F { 5 t 5
iSQ3RC2(50)
NC , G7 RAN
»
^ _
A R , FA CI » R c
M
0) , SUC 121 (1
, TG.1AAN , TCM
QHCON i/,Ai_AT
G0c>LAT»Q3P
RHO (5 0) , ,1 JS
iiJA,lAM:HlG
, A J 3 ( 1 5 ) »
I
ON ( 10 3) ,UC<
INTG?FG3G,F









, 13 Cl (15) ,
) ,
SOL XI 2v)
100), UN ( 10
SGG , r\t5Nl ,
0)
F , RC OS ( 5 ) , K V EN T , I A I R , GA IPx t RlN G7
T.-\GwAT,JoW,K.nA >_ l_
CP r\* 13 l , Lol , IP,\I NT H , IPRINT C, IPRI













= 1 . / 9
MC=AZ
3 xG = C
( uGbl
P M = Q J
Gh/ ^3




S 31 = 0,^5 3 XMIN = 31/A1 3 aMAa= ( 1 . +3 1) /A 1
ii%* DEGRa D-AZI M
OSALT*ilNTG*COS< GAMC) +GINAlT^COSTC
L.Lt.CJ GG3IG = .0QC1 3 RAT 10 = S I NAlT/ COS I
C
( 1 _c 5iG*RHriG) 3 CAPu=R« riC+(FiSG+ihOO*F3GC)NMAX/ USP*
P / « O 3 1
G
1*>CAPA)/(A1*CAP4«-CAP3)
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PASOLE: A GENERAL SIMULATION PROGRAM




The PASOLE computer program was developed to do simulations of
passive solar heated buildings. Modeling is done using a general thermal
network method that allows for heat sources and thermal storage. Sun posi-
tion equations are used with a global-to-direct solar radiation correlation to
develop solar heat sources from measured insolation data. Models of a par-
ticular class of south-mass-wall passive buildings have been developed and
are described in this report.
INTRODUCTION
PASOLE (PAssive SOLar Energy) is a computer program that incorporates a general, thermal
network solution of an interconnected system of uniform temperature regions with time-varying
boundary conditions and heat sources. PASOLE was designed specifically for detailed analyses
of passive solar heated structures and includes algorithms for calculating solar sources in a
general way. Because of its generality, PASOLE can be used to simulate hybrid or active solar
heating systems. The PASOLE format allows the user to describe the thermal network model by
specifying nodes that represent finite regions, connections between these nodes, and parameters
associated with the nodes and connections. These specifications are made in FORTRAN sub-
routines in the program. PASOLE is not a standard "user oriented" program; that is, to use the
program for other than the specific models for which it is programmed, the user must have some
knowledge of heat transfer principles and FORTRAN programming.
In describing the program, we will refer to a particular class of south-mass-wall (SMW)
passive solar heating systems—the network models for which this version of PASOLE is
programmed. Although PASOLE was not written specifically for these particular models, they
have been used for extensive parametric analyses and serve as an example of how simulation
models can be created. For these models, hour-by-hour simulations for one full year, using real
weather data, take about 1 min of central processor (CP) time on the CDC 7600.
Most of the variables in the program are given in Appendixes A-C. The FORTRAN listing in
Appendix D includes numerous comments. A sample output is given in Appendix E.

THERMAL NETWORK MODEL OF PHYSICAL SYSTEM
The system's physical and environmental structure is represented by a network of N nodes,
each representing a region of uniform temperature. Each node ma> he- connected to any other
node by a thermal conductance K, such that t he rate of heat, flow from node i to node j is linear.
n = K,j (T| — Tj). Each node may have a heat capacitance M and a heat source rate E. The
source rate E may be a linear function of the node temperature E = S + B-T.
The heat balance at any given node i at time t is
N
I K.
ij (Y tj) + M - (dT/dt) = S- +i i T i in
where j denotes each of the other nodes in the network system. Many of the K,/s usually are zero,
but K|j is always zero for j = i. Many nodes have no heat source term (S, = H, = 0) and many
have essentially no heat capacity (M, = 0). When the node is massless its temperature is not
directly dependent on its temperature history, so it requires a slightly different mathematical
treatment, as shown below.
By rearranging Eq. (L) to obtain the time rate of node temperature change (dT/dt),, and by
separat ing variables arid integrating over the time interval from t° to t, we obtain the node tem-




















where the superscript zero denotes conditions at the "old" time, t° = t - At.
The average values of the integrands are assumed to be a linear function of their values at
times t° and t. Letting I be a general integrand
/ I dt = I At , (2a)
where I = f I + (1 — f) 1°. Although f may be varied in the program and may take any value from
zero to unity, u value of 0.5 usually is used because it is the most accurate and results in stable
solution*.
Some nodes, such as outside air temperature, have "fixed" or known temperatures at a given
time, whereas other node^ have "variable" or unknown temperatures that must be determined.
Let XV be the number of variable-temperature nodes, NP' the number of fixed-temperature
nodes, ami N' the total number of nodes. By inserting the integrand approximation into Eq. (2^
and collecting terms that contain the unknown T,, t lie variable T/s, and the constant terms for
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For M, = Ml = 0, b, reduces to
f S. + I K. . T
j-l •J J
from Eq. (1), and f cancels out of the equation.
SOLUTION
Temperatures are determined using Eq. (3) and a standard linear-equation solving technique.
In this case the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory's (LASL) library routine LSS was used to solve
the variable temperatures, after the values of the a and b arrays had been determined. Because
many of the variables used to determine the a and b arrays can be functions of temperature, thus
making the problem nonlinear, an iteration loop is provided at each time step to obtain tem-
perature dependencies where the temperature determined from the previous time step is not
satisfactory. This problem arises particularly for natural convection (thermocirculation or ther-
mosiphon) connections and thermal radiation connections.
It" the; coefficients a,, in Eq. (3) are constant— meaning the conductances are constant— the ?et
of linear equations can be solved at the beginning of the program run. This results in a set of coef-








where the b arrays are as described in Eq. (3).
Use of thus option can reduce computation time considerably for models with numerous nodes.
In PASOLE, four sets of Fu 's are calculated — for daytime or nighttime operation with a fixed or
floating "control node" temperature.
CONTROL TEMPERATURE
A particular temperature, such as room temperature, is monitored by a control node to main-
tain it within prescribed hounds. At present, only one control node is allowed. When this tem-
perature is within the prescribed bounds, the control node is a variable-temperature node and no
auxiliary heal source is required. When the control node temperature goes beyond a temperature
bound during a time increment, the control temperature is fixed at the bound and an auxiliary









where Tt is the fixed bound temperature of the control node. In some models, the thermal con-
ductance value of a connection to the control node can be varied within certain bounds (such as
for proportional control dampers). This variability reduces or eliminates the need for an aux-
iliary heat source to maintain a control node temperature bound.
When the operating mode of the control node changes during the time step, the time step is
subdivided and two or more calculations are made. Running sums of positive (source) and
negative (sink) auxiliary heat sources are made. The sink (cooling) calculation is divided ;*:r'h?r
into "ventilation" and "auxiliary" cooling, depending on whet her the cooling occurs when *he •">ut-
side air temperature is below or above the control node upper bound temperature.
Running sums also are kept of the total heat into and out of individual nodes, the total node
heat source and sink other than auxiliary, and total connection heat flows. For bookkeeping pur-
poses the auxiliary heating or cooling of the control node is not combined with any other sources
for that node.
THERMAL CONNECTIONS




where U K is the overall heat transfer coefficient for connection k between nodes i and j. and A« is
the heat transfer area of connection k. Many models have an advection connection that results
from thermocirculation. The algebraic form of this connection conductance depends on the
assumed temperature distributions in the legs of the circulation path and the relation between
the temperature distributions and the temperature of the nodes that represent these legs. A com-
mon example is a Trombe wall collector that has an advection connection between the room and
the heated air space between the wall and glazing. If it is assumed that l he temperature distribu-
tion in t he lir space is linear, such that the air space node i> at the arithmetic average of the inlet

and outlet temperatures, and that the room air is fully mixed, the thermal conductance is given
by Kij = 2pC v v, where C p is the air specific heat , p is the air density, and v is the volumetric air
flow rate. Because the value of v depends on the average air column temperatures, the thermal
conductance is highly temperature dependent and iterations are required.









Cd is the vent discharge coefficient—taken to be 0.8,
Av is the area of one row of thermocirculation vents— top or bottom (assumed to be the same),
g is the acceleration due to gravity.
H is the air column height,
AT is the difference between the average temperatures of the wall/glazing air space and the
room behind the wall, and
T is the average absolute temperature of the air space.
Equation (7) was derived by considering a driving force caused by the density difference between
the two air columns and a flow resistance from two rows of vents in series, assuming the vents are
the dominant resistance to air flow. The equation must be modified if there is another significant
flow resistance, such as that to flow in the wall/glazing air space.
For problems involving one-dimensional transient conduction, such as in thick masonry mass
walls, an adequate model can be made using several internal nodes in series, in which each node
has a part of the total mass associated with it, and massless nodes on each surface. The nodes are
connected by appropriate conduction UA values in the direction of heat flow. Other schemes in
which each node has some mass associated with it may also give good results.
INSOLATION
Any node may have several solar heat sources with various insolation areas, glazing tilts and
azimuths, number and thickness of glazings, and solar absorptivites. In some cases, the ap-
plicable external insolation is read directly from the weather data file; in other cases, the weather
data insolation is for a horizontal surface and a correction to the insolator orientation is required.
Also required are estimates of reflected insolation and glazing transmission. The equations used
to determine the insolation on an internal solar collector surface are given in Appendix A (most
of the equations are from Ref. 1). The solar sources are added to other heat sources that have





where QTRAN is the solar flux transmitted through the glazing, AOLZ is the area of absorbing
surface associated with node i, and ALFA is the solar absorbtivity of the surface. Solar radiation
not absorbed by the surface is assumed to be lost; that is, internal reflections are not accounted
for.
In the present PASOLE model, glazings of the primary solar source are represented by nodes.
These nodes are given heat sources equal to the solar radiation absorbed by the glazing. The
model could be expanded to allow for heat source nodes in the glazings of all solar sources.

ePHASE-CHANGE MATERIALS
Because temperature is the primary dependent variable, it is not convenient to handle hear-of-
fusion as an isothermal enthalpy change. Problems involving phase-change materials have been
solved by representing the heat-of-fusion as an increase in heat capacity over a given tem-
perature range of about 10 to 20°C. For these problems the heat capacitance becomes a
temperature-dependent parameter.
PROGRAM STRUCTURE
PASOLE consists of a main program, seven subroutines, and one function (Fig. 1). All hut
one (COLLECT) of the subroutines are called directly by the main program. In addition to th
PASOLE subroutines, several routines in the LASL computer library also are called by the main
program.
Three time step loops are set up in the main program. The outer loop advances the month, the
next loop advances the day of the month, and the inner loop advances the basic time
step—usually 1 h. Another loop inside the inner time siep loop is used for iterations, if required,
for temperature dependence of the coefficients. Coefficients a,j and b, of Eq. (3) are computed in-
side the iteration loop. Equation (3) is solved using the LASL library routine LSS, or the tem-
peratures are determined directly by solving Eq. (4). If any of t he calculated node temperatures
deviate from their previous iteration value (or from the previous time step, if the first iteration)
by more than the specified value of TOLT, another iteration is made using the calculated tem-
peratures as the new values. The iteration process continues until convergence is reached or until
fTMAX iterations have been made. If convergence is not reached the run is not stopped, but the
output counter KERR is advanced by one.
If the control node changes operating mode (from fixed to variable temperature, or vice versa)
during a time step, the basic time step is divided into twoor more smaller time steps, but no new
solar/weather data are obtained.
At the end of each time step, heat flow sums are updated, variables are set for the next time
step, and film file variables are set if graphic output is to be obtained. After all the time step
loops are completed, the summary output is made. For parametric studies the entire program is
put in a "problem" loop, in which specific parameters are varied.
SUBROUTINES
The data required to run the problem and the parameters (Appendix B) that describe the
model structure tire set in subroutine IN'DATA. We also could use INDATA to read data from
cards or from another file. All data written into INDATA are given in FORTRAN. Except for a
block of default values at the beginning, INDATA probably would be changed completely for
each different model.
Preliminary calculations are done in subroutine PRIME, using the data supplied in INDATA.
Included in the>e calculations are the setting up of arrays oi' fixed- and floating-temperature
nodes and the determination of the coefficients F,j of Eq. (!), if applicable.
Subroutine DAYLY is called once each time through the day loop. Here, the daily weather
data are read from a data file or are calculated. In addition, the solar declination and ex-




























































tot nl bol.tr radiation (lux on a known tilt (QHD) and the ambient air temperature (TAD). Also
useful is the wind velocity (VELD). It' there are fixed-temperature nodes oilier than the outside
ambient, DAYLY is a convenient place to enter the temperature data for these nodes. P<cau.-e
weather data formats are different, this subroutine probably will have to he adapted to the par-
ticular data set being used.
SUN'SRC calculates the heat sources from solar radiation absorption. Most of the equations in
Appendix A are solved by SUN'SRC. If the solar radiation measurements read in DAYLY are not
taken on the horizontal plane, the subroutine COLLECT is called. COLLECT solves the Boes 5
correlation backwards; that is, it obtains the equivalent total horizontal radiation from the ^iven
measured radiation, the tilt (TILTC), and azimuth (AZIMC) of the measuring surface and the
assumed diffuse ground reflectance (RHOC) pertaining to the measurement. The computed
total horizon! <d radiation is then used to proceed with the calculations. Different optical -y.-uem.s
than those assumed here (for example, one with internal reflections) would require changes in
SUNSRC.
Model structure parameters that should be furnished by INDATA, but that are temperature
and/or time dependent, are calculated in subroutine PROP, which is inside the temperature
iteration loop. PROP is called just before the solution of Eq. (3) for node temperatures is ob-
tained. This subroutine, like INDATA, probably will require changes for each different model.
Subroutine CONTROL determines whether a change has taken place in the operating mode of
the control node. If a change has taken place the flags KICHNO and KIC are set, the fixed and
variable node number arrays are adjusted, the time at which the node change occurs is deter-
mined, and temperatures at this time are calculated by linear interpolation. A new time incre-
ment is then determined for the remainder of the original time increment.
Descriptions of the variables found in the common blocks are given in Appendix C.
COMPUTER SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS •
Most of the LASL library routines, such as DATEl, CL0CK1, LSS, SPLOT, PLOT, and
DLCH. will have to be replaced by local equivalents. DATEl and CLOCKl, which merely return
real date and time values for output, could be eliminated. SPLOT, PLOT, and DLCH are used
to make SC-4020 CRT tiles for graphic output. If no equivalent routines exist or if graphic output
is not required, that section of the program may also be eliminated. The routine LSS, called from
the main program and from the subroutine PRIME, is used to solve the set of linear equations,
Eq. (3), for the T/s given the coefficients a,, and b,. Any computer facility of reasonable size
should have software equivalent to LSS.
PASOLE requires a field length of 57 000 octal words for compilation and 122 000 octal words
at execution including all library routines. No attempt has been made to minimize the core,
memory. The problems shown in Appendix E and in Figs. 2 and 3 require I to 5 nun of CP time
on a CDC 6000, or about 1 rnin on a CDC 7(500, for a yearly calculation. Using the linearized
method of Eq. U), the execution time is reduced to about 1.5 min on a CDC OoOO.
The loaders used at LASL automatically clear the registers, a feature used in PASOLE
programming. Not all computer systems are sot up this way, so it may be neces-ary to make
special provisions to clear the registers. There are other differences between the CDC FORTRAN
and other computer systems, such as multiple replacement statements and packed FORTRAN.
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Masonry wall model (KWALL = 2, NSGW = 0).
MODELING RESTRICTIONS
For simulations in the southern hemisphere, changes to the solar angle and time equations are
required. There are no restrictions on initial temperature conditions, but a small heat balance
error will be observed if the initial temperatures are not in equilibrium. The initial value of the
ambient temperaturef-O is set to the first weather data values in SUNSRC.
The number of nodes is now limited to 50 because of dimensions. If more detail is required, a
different type of simulation program probably would be better suited. The computer time re-
quired is approximately proportional to the square of the number of nodes. A model with 30
nodes takes about 40 min of CP time on the CDC GfiOO for a yearly hour-by-hour calculation. This




Built into subroutines INDATA and PROP of the present PASOEE version are two types of
south-mass-wall (SMW) passive solar heating systems: (1) Water wall, in which the thermal
storage and absorber wall are assumed to be isothermal and, therefore, representable by a single
node, and (2) Trombe wall, in which the transient conduction through the SMW is modeled by
several nodes in series assuming the heat flow is one dimensional. Figures 2 and 3 show the ther-
mal network representation of these two types of SMW. systems. Wall type is selected by setting
the flag KWALL to 1 for a water wall and to 2 for a Trombe wall. Thermocirculation of warm air
from the wall/glazing air space into the interior space is controlled by the Hag EVENT, which is
set to for no thermocirculacion, 1 for unlimited thermocirculation, 2 fur backdraft prevention,
and 4 for thermostatic control of the air flow. The number of glazings may be varied by changing
the NGL value. The number ni segments in the Trombe wall may be varied by changing the
NSEG value.
The basic models have heat capacitance associated only with the SMWs. However, if the
parameter NSGW is nonzero, an additional heat flow path is modeled through NSGW segments
of a massive external wall, as shown in Fig. 2. This one-dimensional heat ilow path, like that
through the Trombe wall in Fig. 3, consists of several internal nodes that have the wall mass
associated with them and massless nodes on the surfaces.
Parameters peculiar to these models and used only in INDATA and PROP are explained in the
Appendix D program listing. The INDATA listing in Appendix D shows the first block of data is
the set of default values for various "Program Variables." Here, program variables are defined as
those set in INDATA and PROP that are needed to run the program
—
largely those listed in Ap-
pendix A. "Model Parameters" are defined as those used strictly in INDATA and PROP to set up
the specific model, that is, to calculate values of the program variables.
After default values are set. the specific model programming begins with the setting of values
for the model parameters. These values are most often changed when making parametric studies
with the model. More model parameters are set further down for each wall type. Program con-
nection parameters and node parameters then are evaluated using a methodology developed for
these models. Next, constants Used in PROP to evaluate temperature-dependent conductances
are calculated.
The optional massive exterior wall is modeled for NSGW > by adding nodes and connections
to those set above. Next is a section for linearizing the model completely, if so desired, by
calculating effective constant conductances for all connections. This linearization must be done
if the simplified calculation (KCALC ~ 2) method is to be used, as explained in PRIME.
A provision for an outside insulation node on the SMW is used mostly for nonglazed south wall
calculations. Finally, an output listing is ma.de for many of the model parameters and resulting
program variables.
In subroutine PROP the volumetric thermocirculation flow rate is calculated for EVENT non-
zero using the previously calculated temperatures, after which conductances based on this flow
rate are computed. Radiation and convection conductances between glazings, wall, air space,
and outside air are calculated, agnin using the temperatures obtained from the previous itera-
tion. The final section of PROP, which calculate-! values of program variables U, COND, and
SCON, should be retained regardless of the model chosen. Even when all conductances are con-
stant, these last calculations are made in PROP. Only the night (UN) and day (UD) values of




Appendix E shows output listings obtained from running the Appendix D program with the
specific model parameters of Figs. 2 and 3 and using Los Alamos weather data beginning Sep-
tember 1, 1972. The first line of each listing in Appendix E gives real time and date, and the
second line gives the mode! starting date. Parameter values given for "conductance connections"
are connection number J; node numbers II and 12 (IlCON and I2CON) connected by connection
J; and UD (day) and UN (night) values of conductance in Btu/h-°F-ft : consistent with ACON,
which is the connection heat transfer area per unit SMW glazing area. Positive heat flow in con-
nection -I is from node II to node 12. Some of the conductances are shown as zero in the listings.
The zero value usually means that the conductances are temperature-dependent and have not
been calculated in INDATA.
Ambient temperature node and solar heat source information is given next. Following that is a
block of integers and a block of real variables, which are a combination of program variables and
model parameters whose names correspond to those defined in Appendixes B, C, and D. Except
for the first line in the listings, the information is generated in INDATA when the flag KHEDPR
is nonzero.
The summary table, always generated at the end of the problem in the main program, gives
monthly totals.
DEGDAY - heating degree days
QOUT - heat loss back through SMW glazing
QHEAT - auxiliary heat required by the control node
QCOOL - total cooling required by the control node
QSOLAR - solar radiation absorbed in primary solar source
QLOAD - building heat load for other than SMW
QACL - auxiliary cooling required
QSINC - solar radiation incident on glazing of SMW
PCTSOL - percentage of solar heating defined by PCTSOL = 100 (1-QHEAT/QLOAD).
Headings given in the summary table are MTIME: total number of basic time increments (hours
in this case); NSTEP: total number of time steps calculated; NCALC: total number of tem-
perature solutions (including iterations); and KERR: number of convergence failures.
If IPRSM is nonzero, tables of the individual node and connection heat flow sums are printed.
These sums are defined in Appendix C. Heat flows are given in Btu/ft 2 of SMW glazing.
In addition to the printed output, graphic output can be obtained using LASL library routines.
Graphic output is generated starting when DATE is equal to IOl through the day before 102. Ex-
amples of plots for the model of Fig. 3 are shown in Appendix E (Figs. E-l and E-2) for the same
Los Alamos weather data as above, December 31, 1972, through January 6, 1973: (IOl = 123172.
102 = 10773). Figure E-l shows the time variation of the temperatures of nodes 1, G, 8, and 7.
Figure E-2 shows the rate of solar radiation absorption in node 1 (the primary solar heat source),
the rate of heat flow through connection 8 (the heat load), the total heat flow into the room
through connections 7 and 9, and the total heat loss from the south bide through connections 1
and 11.




The idea for a simulation program of this type was J. D. Bakomb's. J. C. Hedstrom svrute a
preliminary one-mass-node simulation program. Robert Sutton of the Tasmanian College of Ad-
vanced Education, Robert Jones of the University of South Dakota, and William Wray of LASL
made helpful suggestions arising from their development of PASOLE models for particular
applications.
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APPENDIX A
EQUATIONS FOR SOLAR RADIATION
1. Solar declination (deg)*
DEC = 23.279 * cos [30 * (MO - 1 + DAY/32 - 5.7)1,
where MO - month of year (MO - 6 for June, etc.) and
DAY - day of month.
2. Extraterrestrial normal solar radiation'
QSP = A I - A2 * sin [360 * (272.1 + IDAY)/365|,
where Al = 426.93, A2 = 13.50 for QSP in Btu/h-ft 2
,
Al = 1346.1, A2 = 42. 56 for QSP in W/m 2 , and
IDAY = day of year.
3. Equation of time (EOT) is given in tabular form, one value per month (min)
MO 1 2 3 4 5 G
EOT -11.2 -13.9 -7.5 l.l 3.3 -1.4
MO 7 8 9 10 11 12
EOT -G.2 -2.4 7.5 15.4 13.8 1.6
Curve fit of data in Ri-f 2 hv J. C. Hedstrom.
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4. Solar time (h)
SUNTIME = TIME + EOT/60 - DLONG/15 - 0.5,
where TIME = local standard time, and
DEONG = difference between local longitude and standard time meridian (cleg).
(0.5 is subtracted when insolation data are averaged over the preceding hour.)
5. Hour angle (deg)
HR = 15 * (12 - SUNTIME)
6. Critical hour angle (hour angle for which solar azimuth is 90°)
COS(HRCRIT) = TAN (DEC)/TAN(LAT)
with constraint that < COS(HRCRIT) < 1.
7. Sun altitude (deg)
SIN(ALT) = COS(LAT)*COS(DEC)-COS(HR)+SIN(LAT)*SIN(DEC),
where LAT = latitude (deg).
8. Sun azimuth (deg)
SIN(AZI') = COS(DEC)-SIN(HR)/COS(ALT)
AZI' will always be between -90° and +90°.
To find the true value of the azimuth, AZIM
If |HR| <; HRCRIT, AZIM = AZI', and
if | HR| > HRCRIT, AZIM = (ISO— | AZI'|) * AZI7|AZr|.
9. Boes correlation 5 for direct normal and dfffuse radiation measurements
(a) PP = QH./[QSPvSIN(ALT)],
where QH is total horizontal radiation.
(b) FQDN = 1.79*PP - 0.55 with constraint
that < FQDN < 1.0.
(c) QDN = FQDN-QDNMAX,
where QDN = direct normal radiation and
QDNMAX = 1000 W/m s = 317.2 Btu/h-ft1
.
(d) QDIF = QH - QDN«SIN(ALT),
where QDIF = sky diffuse radiation.
10. Wall/solar azimuth (deg)
GAM = AZCVI - WAZI,
where WAZI is the wall azimuth; when facing south and positive when facing east of south.
11. Wall/solar angle o( incidence (deg)
COS(INC) = COS(ALT)-SIN(TILT)*COS(GAM) + SIN(ALT)*COS(TILT), where TILT
is wall tilt from horizontal—positive toward south, and < INC < 90°.
12. Radiation incident on wall from specular reflector. The equations are only for a horizontal
reflector adjacent to a vertical wall. East-west dimensions of wall and reflector assumed
equal. See also item 14.
(a) RLEFF - COS(GAM)/TAN(ALT).
IfRLEFF > RLNGTH, RLEFF is set equal to RLNGTH, where RLNGTH is the ratio of
the reflector length (N-S) to the wall height.
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(h) DWOW - RLEFF*TAN(GAM)/ASPRAT, where ASPRAT is the ratio of the reflector
width (E-W) to its length (N-S).
(c) ASR = RLEFF*(l-DW0W/2) if DWOW < 1,
ASR = 0.5*ASPRAT/TAN(GAM) if DWOW > 1.
(d) QINSR = QDN*ASR-RHOSR*SIN(ALT), where QINSR = reflected radiation incident
on wall, RHOSR = reflectivity of reflector.
13. Shading from overhang1
AFACT is the ratio of direct normal radiation incident on wall with overhang to that without
overhang (Fig. A-l).
AFACT = 1 - [OHANG-TAN(BEFF) - 0SEPR]/[S1N(TILT) + COS(TILT)
•TAN (BEFF)]





14. Total radiation incident on wall (collector)
QINC = QINDN + QINSR + QINDF + QINRF.
(a) QINDN is incident direct radiation
QINDN = QDN-AFACT*COS(INC).
(b) QINSR is incident reflected direct radiation (see item 12. d).
(c) QINDF is incident sky diffuse radiation
QINDF = QDIF-[1 + COS (TILT)]/2
(assuming infinite horizon).
(d) QINRF is incident reflected diffuse— includes diffuse ground reflection with infinite
horizon and specular reflection of sky diffuse radiation.
QINRF - QH-RHO-(0.5«[1 - COS{TILT)| - FCSR) + QDIF-FCSR-RHOSR,
where RUG = diffuse ground reflectivity, FCSR = view factor between wall and
specular reflector.
For this reflector model (see item 13)
FCSR = 0.5 (RLNGTH + 1 ->JKLNGTI1 : + I) approximately.
tAs.sumed to be infinite in E-W dimension (no end effects).
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15. Transmission through glazings
QTRAN = [(QINDN + QINSR)-TRANS*GLABS + (QINDF + Q1NRF)-
DTRANS-DGLABSKfRCOAT
(a) TRANS = transmission resulting from surface reflection losses only
TRANS = 0.5*(T1 + T2),
where Tl = (1 - Rl)/[1 + Rl*(2*NGL - 1)J,
T2 = (1 - R2)/fl + R2-(2«NGL - 1)1,
Rl = fSIN(INC - AREF)/SIN(INC + AREF)]',
R2 = [TANtfNC - AREF)AAN(IXC + AREF)|'-',
SIN(AREF) = SIN(IXC)/RINDEX,
NGL - number of glazings in series, and
RINDEX = refractive index of glazing surfaces.
(b) GLABS = transmission resulting from absorption in the glazings only*
GLABS = EXP [-EX-TGLZ-NGL/COS(AREF)l,
where EX = glazing material extinction coefficient, and
TGLZ = thickness of one glazing layer.
(c) TRCOAT = transmission of one glazing coating.
(d) TRANS and GRABS are for direct or beam radiation. An approximation to the
transmission for diffuse radiation (DTRANS and DGLABS) is found by setting the
angle of incidence (INC) to 60° in (a) and (b) above.




The basic input data must be entered into the program by the INDATA and PROP sub-
routines. Some parameters have internally set "default" values (shown in brackets). Use of the
units must be consistent; either ASHRAE units (Rtu, ft, h, °F) or S.I. units (W, m, s, °C) may he
used with no significant changes. Frequently, many of the data are calculated from other input
data in the subroutine INDATA, which is executed at the beginning of the problem. Some of the
data (such as U values) may vary during the problem. In this case the data are recalculated in
the subroutine PROP, which is within the time and iteration loops.
(A) Nodes (I)— I values not necessarily contiguous, but max I must be < NMAX, which is
currently 50.
KF(I): for no node
1 for variable-temperature node [0]
2 for fixed-temperature node
T(I): Node temperature
—
initial values must be specified for all nodes. For
fixed-temperature node?, Til) must. h<_- specified f"r all time step--.
CPM(I): Mass^heat capacity (heat capacitance, M in Eq. (1)]
S(l) Heat source - S(I) + SP (I)-T(I) (0)
SP(I) See Eq. (1)
(B) Connections (-J)—J values should be contiguous starting with 1.




I Nodes connected by thermal connection J
I2C0N(.I)/
UD(JD Day and night specific conductance
UN(J)I values of connection
ACON(J): Heat flow area of connection
U(J) is set to UD(J), if TMORN < TIME < TEVEN; UN (J) otherwise.
Then the conductance is COND (11,12) = U(.I)*ACON(J),
where U=IlCON(J), 12 = I2CON(J).
(C) Solar heat sources
NJS: Number of solar heat sources
ISOL(J): Node number of solar heat source J
TILT(-J): Collector tilt angle from horizontal for solar heat source J (deg)
WAZIM(J): Collector wall azimuth of source J (deg)
ALFA(J): Receiver solar absorptivity for source J
ACLZ(J): Glazing area for source J
NGLZ(J): Number of glazings in series for source J
OHANG(J): Overhang divided by glazing height (see Fig. A-l)
OSEPR(J): Overhang vertical separation divided by glazing height (see Fig. A-l)
TGLZ(J): Glazing thickness (feet or meter per layer)
DABS(J): Glazing diffuse absorptivity per layer
(D) Ambient temperature nodes
NJA: Number of ambient temperature nodes
IAMB(J): Node number of Jth ambient temperature node
(E) Integers
IC: Node number of control node
IDPERYR: Number of days per year [3G5]
1NDATE: Initial date for which calculations start—of form MMDDYY,
where MM is month, DD is day of month, YY is year
101 \ Beginning and ending dates of hourly print and
102 / film plots (102 is day after last day) [0]
1PRSM: Nonzero for print of all heat flow sums [0]
ITMAX: Maximum number of iterations per time step [1]
KAUXCL: = for no auxiliary cooling (that is, no cooling
when TAMB > TCMAX) [1]
r± for auxiliary cooling
KCALC: 1 for standard solution (Eq. (3)]
2 for simplified solution [Eq. (4)] [1]
see comments in PRIME
KCONU: for variable conductances
1 for constant conductances [0]
see comments in PRIME
KCTY: Flag for weather data format (see subroutine DAYLY)
KDATA: = for daily data (ambient temperature, wind velocity,
solar radiation) read from tape (TAPED


















= for no subdividing of basic time increment
7s standard subdividing [1]
see comments in PRIME
= for no film plots [0]
# film plots
= for no printout of INDATA information [1)
?* print
Beginning and ending months of summer period
when night insulation operation is reversed [13, 0|
Number of sequential daily calculations if < NDAY (MO) [32j
Number of days in month MO ]set in data
statement— if IDFERYR = 366, NDAY(2) is reset to 29
J
Number of time increments on each film plot, frame [168]
Max number of nodes, that is, dimension [50]
Number of successive monthly calculations
Number of time increments per day: At = t/NTIME,
where At is time increment length and t is total number of time
units per day (DELTl and TPERDAY) [24]
= no daily print [0|
it daily print
= no hourly print [0]
j£ hourly print
= no monthly print [0]
^ monthly print
= 1: Btu, h, ft, °F (ASHRAE units) fl]

















tNicht insulation is npi
t + 1'vranonif ter fur whit
Latitude of locality (de%)
Specular reflector aspect ratio (E-W to N-S)
Pyranometer "wall azimuth" (deg)
Local longitude minus standard time meridan (deg)
Extinction coefficient of glazing material (ft" 1 )
f in Eq. (2a)
Same as FAC for heat flow integrals
View factor between collector and specular reflector
Maximum direct normal insolation in direct/diffuse
correlation for measured data (Btu/h-ft'' or \V/m*)[317.2
for UNITS = 1, 1000 for UNITS = 2]
Conversion factor from weather data insolation
Value of incident solar radiation below which night
insulation is applied
Reflectance of glazings for NOL glazings in series for
diffuse radiation (0.16, 0.24, 0.29, 0.33, 0.35)
Resistance of night insulation on collector 8 F/(Btu/h-ft : )
or °CA\V/m')
Diffuse reflectivity of ground or other external reflector
Same for pyranometer f
>li«l when TIMK > TF.VKN and TIME <, TMORN fur winter period.














RHOSR: Reflectivity of specular reflector
RINDEX: Refractive index of glazings
RLNGTH: Specular reflector length (N-S) divided by glazing height
SBCON: Stefan-Boltzmann constant (1.7132 x 10" 9 Btu/h-ftJ-°F<
or 5.67 x 10-» W/m J -°C')
TBASE: Base temperature for heating degree-days (6o°F or 18°C)
TCMAXD: Max allowable control node temperature ft»r day
TCMAXN: Max allowable control node temperature for night
TCMIND: Min allowable control node temperature for day (°F or °C)
TCMINN: Min allowable control node temperature for night (°F or °C)
TEVEN: Time at which "night" starts
TILTC: Tilt of pyranometer (degree from horizontal)
TMORN: Time at which "daytime" starts
TOLT: Tolerance on temperature iteration (°F or °C)
TPERDAY: Number of time units per day
TRCOAT: Transmission of coating on inner surface of
inner collector glazing
TZERO: Difference between zero and absolute zero on
temperature scales [460°F or 273°C]









All parameters in Appendix B are also in COMMON. Starred parameters must be generated
















Temperature coefficients in Eq. (3)
Source terms in Eq. (3)
' Conductance of connection between nodes I and J




Integer date of same form as INDATE
(see Appendix B)
Index of day loop in main program
(integer day nf month)
First day in day loop (integer)
Last day in day loop (integer)
Heating degree days
Solar declination (deg)












































Deviation of node temperature between
successive iterations
Coefficients F,, in F.q. (4) for "day" and "night"
K = 1 for IC a variable-temperature node; K = 2 for IC
a fixed-temperature node
Fraction of DELT since beginning of time increment
or last control mode change
View factor between pyranometer and ground
View factor between pyranometer and sky
Hour angle at which azimuth is 90°
(For SMW models) node number of air in
glazing/wall space
Day of year
Initial day of month (from INDATE)
Weather data time offset
(see equation for SUNTIME in Appendix D,
subroutine SUNSRC)
Index of time increment loop
Index of film plot arrays
Number of connection between IAIR and IC
Connection number of nonmass-associated load
Connection number of mass-associated load
Connection number between mass-wall surface node
and IAIR. This is the first in a sequence of
connections from the wall through the glazings to
which glazing conductance calculations are keyed
= for no night insulation
= 1 for winter operation
= —1 for summer operation
(see MOSH1, MOSH2 in Appendix R)
Control node mode indicator
-1 for T(IC) at TCMIN limit, QCtN >
for TCMIN < T(IC) < TCMAX, QCIN =
+ 1 for T(IC) at TCMAX limit, QCIN <
+ 2 for T(IC) fixed for all time (TCM1ND = TCMAXD,
TCMINN = TCMAXN)
= for no mode change
= for mode change
= 1 for night
= 2 for day (TMORN < T1MEX < TEVEN)
= KCOOL for night
=
-KCOOL for day
Night insulation is used if KSHUT = + 1
= for no thermocirculation
1 for unlimited thermocirculation
2 for thermocirculation with backdraft dampers
































































= 1 for water wall model
= 2 fur Trombe wall model
Array of fixed-temperature nodes
Array of all nodes
Array of variable-temperature nodes
Current month number (MO = 1 for January, etc.
The month loop index is MONTH, which always
goes from 1 to NMO
Initial value of MO, from INDATE
Number of basic time increments from beginning
of problem
Number of nodes not converging
Number of fixed-temperature nodes
First and last problem numbers
Index of problem loop
Number of nodes, total
Number of variable temperature nodes
it
Integral auxiliary cooling of control node
Integral auxiliary heating of control node
Net heat rate through connection J
[positive from node IlCON(J) to node I2C0N(J)]
Heat source or sink applied to control node to
maintain temperature limits
QCIN from previous time step
Integral of QCIN over one time step
Net heat rate conducted into node I
Time rate of temperature change of node I,
previous time step
Weather data insolation (pyranometer data)
QHD(IH) converted to correct units
Solar heat flux incident on collector
(primary solar heat source)
Normal, extraterrestrial solar radiation
Net heat source rate in node I
Solar heat flux transmitted through collector
glazing(s)
Integral vent cooling of control node
Integral vent heating of control node
Array of constants generated in INDATA for use
in PROP, or just for general use
Remaining fraction of basic time increment
A fourth weather data parameter (relative
humidity in some cases)































































Integrals of positive and negative values
of QCON(I) over time [MAIN]
Integrals of positive and negative values
of QC12(I) over time. [MAIN]
Integrals of positive and negative values
of QSRC(I) over time. [MAIN'l
Weather data—ambient temperature fDAYLV)
Ambient temperature [SUNSRC|
Daily average ambient temperature [DAYLYJ
Maximum allowable control node temperature [MAIN]
Minimum allowable control node temperature [MAIN]
Threshold ambient temperature above which any cooling
of control node cannot be done by venting. Now set
equal to TCMAX [MAIN]
Time of day in consistent units [MAIN|
Time of day in hours [MAIN]
Daily maximum ambient temperature [DAYLY|
Daily minimum ambient temperature [DAYLY]
Node temperature from previous time step [MAIN]
Conductance per unit area of connection J [PROP]
Weather data—wind velocity [DAYLY]
Therrnocirculation volumetric flow rate [PROP]
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